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Sraprense Court No. 31 71 6/31 71 7 
Teton County No. GV 02-208 
John N. Bach 
Plaintiff/Appellant 
vs 
Alva Harris, et. al. 
Defendants/ Respondents 
John N. Bach 
Plaintiff/Respondent 
V S 
Alva Harris, et. al. 
Defendants/Appellants 
and 
Katherine Miller et. al. 
Defendants 
John N. Bach, Pro Se 
P.O. Box 101 
Driggs, ldaho 83422 
Alva A Harris, Esq. 
P.O. Box 479 
Shelley, ldaho 83274 
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Complaint for Damages/Injuries to Plaintiff, His Real & Personal Properties; 
Malicious Prosecution; Abuse of Process; Slander of Title & Conversion- 
Theft of Properties; Defamation-Libel & Slander; and for Immediate Injunctive1 
Equitable relief, Filed July 23,2002 
Affidavit of Plaintiff John N. Bach, in Support of ApplicationiRequest for 
Immediate Ex Parte Issuance of Restraining Order, and Order to Show Cause for 
Preliminary & Permanet Injunction Against All Defendants, Their Agents, 
Etc., Protecting Plaintiffs Person and Properties, Filed July 23,2002 
Order of Voluntary Disqualification Pursuant to IRCP 40(d)(4), Filed July 23,2002 
Order Restraining All Defendant Their Agents, Attorneys, or Any PersonsiEntities 
From Entering, Accessing or Attempting to Enter, Access or Be on Any of Plaintiffs 
Properties; and Order to Show Cause to All Defendants Why Such Restraining Order 
Should Not Be Issued as a Preliminary and Permanent Injunction, Filed July 25,2002 
Notice of Appearance, Filed August 7,2002 
Special Appearance of Katherine M. Miller, Filed August 7,2002 
Return of Service Upon Katherine D. Miller aka Katherine M. Miller and Jack Lee 
McLean and Alva A. Harris, Individually & DBA SCONA, Inc., a sham entity and 
Bob Bagley & Mae Bagley, Filed Augnst 8,2002 
Minutes Report, Dated August 13,2002 
Entry of Appearance, Filed August 16,2002 
Order and Preliminary Injunction, Filed August 16,2002 
Notice of Substitution of Attorney, IRCP 1 l(b)(l), Filed August 27,2002 
Order on Pending Motions, Filed September 3,2002 
Second Order on Pending Motions, Filed September 19,2002 
First Amended Complaint, Filed September 27,20002 
Motion to Strike Plaintiffs First Amended Complaint and for Rule 1 l(a)(l) 
Sanctions Against John Bach, Filed October 3,2002 
Table of Contents 1 
Affidavit of Galen Woelk, Dated October 3,2002 
Minutes Report, Dated October 9,2002 
Order Sealing All Records of in Camera Session on September 9,2002, Filed 
October 15,2002 
Third Order on Pending Motions, Filed October 15,2002 
Motion, filed November 12,2002 
Order and Notice Setting Jury Trial, Filed November 27,2002 
Minutes Report, Dated November 26,2002 
Fourth Order on Pending Motions, Filed December 3,2002 
Fifth Order on Pending Motions, Filed January 10,2003 
Minutes Entty, Dated January 9,2003 
Plaintiff John N. Bach's Meinorandum Brief No. "I", Re His Objections & 
Opposition to Defendant Katherine Miller's Motion to Dismiss (Rule 12(b)(8)); 
and Motion to Strike Said Defendant's Motion and for Evidentiary & Monetary 
Sanctions. (IRCP, Rule 1 l(a)(l), Rule 56(g) & Court's Inherent Powers, Etc., 
Filed January 28,2003 0182 
Sixth Order on Pending Motion, Filed January 28,2003 0189 
Answer, Filed January 29,2003 0193 
Seventh Order on Pending Motions, Filed January 29,2003 0195 
Plaintiff John N. Bach's Memorandum of Objections & Opposition to Defendants 
In Default (The Dawson's) Motion to Set Aside Deffault &to Strike the 
Affidavit of Jared Harris Offered Purportedly in Support Thereof; and Plaintiffs 
Motion for Sanctions, Etc. (IRCP, Rule 12(f), 1 l(a)(l) & 55(c) and 60(d)(6), 
Filed February I I, 2003 0199 
Summons 011 First Amended Complaint, Dated September 27,2002 0204 
Appearance; Motion to Dismiss and Motion for Sanctions, Filed January 22,2003 0210 
. . 
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Plaintiff John N. Bach's Memorandum Brief Re Objections & Oppositioii to 
Defendants Dawsons' Motion to Dismiss Per Rule 12(b)(5); & Plaintiff's Motions 
For Sanctions IRCP, Rule 1 1 (a)(l) & Inherent Power of Court, Filed February 1 1, 
2003 
Plaintiff John N. Bach's Motion to Strike and Quash Defendant's Dawsons' Motion 
To Disqualify the Honorable Richard T. St. Clair, IRCP, Rule 40(d)(l); and for 
Sanctions Against Dawsons & Their Counsel, Jared It-Iarris, IRCP, Rule 1 l(a)(l) & 
Inherent Powers of the Court, Filed February 11,2003 
Eighth Order on Pending Motions, Filed March 4,2003 
Ninth Order on Pending Motions, Filed March 7,2003 
Answer, Counterclaiin and Jury Demand for Defendant Katherine Miller, & 
Miller Third Party Complaint IRCP Rule 14(a) and Miller Cross Claim1 
Counterclaim IRCP Rule 13(a), 13(g), 13(h), 17(d), 19(a)(l), Filed March 17,2003 
Answer & Demand for Jury Trial, Filed March 19,2003 
Entry of Default Against Defendants; (1) Alva A. Harris, Individually & dba 
SCONA, Inc., a sham entity; (2) Targhee Powder Emporium, Inc., an Idaho 
Corporation; & dba Unltd & Ltd.; (3) Jack Lee McLean; (4) Ole Olesen; (aka Oly 
Olson); (5) Bob Fitzgerald, Individually & dba Cache Ranch; and (6) Blake Lyle, 
Individually & dba Grande Towing, and also dba Grande Body & Paint (IRCP, 
Rule 55(a)(l), et seq.) , Filed March 19,2003 
Application & Affidavit of John N. Bach, Plaintiff, for Entry of Default Per IRCP, 
Rule 55(a)(l), et seq, Against Defendants: (1) Alva A. Harris, Individually & dba 
SCONA, Inc., a sham entitiy; (2) Targhee Powder Emporium, Inc., Untld and Ltd.; 
(3) Jack Lee McLean; (4) Ole Olesen; (5) Bob Fitzgerald, Individually & dba Cache 
Ranch; and ( 6 )  Blake Lyle, Individually & dba Grande Towing, and also, dba Grande 
Body & Paint, Filed March 19,2003 
Notice of Appearance , Filed April 1,2003 
Motion to Set Aside Default, Filed April 2, 2003 
Tenth Order on Pending Motions, Filed April 2,2003 
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Eleventh Order on Pending Motions, Filed April 2,2003 
Notice of Appearance, Filed April 4,2003 
Table oE Contents 
Plaintiff & Counterclailnant John N. Bach's Answer & Affirmative Defenses to 
Counterclaims of Katherine D. Miller, aka Katherine M. Miller, Filed April 4,2003 
Twelfth Order on Pending Motions, Filed April, 2003 
Answer to First Amended Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial, Filed April 14,2003 
Minute Entry, Filed April 15,2003 
Affidavit of John N. Bach in Support of His Motions for Summary Judgment 
Andior Summary Adjudication (RCP, Rule 56, et seq.), Filed April 18, 2003 
Plaintiff & Counterclaim Defendant John N. Bach's Notice of Motions and 
Motions for Summary Judgment and lor Summary Adjudication, IRCP, Rule 56, 
et seq., Filed April 18,2003 
Minute Entry, Filed May 5,2003 
Miller's Objection to Bach's Motion for Summary Judgment, Filed May 6,2003 
Defendant Miller's Brief in Opposition to Summary Judgment, Filed May 6,2003 
Katherine Miller's Affidavit in Objection to Bach's Motion for Summary Judgment, 
Filed May 6,2003 
Thirteenth Order on Pending Motions, Filed May 6,2003 
Plaintiff John N. Bach's Closing Brief in Support of His Motion for Summary 
Judgment Against All Defendants, Filed May 13,2003 
Plaintiff John N. Bach's Notice of Ex Parte Motion and Motion for Immediate 
Issuance of Writ of Possession, Assistance andor Seizure of Plaintiff's Vehicles and 
Trailors Still in Defendants' Possession, Especially in Possession of Blake Lyle, 
Filed May 16,2003 
Order, Filed May 22,2003 
Miller's Descriptive Exhibit List, Filed May 27,2003 
Plaintiff & Counterclaim Defendant John N. Bach's Exhibit List and Designations 
PendingISubject to Court's Rulings - Orders Re Summary Judgment Motions, 
Filed May 28,2003 
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Fourteenth Order on Pending Motions, Filed May 28,2003 0505 
Minute Entry, Filed May 29,2003 
Exhibit List, Filed May 29,2003 
Notice of Hearing Motion to Set Aside Default and Motion to Reinstate Answer 
Filed May 29,2007 
Plaintiff & Counterclaim Defendant John N. Bach's Trial Brief No. Two (2) 
Defendant & Counterclaimant Miller's Answer & All Counterclaims are Barred as 
a Matter of Both Fact and Law-By Miller's Discharge of Claims Against Bach in 
I-Iis Chapter 13 Bankruptcy & Per the Written Undispute Settlement Agreement of 
October 3, 1997. (Also Citedffresented for Plaintiffs Motion in Limine to be Filed 
Herein.) Filed May 30,2003 
Fifteenth Order on Pending Motions, Filed June 2,2003 
Plaintiff John N. Bach's Trial Brief No. Three (3) Re for Immediate Entry of 
Judgment Quieting Title to Plaintiff on Those Properties Subject of Second, Third, 
and Fourth Counts, Reserving Issues of All Damages Thereon, Filed June 2,2003 
Final Pre-Trial Order, Filed June 3,2003 
Plaintiff John N. Bach's Memorandum Brief Re Objections, Motion to Strilte, & 
Opposition to Defendant Wayne Dawson's Motion Re (1) Second Renewed 
Motion to Set Aside Default; (2) Motion to Continue Trial or (3) Bifurcate, Etc., 
Filed June 3.2003 
Defendant Ann-Toy Broughton's Exhibit List, Filed June 4,2003 
Verified Answer to First Amended Complaint, Filed June 6,2003 
Order for Default, Filed June 16,2003 
Order, Filed June 16,2003 
Minute Entry, Filed June 17, 2003 
Plaintiff and Counterclaim Defendant John N. Bach's Motion for Directed Verdict on 
All His Counts in the First Amended Complaint and on All his Affirmative Defenses 
to Katherine Miller's Counterclaims (IRCP, Rule 50(a) et seq.), Filed June 18, 2003 
Special Verdict, Filed June 19,2003 
Table of Contents 
Minutes Report, Dated June 11,2003 
Minutes Report, Dated June 16,2003 
Defendant Earl Harnblin's Answer to Plaintiffs First Amended Complaint, Filed 
June 25,2003 
Verified Answer to First Amended Complaint, Filed June 27, 2003 
Brief, Filed June 27,2003 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, Filed July 1,2003 
Verified Answer, Filed July 1,2003 
Plaintiffs & Counterclaim Defendant John N. Bach's Notice of Motions & 
Motions Re (1) Order Voidingllnvalidating Special Jury Verdict of June 19,2003; 
(2) For Judgment in Complete Favor of Plaintiff & Counterclaim Defendant, John 
N. Bach, against Defendant & Counterclaimant Katherine D. Miller, aka Katherine 
M. Miller, in all capacities; (3) Amendment of RulinglOrder or Contemplated 
Judglnent Re Special Verdict &/or new Trial: and for Modification of Final 
Pretrial Order &/or Relief from Final Pretrial Order & Trial Orders, Special 
Verdict, Elc. (IRCP, Rules 16,50, 58, 59, & 60(1)-(6)) Filed July 3,2003 
Sixteenth Order on Pending Motions, Filed July 8,2003 
Plaintiff & Counterclaim Defendant John N. Bach's Notice of Motion, Motion & 
Affidavit for the Disqualification of the Honorable Richard T. St. Clair, Assigned, 
(IRCP, Rule 40(d)(2)(A)(1)(3) & (4); 40(d)(5), et seq; and Notice of Motion & 
Motion for Vacating of All Judge St. Clair's Final Pretrial Orders, Adverse Orders, 
Findings of Facts and Conclusions of Law, Etc., Filed July 9,2003 
Minute Entry, Dated July 14,2003 
Supplemental Affidavit of John N. Bach, in Support of His Motions, to Disqualify 
the Honorable Richard T. St. Clair, and All Other Motions Filed July 9,2003 and 
July 2,2003, Filed July 16,2003 
Minute Entry, Filed July 17,2003 
Seventeenth Order on Pending Motions, Filed August 28,2003 
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Eigliteenth Order on Pending Motions, Filed September 9,2003 
Minute Entry, Filed October 14, 2003 
Nineteenth Order on Pending Motions, Filed October 23,2003 
Judgment, Filed October 23,2003 
Affidavit of John N. Bach (Apart from the Memoranda Briefs Referenced and 
Incorporated Herein, and the Further Case and Other Authorities Cited Herein to 
Support Any of Plaintiffs Motions, Plaintiff Will Be Submitting Further Briefs 
Prior to 14 Days of Hearing of Friday, December 5,2003), Filed November 6,2003 
Disclaimer of Interest, Filed November 17,2003 
Plaintiff & Counterclaim Defendant John N. Bach's Supplemental Brief No. 1 
In Support of His Motions Filed November 6,2003, Filed November 20,2003 
Plaintiff & Counterclaim Defendant John N. Bach's Supplemental Brief No. 2., 
In Support of His Motions Filed November 6,2003. Filed December 3,2003 
Request for Pretrial Conference, Filed December 15,2003 
Additional Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, Filed December 23,2003 
Default Judgment Against Wayne Dawson, Filed January 5,2004 
Twentieth Order on Pending Motions, Filed January 6,2004 
Plaintiffs & Appellant's Amended Notice of Appeal, Per Idaho Supreme Court's 
Order Re: Final Judgment of December 22,2003. (Related Petition for Writ of 
MandateiProhibition, Idaho Supreme Court Docket No. 30009 Filed September 
19,2000, denied) & Plaintiff, Counterclaim Defendant & Appellant Has Made Two 
Motions for a Rule 54(b) Certificate, to which Katherine Miller Has Not Objected 
Except to the form of the Proposed Certificate. Judge St. Clair has delayed issuing 
said Certificate, most recently, issued a Twentieth Order, see attached copy, 
continuing all such motion to the lSt week, Feb., 2004, Filed January 12,2004 
Defendant, Earl Hamblin's Exhibit List, Filed January 13, 2004 
Plaintiff John N. Bach's Pretrial Statement of Objections & Requests, Etc., Per 
IRCP, Rule 16(c), 16(d), etc., Filed January 15, 2004 
Minute Entry, Filed June 16, 2004 
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Twenty First Order on Pending Motions, Filed January 16,2004 
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Plaintiff John N. Bach's Notice of Motion & Motions Re: (1) Order for Amended 
Judgment of Default Against Defendant Wayne Dawson; (2) Order Entering 
Different & Additional Damages & Relief Against Wayne Dawson, in Judgment of 
J a n u q  5,2004; and (3) Order for Immediate Writ of Possession, Assistance of 
Execution or Execution. Rules 55(b)(2), 1 l(a)(2)(A)(B); 60(b)1-3,5-7; &59(e), 
Filed January 20,2004 
Order Suspending Appeal, Filed January 22,2004 
Affidavit of John N. Bach Re: Testimony of Damages to be admitted, considered 
and included in Judgments Of Defaults Against Defendants Alva A. Harris, 
Individually & dba SCONA, Inc., a sham entity; Jack Lee McLean, Robert Fitzgerald 
alta Bob Fitzgerald, Individually & dba Cache Ranch; Oly Oleson, Individually & 
dba Cache Ranch & dba R.E.M.; and Blake Lyle, Individually & dba Grande Towing 
and also dba Grande Body & Paint. Filed February 3,2004 
Plaintiff John N. Bach's Motion Re (1) Protective Order StayingIAbating All 
Discovery by Defendants Hills, Until They Have Complied Fully with Plaintiff's 
No. 1, Discovery Set & Until Plaintiff's Motions Re Hills' Default Entries, Etc., Are 
I-leard; and (2) For Striking, Vactating or Disallowing Any Summary Judgment Motions 
by Defendants Hill. IRCP, Rules 11,26,37 & 56(ij(g), Filed February 11,2004 
Twenty Second Order on Pending Motions, Filed February 12,2004 
Minute Entry, Filed February 23,2004 
Amended Default Judgment Against Wayne Dawson, Filed February 23,2004 
Twenty Third Order on Pending Motions, Filed February 23,2004 
Default Judgment Against Alva Harris, SCONA, Inc., Bob Fitzgerald, Ole Olesen, 
and Blake Lyle, Filed February 27,2004 
Twenty Fourth Order on Pending Motions, Filed March 2,2004 
Plaintiff John N. Bach's Affidavit Per IRCP, Rule 56(0 to Stay Any Hearing or 
Action to Consider Granting Defendants Bret & Deena R. Hill's Motion for Su~mnary 
Judgment Until Plaintiff has His Further Motions for Discovery Sanctions Against 
Said Defendants Hill Heard; and Affidavit, Part 11, in Opposition, Refutations and 
Objections to Hills Affidavits Re Their Summary Judgment Motions, Filed 
March 2, 2004 
... 
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Disclaimer of Interest in Certain Real Property and Motion to Dismiss, Filed March 
8,2004 
Plaintiff John N. Bach's Notice of Motions and Motions Re (1) Reconsideration of 
Court's Previous Order Re His Answering Defendants Hill's Discovery Set; (2) for 
Additional Time to AnswerlRespond, Etc. to Said Hill's Discovery Set After 
Plaintiff's Motions for Further Discovery Sanctions and Rule 56(f) Motions are 
Heard; and (3) for Relief from Any Missing of Discovery Complaince Due Date 
by Plaintiff, Etc. IRCP, Rules 1 l(a)(2), Rule 37,60(1)-(6), Filed March 11,2004 
Plaintiff John N. Bach's Further Memorandum Brief Re Objections & Opposition to 
Defendants Hills' Motion for Summary Judgment, Filed March 11,2004 
Affidavit of Jana Siepert in Support of Motion to Compel, Filed March 15,2004 
Twenty Fifth Order on Pending Motions, Filed March 16,2004 
Order, Filed March 18,2004 
Minute Entry, Filed March 22, 2004 
Order on Various Motions Heard on March 16,2004, Filed March 22,2004 
Defendant Earl Hamhlin's Disclaimer of Interest in Certain Real Property and 
Motion to Dismiss, Filed March 23,2004 
Receipt, Dated April 1, 2004 
Order Amending Stay Entered April 13, 2004, Filed April 14, 2004 
Minute Entry, Filed April 19,2004 
Pre-Trial Order, April 19,2004 
Further Affidavit in Support of His Current Motions to (1) Strike Entire Answer of 
Defendants Hill and/or Preclude Any Evidence by Them of Their Claims to Title, 
Ownership, Possession or Rights of Use of Real Property with Home @ 195 N. 
Hwy 33, Driggs andlor for Unqualified Admissions That Plaintiff is the Sole & 
Rightful Owner Thereof, Etc., & (2) Alternatively, in Opposition to Defendants 
Hills' Motion for Summary Judgment, Filed April 20,2004 
Twenty Sixth Order on Pending Motions, Filed April 21,2004 
Twenty Seventh Order on Pending Motions, Filed April 21,2004 
Table of Contents ix 
Twenty Eighth Order on Pending Motions, Filed May 6,2004 
Minute Entry, Filed May 9, 2004 
Twenty Ninth Order on Pending Motions, Filed July 6,2004 
Judgment Against Defendants Bret Hill and Deena R. Hill, on Second Count and 
Fourth Count of First Amended Complaint, Granting Quiet Title Judgment in 
Favor of Plaintiff John N. Bach, and Permanent Injunction in His Favor Re the 
Real Properties & Interest Quieted tolin Him as to Said Second & Fourth Counts, 
Filed June 24,2004 
Minute Entry, Filed June 30,2004 
Thirtieth Order on Pending Motions, Filed July 14,2004 
Minute Entry, Filed July 21,2004 
Affidavit of Plaintiff John N. Bach, in Opposition to Defendants' Galen Woellc, 
individually & dba Runyan & Woelk's Motion for Summary Judgment on 
Remaining Counts, and to Affidavit of Galen Woelk & Affidavit of Jason Scott; 
and Request for Judicial Notice of Pending Teton Actions, Filed August 16,2004 
Thirty First Order on Pending Motions, Filed August 18,2004 
Plaintiff John N. Bach's Memorandum Re Court's Inquiry of Effect of Discharge 
in Bankruptcy of Debtors Property Not Utilized by Trustee for Creditors, Filed 
September 3,2004 
Minutes Report, Dated September 10,2004 
Default Judgment Against Lynn McLean, as Personal Representative of the Estate 
of Jack Lee McLean, Filed September 21,2004 
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Thirty Second Order on Pending Motions, Filed September 21,2004 
Affidavit of Lynn Barrie McLean, Dated September 10,2004 
Plaintiff John N. Bach's Notice of Motion & Motion Re: (1) Reconsideration of 
Default Judgment Terms of September 21,2004; and (2) Entry of Different Default 
Judgment Against Jack Lee McLean & His Estate, Especially Quieting All Title & 
Ownership of McLean to Plaintiff John N. Bach in Peacock & Drawlmife Properties, 
Plus Full Permanent Injunction, Etc. (IRCP, Rule 1 I), Filed October 5, 2004 
Table of Contents x 
Plaintiff Jolm N. Bach;s Notice of Motions and Motions Re; (1) Hearing on All 
Plaintiffs Motions Filed Since September 27,2004; (2) For Order Striking, 
Quashing or Denying Defendants Woelk, Runyan's Motion to AmendIModify, Etc., 
Court's 32nd Order; (2) For Order to Set Pretrial Conference on Remaining & 
Amending Issues; and (4) For Order Granting Plaintiff Leave to Amend & Add 
Claims Against Defendants Woelk, Runyan & Their Law Firm. (IRCP Rules 12(f), 
15(a), etc.,) Filed October 19,2004 
Plaintiff John N. Bach's Submission of Documentary Evidence in Further Support 
of His Motions Numbers (1) & (2), filed Oct. 5,2004 & Argued Nov 4,2004 @ 
9;15 a.m. Before Judge St. Clair, Filed November 5,2004 
Minute Entry, Filed November 9,2004 
Thirty Third Order on Pending Motions, Filed November 30,2004 
Thirty Fourth Order on Pending Motions, Filed December 10,2004 
Plaintiff John N. Bach's Further Affidavit Re Issuance of Proposed Permanent 
Illjunction & Request for Judicial Notice of Orders of Dismissal with Prejudice of 
all plaintiff (Jack Lee McLean's) Claims in Teton CV 01-33; 01-205; 01-265 & 
Dismissal of Charges in Teton CR 04-526 With John N. Bach's 4 Motions Filed 
Dec. 27. 2004 & His Further Memo In Support of His Motions, Filed January 12,2005 
Supplemental Affidavit No. 1. To Plaintifrs Further Affidavit Re Issuance of 
Permanent Injunction, Etc., filed Jan. 12,2005, Filed January 13,2005 
Amended Answer and Demand for Jury Trial, Filed January 13,2005 
Exhibit List, Filed January 20, 2005 
Plaintiff John N. Bach's Exhibit List for Jury Trial of February 8, 2005, Filed 
January 21,2005 
Addendum to Stipulated Pretrial Order, Filed January 27,2005 
Amended Exhibit List, Filed February 1,2005 
Remittitur, Filed February 2,2005 
Affidavit of Galen Woelk, Filed February 7,2005 
Emergency Motion for Substitution of Parties and to Shorten Tiine for I-Iearing, 
Filed February 7,2005 
Brief in Support of Emergency Motion for Substitution of Parties and to Shorten 
Time for Hearing, Filed February 7,2005 
Order, Filed February 7,2005 
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Stipulation and Order for Dismissal with Prejudice, Filed February 7,2005 
Thirty Fifth Order on Pending Motions, Filed February 11,2005 
Final Judgment, Filed February 11; 2005 
Judgment, Filed February 17,2005 
Plaintiff John N. Bach's Motion to Strike Motion for Attorneys Fees and Costs 
Brought by Defendants, Estate of Stan Nickell, Personal Representative; and 
Plaintiffs Memorandum Brief in Support of Said Motion and in Opposition to 
Nickell's Estate Motion for Attorneys Fees & Costs. & Motion for Sanctions. 
Rule 1 l(a)(l) a Full Hearing is not Just Requested but Further Required (ID Const. 
Art. I, Sec 13, IRCP, Rule, Filed February 23,2005 
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Notice of Motions and Motions by Plaintiff John N. Bach Re Post Twenth Fifith 
Order and Final Judgment, Along with Order, of February 8,2005 and February 11, 
2005 for Orders: (1) Vacating, Setting Aside, Etc. Said Orders and Final Judgment; 
(2) Entering New and Different Order & Final Judgment in Favor of Plaintiff; (3) 
Granting of New Trial as to All Plaintiffs Counts Against Katherine Miller and 
Galen Woelk; (4) For Order Awarding Plaintiff Costs and Paralegal Fees Sought. & 
Modifying Permanent Injunction. Filed February 25,2005 
Judgment, Filed February 24,2005 
Notice of Appeal, Filed February 28,2005 
Second Affidavit of John N. Bach, In Support of Motions Filed February 25,2005, 
Filed March 7.2005 
Plaintiff & Counterclaiin Defendant John N. Bach's Memorandum Brief in Support 
of His Motions Filed Feb. 25, 2005 (IRCP, 12(f), (g), 59(a), I ,  3,4,5,6, & 7; 52(b); 
60(b), (I), (2), (3), (4), (5), & (6); 1 l(a)(lj(2), Filed March 9,2005 
Minute Entry, Filed March 14,2005 
Thirty Sixth Order on Pending Motions, Filed March 17,2005 
Notice of Appeal, Filed March 25,2005 
Minute Entry, Filed May 6, 2005 
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Plaintiff John N. Bach's Closing Brief in Opjections & Opposition to Defendants 
Hill's MotiodApplication for Attorney Fees (IRCP, Rule 54(e)(2), I.C. 12-121; and 
Also To: Defendant Hamblin's MotiodApplication For Attorneys Fees, (IRCP, Rule 
54(e)(2), I.C. 12-121), Filed May 6,2005 
Plaintiff & Counterclaim Defendant John N. Bach's Post Judgment Evidentiary 
Hearing Brief Re: Laclc of Jurisdiction, Basis, Reasons and Laclc of Any Attorneys' 
Fees, Reasonable or Otherwise to be Awarded/Allowed Defendants Hills Nor 
Hamblin Per 12-121. Filed May 6,2005 
Thirty Seventh Order on Pending Motions, Filed May 11,2005 
Amended Judgment, Filed May 23,2005 
Amended Judgment, Filed June 2,2005 
John N. Bach's Amended Notice of Appeal, Per The Supreme Court of the State 
of Idaho's Order Denying Motion to Dismiss Appeal of May 23,2005. Filed 
June 13,2005 
Request for Additional Transcript, Filed June 27,2005 
John N. Bach's Second Amended Notice oTAppea1, Per The Supreme Court of the 
State of Idaho's Order of August 4, 2005, Not Mailed, Purportedly Until August 5, 
2005 and Not Received Until on Thursday, August 11,2005; and John N. Bach's 
Second Amended Notice of Appeal in No. 31717, Filed August 18,2005 
Request for Additional Record, Filed September 1,2005 
Request for Additional Transcript, Filed September 1,2005 
Request for Additional Record, Filed September 2,2005 
Certificate of Exhibits 
Clerk's Certificate 
Certificate of Service 
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Addendum to Stipulated Pretrial Order, Filed January 27,2005 
Additional Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, Filed December 23,2003 
Affidavit of Galen Woelk, Filed February 7,2005 
Affidavit of Galen Woelk, Dated October 3,2002 
Affidavit of Jana Siepert in Support of Motion to Compel, Filed March 15,2004 
Affidavit of John N. Bach (Apart from the Memoranda Briefs Referenced and 
Incorporated Herein, and the Further Case and Other Authorities Cited Herein to 
Support Any of Plaintiffs Motions, Plaintiff Will Be Submitting Further Briefs 
Prior to 14 Days of Hearing of Friday, December 5,2003), Filed November 6,2003 
Affidavit of John N. Bach in Support of His Motions for Summary Judgment 
Andlor Summary Adjudication (RCP, Rule 56, et seq.), Filed April 18,2003 
Affidavit of John N. Bach Re: Testimony of Damages to be admitted, considered 
and included in Judgments Of Defaults Against Defendants Alva A. Harris, 
Individually & dba SCONA, Inc., a sham entity; Jack Lee McLean, Robert Fitzgerald 
aka Bob Fitzgerald, Individually & dba Cache Ranch; Oly Oleson, Individually & 
dba Cache Ranch & dba R.E.M.; and Blalte Lyle, Individually & dba Grande Towing 
and also dba Grande Body & Paint. Filed February 3,2004 
Affidavit of Lynn Barrie McLean, Dated September 10,2004 
Affidavit of PlaintiffJoiu~ N. Bach, in Opposition to Defendants' Galen Woell, 
individually & dba Runyan & Woelk's Motion for Summary Judgment on 
Remaining Counts, and to Affidavit of Galen Woelk & Affidavit of Jason Scott; 
and Request for Judicial Notice of Pending Teton Actions, Filed August 16,2004 
Affidavit of Plaintiff Jokn N. Bach, in Support of ApplicatiodRequest for 
Immediate Ex Parte Issuance of Restraining Order, and Order to Show Cause for 
Preliminary & Permanet Injunction Against All Defendants, Their Agents, 
Etc., Protecting Plaintiffs Person and Properties, Filed July 23,2002 
Amended Answer and Demand for Jury Trial, Filed January 13,2005 
Amended Default Judgment Against Wayne Dawson, Filed February 23,2004 
Amended Exhibit List, Filed February 1,2005 
Amended Judgment, Filed June 2,2005 1659 
Amended Judgment, Filed May 23,2005 
Answer &.Demand for Jury Trial, Filed March 19,2003 
Answer, Counterclaim and Jury Demand for Defendant Katherine Miller, & 
Miller Third Party Complaint IRCP Rule 14(a) and Miller Cross Claim/ 
Counterclaim IRCP Rule 13(a), 13(g), 13(h), 17(d), 19(a)(l), Filed March 17,2003 
Answer, Filed January 29,2003 
Answer to First Amended Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial, Filed April 14,2003 
Appearance; Motion to Dismiss and Motion for Sanctions, Filed January 22,2003 
Application & Affidavit of John N. Bach, Plaintiff, for Elltry of Default Per IRCP, 
Rule 55(a)(l), et seq, Against Defendants: (I) Alva A. Harris, Individually & dba 
SCONA, Inc., a sham entitiy; (2) Targhee Powder Emporium, Inc., Untld and Ltd.; 
(3) Jack Lee McLean; (4) Ole Olesen; (5) Bob Fitzgerald, Individually & dba Cache 
Ranch; and (6) Blake Lyle, Individually & dba Grande Towing, and also, dba Grande 
Body & Paint, Filed March 19,2003 
Brief, Filed June 27,2003 
Brief in Support of Emergency Motion for Substitution of Parties and to Shorten 
Time for Hearing, Filed Februsuy 7,2005 
Certificate of Exhibits 
Certificate of Service 
Clerk's Certificate 
Complaint for Damages/Injuries to Plaintiff, His Real & Personal Properties; 
Malicious Prosecution; Abuse of Process; Slander of Title & Conversion- 
Theft of Properties; Defamation-Libel & Slander; and for Immediate Injunctive/ 
Equitable relief, Filed July 23,2002 
Default Judgment Against Alva Harris, SCONA, Inc., Bob Fitzgerald, Ole Olesen, 
and Blalte Lyle, Filed February 27,2004 
Default Judgment Against Lynn McLean, as Personal Representative of the Estate 
of Jack Lee McLean, Filed September 21,2004 
Default Judgment Against Wayne Dawson, Filed January 5,2004. 
Defendant Ann-Toy Broughton's Exhibit List, Filed Jul~e 4, 2003 
Defendant Earl Hamblin's Answer to Plaintiffs First Amended Complaint, Filed 
June 25,2003 
Defendant Earl Hamblin's Disclaimer of Interest in Certain Real Property and 
Motion to Dismiss, Filed March 23,2004 
Defendant, Earl Hamblin's Exhibit List, Filed January 13,2004 
Defendant Miller's Brief in Opposition to Summary Judgment, Filed May 6,2003 
Disclaimer of Interest, Filed November 17,2003 
Disclaimer of Interest in Certain Real Property and Motion to Dismiss, Filed March 
8,2004 
Eighteenth Order on Pending Motions, Filed September 9,2003 
Eighth Order on Pending Motions, Filed March 4,2003 
Eleventh Order on Pending Motions, Filed April 2,2003 
Emergency Motion for Substitution of Parties and to Shorten Time for Hearing, 
Filed February 7,2005 
Entry of Appearance, Filed August 16,2002 
Entry of Default Against Defendants; (1) Alva A. Harris, Individually & dba 
SCONA, Inc., a sham entity; (2) Targhee Powder Emporium, Inc., an Idaho 
Corporation; & dba Unltd & Ltd.; (3) Jack Lee McLean; (4) Ole Olesen; (aka OIy 
Olson); (5) Bob Fitzgerald, Individually & dba Cache Ranch; and (6) Blake Lyle, 
Individually & dba Grande Towing, and also dba Grande Body & Paint (IRCP, 
Rule 55(a)(l), et seq.) , Filed March 19, 2003 
Exhibit List, Filed January 20, 2005 
Exhibit List, Filed May 29,2003 
Fifteenth Order on Pending Motions, Filed June 2, 2003 
Fi:fth Order on Pending Motions, Filed Janniry 10,2003 
Final Judgment, Filed February 11,2005 
Final Pre-Trial Order, Filed June 3,2003 
~ i n d & s  of Fact and Conclusioils of Law, FiIed July I, 2003 
First Amended Complaiilt, Filed September 27,20002 
Fourteenth Order on Pending Motions, Filed May 28,2003 
Fourth Order on Pending Motions, Filed December 3,2002 
Further Affidavit in Support of His Current Motions to (1) Strike Entire Answer of 
Defendants Hill and/or Preclude Any Evidence by Them of Their Claiins to Title, 
Ownership, Possession or Rights of Use of Real Property with Home @ 195 N. 
Hwy 33, Driggs aridlor for Unqualified Admissions That Plaintiff is the Sole & 
Rightful Owner Thereof, Etc., & (2) Alternatively, in Opposition to Defendants 
Hills' Motion for Summary Judgment, Filed April 20, 2004 
John N. Bach's Amended Notice of Appeal, Per The Supreme Court of the State 
of Idaho's Order Denying Motion to Dismiss Appeal of May 23,2005. Filed 
June 13,2005 
John N. Bach's Second Amended Notice of Appeal, Per The Supreme Court of the 
State of Idaho's Order of August 4,2005, Not Mailed, Purportedly Until August 5, 
2005 and Not Received Until on Thursday, August 11,2005; and John N. Bach's 
Second Amended Notice of Appeal in No. 3 1717, Filed August 18,2005 
Judgment Against Defendants Bret Hill arid Deeiia R. Hill, on Second Coui~t and 
Fourth Count of First Amended Complaiilt, Granting Quiet Title Judgment in 
Favor of Plaintiff John N. Bach, and Permanent Injunctioil in His Favor Re the 
Real Properties & Interest Quieted tolin Him as to Said Second & Fourth Counts, 
Filed June 24,2004 
Judgment, Filed February 17,2005 
Judgment, Filed February 24,2005 
Judgment, Filed October 23,2003 
Katherine Miller's Affidavit in Objection to Bach's Motion for Summary Judgment, 
Filed May 6,2003 
Miller's Descriptive Exhibit List, Filed May 27,2003 
Miller's Objectioil to Bach's Motion for Summary Judgment, Filed May 6,2003 
Millute Entry, Dated Jailuary 9,2003 
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Minute Entry, Filed April 15,2003 
Minute Entry, Filed April 19,2004 
Minute Entry, Filed February 23,2004 
Minute Entry, Filed July 17,2003 
Minute Entry, Filed July 21,2004 
Minute Entry, Filed June 16,2004 
Minute Entry, Filed June 17, 2003 
Minute Entry, Filed June 30,2004 
Minute Entry, Filed March 14,2005 
Minute Entry, Filed March 22,2004 
Minute Entry, Filed May 5,2003 
Minute Entry, Filed May 6,2005 
Minute Entry, Filed blay 9,2004 
Minute Entry, Filed May 29,2003 
Minute Entry, Filed November 9,2004 
Minute Entry, Filed October 14,2003 
Minutes Report, Dated August 13,2002 
Minutes Report, Dated June 1 1,2003 
Minutes Report, Dated June 16,2003 
Minutes Report, Dated November 26,2002 
Minutes Report, Dated October 9,2002 
Minutes Report, Dated September 10,2004 
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Nineteenth Order on Pending Motions, Filed October 23,2003 
Ninth Order on Peildiilg Motions, Filed March 7,2003 
Notice of Appeal, Filed February 28,2005 
Notice of Appeal, Filed March 25,2005 
Notice of Appearance , Filed April 1,2003 
Notice of Appearance, Filed April 4,2003 
Notice of Appearance, Filed August 7,2002 
Notice of Hearing Motion to Set Aside Default and Motion to Reinstate Answer 
Filed May 29,2007 
Notice of Motions and Motions by Plaintiff John N. Bach Re Post Twenth Fifith 
Order and Final Judgment, Along with Order, of February 8,2005 and February 11, 
2005 for Orders: (1) Vacating, Setting Aside, Etc. Said Orders and Final Judgment; 
(2) Entering New and Different Order & Final Judgment in Favor of Plaintiff; (3) 
Granting of New Trial as to All Plaintiffs Counts Against Katherine Miller and 
Galen Woelk; (4) For Order Awarding Plaintiff Costs and Paralegal Fees Sought. & 
Modifying Permanent Injunction. Filed February 25,2005 
Notice of Substitution of Attorney, IRCP 1 l(b)(l), Filed August 27,2002 
Order Amending Stay Entered April 13,2004, Filed April 14,2004 
Order and Notice Setting Jury Trial, Filed November 27,2002 
Order and Preliminary Injunction, Filed August 16,2002 
Order, Filed February 7,2005 
Order, Filed June 16, 2003 
Order, Filed March 18,2004 
Order, Filed May 22,2003 
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Order for Default, Filed June 16,2003 
Order of Voluntary Disqualification P ~ ~ s u a n t  to IRCP 40(d)(4), Filed July 23,2002 
Order on Pending Motions, Filed September 3,2002 
Order on Various Motions Heard on March 16,2004, Filed March 22,2004 
Order Restraining All Defendant Their Agents, Attorneys, or Any PersonsIEntities 
From Entering, Accessing or Attempting to Enter, Access or Be on Any of Plaintiffs 
Properties; and Order to Show Cause to All Defendants Why Such Restraining Order 
Should Not Be Issued as a Preliminary and Permanent Injunction, Filed July 25,2002 
Order Sealing All Records of in Camera Session on September 9,2002, Filed 
October 15,2002 
Order Suspending Appeal, Filed January 22,2004 
Plaintiffs & Appellant's Amended Notice of Appeal, Per Idaho Supreme Court's 
Order Re: Final Judgment of December 22,2003. (Related Petition for Writ of 
MandateIProbibition, Idaho Supreme Court Docket No. 30009 Filed September 
19,2000, denied) & Plaintiff, Counterclaim Defendant & Appellant Has Made Two 
Motions for a Rule 54(b) Certificate, to which Katherine Miller Has Not Objected 
Except to the form of the Proposed Certificate. Judge St. Clair has delayed issuing 
said Certificate, most recently, issued a Twentieth Order, see attached copy, 
continuing all such motion to the lSt week, Feb., 2004, Filed January 12,2004 
Plaintiff & Counterclaim Defendant John N. Bach's Exhibit List and Designations 
PendingISubject to Court's Rulings - Orders Re Summary Judgment Motions, 
Filed May 28,2003 
Plaintiff & Counterclaim Defendant John N. Bach's Memorandum Brief in Support 
of His Motions Filed Feb. 25, 2005 (IRCP, 12(f), (g), 59(a), 1,3,4, 5,6, & 7; 52(b); 
60(b), (I), (2), (3), (4), (5), & (6); 1 l(a)(1)(2), Filed March 9,2005 
Plaintiff and Counterciaim Ddendant 3ohn N. Bach's Motion for Zirected Verdict oil 
All His Counts in the First Amended Complaint and on All his Affirmative Defenses 
to Katherine Miller's Counterclaims (IRCP, Rule 50(a) et seq.), Filed June 18,2003 
Plaintiff& Counterclaim Defendant John N. Bach's Notice of Motions and 
Motions for Sunimary Judgment aid lor Summary Adjudication, IRCP, Rule 56, 
et seq., Filed April 18,2003 
Index 
Plaintiffs & Counterclaim Defendnnt John N. Bach's Notice of Motions & 
Motions Re (1) Order Voiding/Invdidating Special Jury Verdict of June 19,2003; 
(2) For Judginent in Complete Favor of Plaintiff& Counterclaim Defendant, John 
N. Bach, against Defendant & Counterclaimant Katherine D. Miller, aka Katherine 
M. Miller, in all capacities; (3) Amendment of RulingiOrder or Contemplated 
Judgment Re Special Verdict &/or new Trial: and for Modification of Final 
Pretrial Order &/or Relief fiom Final Pretrial Order & Trial Orders, Special 
Verdict, Etc. (IRCP, Rules 16, 50,523, 59, & 60(1)-(6).) Filed July 3,2003 
Plaintiff & Counterclaim Defendant John N. Bach's Notice of Motion, Motion & 
Affidavit for the Disqualification ofthe Honorable Richard T. St. Clair, Assigned, 
(IRCP, Rule 40(d)(2)(A)(1)(3) & (4); 40(d)(5), et seq; andNotice of Motion & 
Motion for Vacating of All Judge St. Clair's Final Pretrial Orders, Adverse Orders, 
Findings of Facts and Conclusions of Law, Etc., Filed July 9,2003 
Plaintiff & Counterclaiin Defendant John N. Bach's Post Judgment Evidentiary 
IHearing Brief Re: Lack of Jurisdiction, Basis, Reasons and Lack of Any AtLorneys' 
Fees, Reasonable or Otherwise to be AwardedAllowed Defendants Hills Nor 
Hamblin Per 12-121. Filed May 6,2005 
Plaintiff & Counterclaim Defendant John N. Bacll's Supplemental Brief No. 1 
In Support of His Motions Filed November 6,2003, Filed November 20,2003 
Plaintiff & Counterclaim Defendant John N. Bach's Supplemental Brief No. 2., 
In Support of His Motions Filed November 6,2003. Filed December 3,2003 
Plaintiff & Counterclaim Defendant John N. Bach's Trial Brief No. Two (2) 
Defendant & Counterclaimant Miller's Answer & All Counterclaims are Barred as 
a Matter of Both Fact and Law-By Miller's Discharge of Claims Against Bach in 
His Chapter 13 Bankruptcy & Per the Written Undispute Settlement Agreement of 
October 3, 1997. (Also CitedPresented for Plaintiffs Motion in Liinine to be Filed 
Herein.) Filed May 30,2003 
Plaintiff & Counterclaimant John N. Bach's Answer & Affirmative Defenses to 
Counterclaims of Katherine D. Miller, alta Katherine M. Miller, Filed April 4,2003 
Plaintiff John N. Bach's Affidavit Per IRCP, Rule 56(f) to Stay Any Hearing or 
Action to Consider Granting Defendants Bret & Deena R. Hill's Motion for Summary 
Judgment Until Plaintiff has His Further Motions for Discovery Sanctions Against 
Said Defendants Hill Heard; and Affidavit, Part 11, in Opposition, Refutations and 
Objections to Hills Affidavits Re Their Summary Judgment Motions, Filed 
March 2, 2004 
Plaintiff John N. Bach's Closing Brief in Opjections & Opposition to Defendants 
Hill's MotiodApplication for Attorney Fees (IRCP, Rule 54(e)(2), I.C. 12-12i; and 
Also To: Defendant Hamblin's MotiodApplication For Attorneys Fees, (IRCP, Rule 
54(e)(2), I.C. 12-121), Filed May 6,2005 
Plaintiff John N. Bach's Closing Brief in Support of His Motion for Summary 
Judgment Against All Defendants, Filed May 13,2003 
Plaintiff JohnN. Bach's Exhibit List for Jury Trial of February 8,2005, Filed 
January 21,2005 
Plaintiff John N. Bach's Further Affidavit Re Issuance of Proposed Permanent 
Injunction & Request for Judicial Notice of Orders of Dismissal with Prejudice of 
all plaintiff (Jack Lee McLean's) Claims in Teton CV 01-33; 01-205; 01-265 & 
Dismissal of Charges in Teton CR 04-526 With John N. Bach's 4 Motions Filed 
Dec. 27.2004 & His Further Memo In Support of His Motions, Filed January 12,2005 
Plaintiff J o b  N. Bach's Further Memorandum Brief Re Objections & Opposition to 
Defendants Hills' Motion for Summary Judgment, Filed March 11,2004 
Plaintiff John N. Bach's Memorandum Brief No. "I", Re His Objectiolls & 
Opposition to Defendant Katherine Miller's Motion to Dismiss (Rule 12(b)(8)); 
and Motion to Strilce Said Defendant's Motion and for Evidentiary & Monetary 
Sanctions. (IRCP, Rule 1 l(a)(l), Rule 56(g) & Court's Inherent Powers, Etc., 
Filed January 28,2003 
Plaintiff John N. Bach's Memorandum Brief Re Objectiolls & Opposition to 
Defendants Dawsons' Motion to Dismiss Per Rule 12(b)(5); & Plaintiffs Motions 
For Sanctions IRCP, Rule 1 l(a)(l) & Inherent Power of Court, Filed February 11, 
2003 
Plaintiff John N. Bach's Memorandum Brief Re Objections, Motion to Strike, & 
Opposition to Defendant Wayne Dawson's Motion Re (1) Second Renewed 
Motion to Set Aside Default; (2) Motion to Continue Trial or (3) Bifurcate, Etc., 
Filed June 3,2003 
Plaintiff John N. Bach's Memorandum of Objections & Opposition to Defendants 
111 Default (The Dawson's) Motion to Set Aside Deffault & to Strike the 
Affidavit of Jared Harris Offered Purportedly in Support Thereof; and Plaintiffs 
Motion for Sanctions, Etc. (IRCP, Rule 1 2 0 ,  1 l(a)(l) & 55(c) and 60(d)(6), 
Filed February 11,2003 
Plaintiff John N. Bach's Memorandum Re Court's Inquiry of Effect of Discharge 
in Bankruptcy of Debtors Property Not Utilized by Trustee for Creditors, Filed 
September 3,2004 
Plaintiff JohnN. Bach's Motion Re (1) Protective Order StayingIAbating All 
Discovery by Defendants Hills, Until They Have Complied Fully with Plaintiffs 
No. 1, Discovery Set & Until Plaintiffs Motions Re Hills' Default Entries, Etc., Are 
Heard; and (2) For Striking, Vactating or Disallowing Any Summary Judgment Motions 
by Defendants Hill. IRCP, Rules 11,26,37 & 56(f)(g), Filed February 11,2004 
Index xxii 
Plaintiff John N. Bach's Motion to Strilce and Quash Defendant's Dawsons' Motion 
To Disqualify the Honorable Richard T. St. Clair, IRCP, Rule 40(d)(l); and for 
Sanctions Against Dawsons & Their Counsel, Jared Harris, IRCP, Rule 1 l(a)(l) & 
Inherent Powers of the Court, Filed February 11,2003 0242 
Plaintiff John N. Bach's Motion to Strike Motion for Attor~leys Fees and Costs 
Brought by Defendants, Estate of Stan Nickell, Personal Representative; and 
Plaintiffs Memorandum Brief in Support of Said Motion and in Opposition to 
Niclell's Estate Motion for Attorneys Fees & Costs. & Motion for Sanctions. 
Rule 1 l(a)(l) a Full Hearing is not Just Requested but Further Required (ID Const. 
Art. I, Sec 13, IRCP, Rule, Filed February 23,2005 1514 
Plaintiff John N. Bach's Notice of Ex Parte Motion and Motion for Immediate 
Issuance of Writ of Possession, Assistance andlor Seizure of Plaiiltiff s Vehicles and 
Trailors Still in Defendants' Possession, Especially in Possession of Blake Lyle, 
Filed May 16,2003 0488 
Plaintiff John N. Bach;s Notice of Motions and Motions Re; (1) Hearing on All 
Plaintiffs Motions Filed Since September 27,2004; (2) For Order Striking, 
Quashing or Denying Defendants Woelk, Runyan's Motion to AmendiModify, Etc., 
Court's 32nd Order; (2) For Order to Set Pretrial Conference on Remaining & 
Amending Issues; and (4) For Order Granting Plaintiff Leave to Amend & Add 
Claims Against Defendants Woelk, Runyan & Their Law Firm. (IRCP Rules 12(1-), 
15(a), etc.,) Filed October 19, 2004 1396 
Plaintiff John N. Bach's Notice of Motion & Motions Re: (1) Order for Amended 
Judgment of Default Against Defendant Wayne Dawson; (2) Order Entering 
Different & Additional Damages & Relief Against Wayne Dawson, in Judgment of 
Ja~luary 5,2004; and (3) Order for Immediate Writ of Possession, Assistance of 
Execution or Execution. IZu!es 55(b)(2), 1 l(a)(2)(A)(B); 60(b)!-3,5-7; &59(e), 
Filed January 20,2004 1027 
Plaintiff Jolm N. Bach's Notice of Motions and Motions Re (1) Reconsideration of 
Cou-t's Previous Order Re His Answering Defendants Hill's Discovery Set; (2) for 
Additional Time to AnswerRespond, Etc. to Said Hill's Discovery Set After 
Plaintiff's Motions for Further Discovery Sanctions and Rule 5 6 0  Motions are 
Heard; and (3) for Relief from Any Missing of Discovery Complaince Due Date 
by Plaintiff, Etc. IRCP, Rules 11(a)(2), Rule 37, 60(1)-(6), Filed March 11, 2004 1188 
Plaintiff John N. Bach's Notice of Motion & Motion Re: (1) Reconsideration of 
Default Judgment Terms of September 21,2004; and (2) Entry of Different Default 
Judgment Against Jack Lee McLean & His Estate, Especially Quieting All Title & 
Ownership of McLean to Plaintiff John N. Bach in Peacock & Drawknife Properties, 
Plus Full Permanent Injunction, Etc. (IRCP, Rule 1 1), Filed October 5,2004 1392 
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Plaintiff John N. Bach's Trial Brief No. Three (3) Re for Immediate Entry of 
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Date: 0611912003 
Time: 10:Ol PM 
Page 1 of 42 
Seventh Judicial District -Teton County 
Minutes Report 
Case: CV-2002-0000208 
John Nicholas Bach vs. Katherine Miller, etal. 
Selected Items 
User: PHYLLIS 
Hearing type: Jury Trial Minutes date: 0611612003 
Assigned judge: Richard T. St. Clair Stalt time: 08:53 AM 
Court reporter: End time: 08:53 AM 
Minutes clerk: PHYLLIS HANSEN Audio tape number: 
Second Week Civil parties: 
Tape Counter: 275 Tape 13 
Mondav June 16 
J calls case; ids those present 
Clerk has advised me she is unable to find PX 26B(e) 
and PX 78C 
P - would the jurors have retained those J will ask 
Jurv is recalled 
Tape Counter: 340 Ail jurors are present 
so stinulated ~- -~ , ~ -  ~ 
Vli-dnesday told )oil rI12rt- ~ a s  going lo be a chmge 10; have yelizratc-J a : ~  AmendaJ 
11: hale been out in notebooks. An~eridi'd v~ill oierride anvthinu , - 
Clerk cannot locate two exhibits 
Tape Counter: 400 P continues testimony 
August 16 encounter with Blake Lyle 
Have had 5 enocunter with Mr Lyle since that date 
DA objects -foundation sustained 
DA continues obiection on relevancv 
Don't believe tesk are issues 
J need to take UD outside Dresence of iuw; iurv is excused 
Tape Counter: 515 DA understoond'not to get into issues after ~ e p t  22 
P think is relevant because of nature of averments 
Do bear upon first amended complaint and origianl complaint 
No different thatn remedial correstion after the fact 
Tape Counter: 580 J will sustain objection; think there is such a thing as continuous Tort, but pi, are 
separate torts 
Think more proper for another litigation 
Only those incidents that occurred before the filing of the first amended complaint 
Tape Counter: 636 P PX 21 alson have admitted PX 21 and 22 
DA object; not only is inappropriate but damages being requested 
Not appropraite issue for parties to be made aware 
J going to sustain; originals are in court file 
P to maake FAC complete 
Da don't understand how this releaters to what jury excused from 
Can address that issue at that time; will withdraw atipulation to admission if that make 
easier 
Jury is recalled 9:19 
Date: 0611912003 
Time: 10:Ol PM 
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Tape Counter: 742 
Tape Counter: 868 
Seventh Judicial District - Teton County 
Minutes Report 
Case: CV-2002-0000208 
John Nicholas Bach vs. Katherine Miller, etal. 
Selected Items 
Jurors are returned 
P continues 
Slurs on ethnic heritage 
Mr. Woelk came in and started badgering me 
DA objects - hearsay, relevance overruled 
Felt family heritage had now become an issueN868 
Broughton had now become spotterfor Ms Miller 
Fltzgerald told me to get out; they would take care of me 
Horse trailer - living in to protect strip 
Fitzgerald pointed gun at me 
Went to SO 
User: PHYLLIS 
. ..- -. 
Got gun - kept pointed at ground 
With Kelly Circle -didn't have gun; had walking stick that looked like stock of gun 
Witgerald made a false report 
SO refused to do anything 
Have never damaged Miller's property 
Have never done anything to assault or abuse her 
Have never done anything to animals 
Have not stalked her 
After my $15,000 stolen - McLean came out of Latino's Delight 
Followed to -turned right 
Tape Counter: 11 08 Pulled in to Reese Chambers driveway - 
Asked him why he had stolen by money 
McLean pulled straight to Millers house 
Fitzgerald was letting in to house 
Waited for 30 minutes to see if he was going to leave 
Waited for 30 minutes to see if he was going to lave 
When he didn't I went to the SO and told im where they could find McLean 
Tape Counter: 1160 Request for production of documents 
Knew Miller put documents in her trash; went to trash and pulled out some documents 
DA objection - documents speak for themselves sustained 
Since then, has been concentrated effort to destroy me 
Tape Counter: 1235 Possible business ventures 
DA objects -foundation - sustained 
Move be stricken -stricken: disreoard last statement 
Still claim and seek Quiet ~ i t l e  to &at land 
DA obiects - foundat~on sustained 
Tape Counter: 1355 ~epresented people before the Idaho Tax Commission 
DA objects - relevance sustained 
Da objects relevance - sustained 
Da objects foundation 
P request 88, 89, 92, 90, 91 
Date: 0611 912003 
Time: 10:Ol PM 
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Tape Counter: 1496 
Tape Counter: 1724 
Seventh Judicial District - Teton County 
Minutes Report 
Case: CV-2002-0000208 
John Nicholas Bach vs. Katherine Miller, etal. 
Selected Items 
P ids R1  . " .  
DA obiects - hearsav overruled -think oremature 
User: PHYLLIS 
~greement with Bill knd Jill Jackson 
' 
Da continue obiects - document is hersav; hasnVt been admitted yet sustained 
Da obiects hearsav overruled 
DA s ~ i a e  objection' - hearsay oqerruled 
Sustained as to what the iacksorls' said 
Da same objection sustained 
Da same objection overruled as to what it was 
PX 92- travel diarv 
only two docume~its could find that revealed contract 
Offers 91 and 92 
Da obiects hearsav 
DB d6fers 
J will overrule 91 and 92 ADMITTED passed amona iurors 
PDXBB, W 
P ids W photcopy of business card 
Offers W DA already stipulated to 
J - i n  evidence already 
DA objects relevance sustained 
Tape Counter: 1845 Have attempted to get financing at three back 
DA obieas hearsay - sustained 
Da onjects hearsday sustained 
Have tried to protect and preserve porperty of kathy Miller 
Tape Counter: 1874 Recall Olsen drivng on to property in Millers vehicle 
Came out of vehicle: came within a foot of me: immedicatelv smelled alcohol 
DA object s sustained 
Da objects sustained 
Threats to me oersonal and orooertv and animals 
Tape Counter: 1930 
. .  ,
Vehicles takenby Lyle 
DA foundation sustained 
Da foundation 
1988 Caprice $1 000 
Lost $2000 in value of trailer 
Handle broken off; skylights broken 
Gun purchased for me by my father when I turned 12 
DA foundation move to strike - overruled 
Beautiful crystal cut decanter 
Rare coins 
CLothers; bedding 
Nothing of value when it was returned to be 
Poles had to replace: minimum of $6/pole 
Everytime had to replace, cost $10,000 
Had to borrow money 
Intended to give tem warranty deed - couldn't do that 
Date: 0611 912003 
Time: 10:01 PM 
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Tape Counter: 2155 
Tape Counter: 2377 
Tape Counter: 2457 
Seventh Judicial District - Teton County 
Minutes Report 
Case: CV-2002-0000208 
John Nicholas Bach vs. Katherine Miller, eta1 
Selected items 
Had to build fence to separate two parcels 
Spent $7500 puttin in back fence 
No effort to comply 
P reauests DB 1 
User: PHYLLIS 
P requests DE 1 
Little house I built for my ~randchiidren balierll to the left - vole aoes acrossto easterlv . . , " 
boundary 
She could drive down and get to her property 
Set up corral to show my good faith 
She continued to go behind barn 
At no time was she evr blocked; she refused to get out of her viehicle and open the gate 
CV 00-76 she was never enied access; she as restricted to open and close gates 
She and Earl Hamblin too my water rights from the Teton Canal 
Ran hose underneath culvert 
That hose was cut 
Horses were well taken care of 
Prelimianry injunction - she ignored it 
i have taken care of fence repairs 
have soraved for weeds 
Knock& down noxious weeds b) hand 
Preserved and p~ote~ted trur propeny . .  . 
Repaired fences 
Reestablished poles and rails; $5,000 = $7,000 
She chose the back 40 acres 
Hamblin has cut off water 
Retrenched from 
DYr Creek a channel 
DA objects sustained 
Tape Counter: 2552 Da objects sustained as to Mr. Hamblin 
Da objection foundation 
Tape Counter: 2587 PX 89-1 -26 
Da will stipulate to admission 
J going to hold parties to time comitments; that may preclude from you calling other 
witnesses 
J will overrule obiection 
P describes photos 
PX 89 will be admitted 
Tape Counter: 2725 PX 90 shows not only chrysler but also tracks trespassing of Miiiers vehicle all over my 40 
acres .. .- 
Offers Da no objectsion ADMITTED 
Offers 88 1-27 no obiection ADMITTED 
Tape Counter: 2814 P seek return of $15,000 
DA objection sustained 
DA objection sustained 
Da objectin sustained 
Tape Counter: 2834 Rturn of additional $15,000 paid to Aiva Harris for rent of my house on Hwy 33 
Reasonable rent $45,000 
Da objets - relevance, foundation sustained 
Date: 06/19/2003 
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Seventh Judicial District - Teton County 
Minutes Report 
Case: CV-2002-0000208 
John Nicholas Bach vs. Katherine Miller, etal. 
Selected Items 
Other items destroyed $1300 
Shrubs. trees. torn down 
Had to go buy water irrigation pipes$300 
Soent inordinate amount of time defendina that orooertv - . .  . 
Da foundation overrule 
spent 30 hourslweek 
deserve to be comoensated for 1500 hours 
I'm scared to go to'california 
Recess 1027 
P requests to go on record 10:43 
Have two witnesses scheduled for today; then will rest 
Would like to go over exhibits to see if all are offered 
J - you agreed to be through today 
If still onstand, can we take them out of order 
J will leave uo tp counsel lo decide 
Jury is recalled 10:45 
JUN is entirelv oresent 
J -don't get bhhbts mixed up 
Tlcket ladv has been qivina tickets 
Write dowh name and-license number, make and model of vehicle 
City wants you to park in the public parking lot 
DA begins X 
Obiect to bunch of documents in front of him 
P ~ieed to keep tecord of ahat goes in arid bllat comes o ~ t  
Need to refresh ~e~ollectiori, evidence code seL11ons have run off 
Wlll with draw obiection 
User: PHYLLIS 
DAX pP objects'deed speaks for itself overruled 
TPE never registered to do business is state of lDaho 
P objects -will just confuse and mislead the jury overuled you testified about that on 
direct . . - ~  
Disbarrrnent - legal backlash for bucking the system 
P objects - overruled 
There are aome comolaints from some clients 
Acts of moral turpitude -one 
Vexatious litlgant - not by state bar 
DA intro DXlll Disbarment oroceedinas - 
P objects A&A sustained 
Moves be admitted this will just mislead the jury 
J think you need more foundation - susstained 
Da - what is foundation object 
Rule 609 foundation - lots in there about disbarment proceedings 
P assumes fads not in evidence overruled 
Da - not charging document; is finidngs document 
P objection foundation overruled 
refer to page 5 
Same obiection irrelevant and immaterial 
J only l i i i ted for purpose of impeachment; not to be used for any other purposes 
Shawb found to be completely meritless action 
Page 31 lines 17 - 27 
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Seventh Judicial District - Teton County 
Minutes Report 
Case: CV-2002-0000208 
John Nicholas Bach vs. Katherine Miller, etal. 
Selected Items 
J offered only for limited purpose of impeachment 
Ask court to accept - is direct issue in the action 
Same objection, same offer, same ruling 
Stewart property 
J ruled there was no contract 
4 years 
Resident Fishing License 
Voted in Teton County 96,98, 00 
Made representation was Idaho Resident 
DA intro DX JJJ marked 
Read page 6 first paragraph 
P objection A&A sustained 
Client stalking 
P A&A sustained 
P objects relevance overrule 
Keep copies of letters write to client 
DA refers to DX A 
Purchase Agreement for 160 acres with Harrops 
P objects A &A 
P objects document speaks for itself overuled 
Signed as agent 
P objects argumentative overruled 
Sales commission from Ms. Miller 
You paid $5,000 for this - 5 and 5 more 
P argumentative overruled 
Spent my time, my travel, my meals 
Other than $5,000, how much cash did you put in the Harrops pocket - non e 
Tape Counter: 4343 DX C 
Purchase price $210,000 
P objection misstates testimony of this document 
Not  210 lnal had been paid; it was the price agreed upon 
User: PHYLLIS 
Tape Counter: 4494 next paragraph 
DX E Offer DX E no objection ADMITTED 
P A&A document soeaks for itself - sustained 
P A&A sustained 
Document speaks for itself 
Tape Counter: 4707 DX F 
Objection and immaterial; Liponis 
J entire exhibit is being offered sustained objction as to everything but paragraph 1 
DA entire document spaeks to 80 acres 
Tape Counter: 4836 J Paragraph 4 and last paragraph 
Para 2 Liponis Trust account 
P objects no counterclaim by Liponis 
J overrule objection that paragraph (2) can come it 
DA will redact page 2 
P refers that not be done 
P would like to have record 
J -those will be kept Mark F 1 not admitted 
Tape Counter: 5040 P as sole account owner after the first $5000 
Signers on the account 
fi (j (; 8 i,i 
Date: 0611 912003 
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Seventh Judicial District - Teton County 
Minutes Report 
Case: CV-2002-0000208 
John Nicholas Bach vs. Katherine Miller, eta1 
Selected Items 
User: PHYLLIS 
Tape Counter: 5100 
Pbbject irrelevant overruled ADMIT 
P object A&A overruled 
P objects irrelevant 
Haven;t filed tax return since 78 -filed 
DA - not 94-98 
Tape Counter: 5292 
Tape Counter: 5448 
Tape Counter: 5646 
Tape Counter: 5773 
Tape Counter: 5900 
Tape Counter: 6010 
Tape Counter: 6158 
T ape Counter: 6323 
T a ~ e  Counter: 6368 
'TED 
93, 99, 
didn't have any income 
From 94-00, only back accountwas Liponis Trust account - could not be traced to you 
P objection assumes facts not established 
Wants F and Q sent to jury 
DX G 
Page 2 2nd paragraph 
third paragraph - price per acre will increase 
What owner referring to me 
P objects A&A overruled myself 
Misrepresented facts - have right to change any facts 
P obiection A&A sustained 
docljment submitted to jury 
DX I already stipulated to 
Did vou instruct vou to have Mr. Savior released to vourself - 
$1 10, in paragrabh 2 it was my money 
Miller paid me and I turned around and paid the Harrops 
P A&A sustained 
PX L alreadv entered 
Last paragraph 
D A&A overruled says holding principles money 
D objectionn J sustained on A&A 
DX L passed to jury 
DX N 
Accounting as to Miller's $1 10,000 
P A&A sustianed 
Document speaks for itself 
Assumes facts not in eidence overruled I didn't have to tell him 
DX 0 entered 
Ask for another $2500 
DA non responsive sustained 
assumes facts not in evidence and ignores my previous answer 
J answer his question 
Point to tell us this money was going to you and not to Liponis Emporium Trust 
East 80 acres not purchased -yes it was - yes it was 
sued by Harrops because they claim money wasn't paid for itTold Randy SMith first and 
then met in chambers with Herndon 
Recess 12:OO 
P would like to put witnesses on out of order 
Testimonv will not take moare than half an hour 
J - you and Woelk will have to work out 
DA - Not at this point 
P - moves take out of order 
J - cross is under control of Woelk; if he doesn't want to allow them to interrupt cross, he 
doesn't have to 
Recess 12:03 f i g i - ~ ~ p c  
1 d <I 
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Seventh Judicial District - Teton County 
Minutes Report 
Case: CV-2002-0000208 
John Nicholas Bach vs. Katherine Miller, etal. 
Selected Items 
Jury is recalled 12:59 
8:00 - 4:00 tomorrow 
Parties stipulate all jurors are in 
Both took $1 10,000 to WrigHt Law Office 
DA reaeusts PX H 
offers' no bjection other than relevancy overruled 
P second page only DA okay 
H ADMITTED 
H-1 not 
Da continues X 
DA reauest DX X 
P rele\;ancy, prejudice, misleading for jury 
Overruled ADMITTED 
P best evidence sustained 
DX X submitted to Jury 
Flled on behalf of TPE, lnc judgment on the pleadings 
Stated was ldaho Corporation 
Motion was denied because not ldaho corp 
DA intro DXKKK marked 
P objects misleading overruled ADMITTED 
DA requests PX 35B 
Also HHH 
Deposition 
Told David Nve was either a CA or NV coro 
Did you tell &e as CA or NV corp 
That it had been incorporated Line 20 
Page 37 Line 17 
Sore proprietorship 
Supposed to be Tape 13 ends 
Tape 14 begins 
Family Trust had purchased the eastern 40 acres 
Line 10, page 29 
That's incorrect 
Assignment from Trust to you 
Pa ge 30 Line 25 
PA request PX y 
PX T 
Kathy Miller Tendered that sum of money 
Offers P objcts overruled ADMITTED 
DX V no objections ADMITTED 
P objection 
DA withdrawn 
Title insurance should not show me as any individual owner 
DX W Assignment of all Rights in Easement Propeity to Miller 
P document speaks for itself 
How lona have had 51 FORd 
User: PHYLLIS 
DA DX GQ, - UU 
objection irrelevant, lack of foundation Assumes facts not established overruled 
ADMMITTED 
QQ 
Paragraph 3 real property holdings 
Did you list any of the Idaho properties 
p :., (.> -, " " 
UbdbbO 
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Seventh Judicial District - Teton County 
Minutes Report 
Case: CV-2002-0000208 
John Nicholas Bach vs. Katherine Miller, etal, 
Selected Items 
DXSS towards end Bankruptcy cpirts pade 14; schedule B personal property 
Interests in stocks, incorporated or unincorporated business 
P wasn't required there 
Schedule A Real property 
Did you list any no. It wasnY required 
Schedule E page 15 List interest and current market value 
response ? after $1000 
User: PHYLLIS 
That car was not in my sole possession 
No 33 -all other personal property - junk fire and scrapbooks $500 
Those were in my mother's trust 
QQ - Debtor's Plan 
Created an exception in the Affirmation 
PA objection irrelevant .... overruled 
DA objection J if you 
DX II 
That's the only place you rname has ever appeared on a deed in Teton County 
YOU recorded those deed b ut signed Jack mcleans's name 
I had an Irrevocable Powerof Attorney of Jack McLeans name 
How many times had sued Mr. McLean 
P irrelevant under 609 sustained 
Move to strike stricken 
Did not revole P of A in Idaho 
Reestablished my rights to that easement strip 
- .  - -  
Moves to admit 
P obiects incomolete overrule ADMITTED 
StatGd TPE own6d by John N. Bach 
States Agriculture: not for personal residence 
P that not admitted J is can submit additional waaes . - 
Tape Counter: 1000 DX EE offer EE 
same objection overruled ADMITTED 
Telling Miller West 40 is owned by VasaN Bach Family Trust owns the property 
Assianment 
Tape Counter: 1080 ~ c ~ e a n  case testifying in Court 
Stated had no individual interest in property - not entirely true 
No individual interest in any of the 80 acres that are at issue todav - don't recall that 
Tape Counter: 1163 Page 43, lines 1-6 
Refers to an exhibit 
~ a c k  paid $22000; entire purchase was $66,000 
Dr. lioonis waid $66.000 
~ ~ E ' p a i d  j -no 
Bach took home $22,000 cash 
P objects A&A sustained 
Tape Counter: 1296 Miller sought injunction and then you dq'd Judge Moss 
P objection and immaterial overruled 
Sought to mave case to Federal rights 
Tape Counter: 1345 Faxes that said "Law Offices of John Bach" was mistake 
Objection irrelevant and immaterial overruled 
Objection to form of the word ethinic 
objection improper and immaterial sustained 
Some they wouldn't take my report on 
Blake Lyle hasn't been prosecuted 6 0 rj 6 fj '7 
Date: 06/19/2003 
Time: 10:Ol PM 
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Seventh Judicial District - Teton County 
Minutes Report 
Case: CV-2002-0000208 
John Nicholas Bach vs. Katherine Miller, etal. 
Selected Items 
Luke, Lowery and Kaufman conspiring against me 
Brag to Miller that you could tie the court's up for years with lawsuits 
DX JJ has been admitted 
Most recent building applicaton permit 
Now saying John Bach owns the property 
Submitted origianl Judge Herndon deeds 
No Lovell Harrops 
P objectionn argumentative overruled 
Deed was entered in fron of Judge St. Clair 
P would like to step aside and call another witness 
P calls w - geneo Knight 
Clerk swears in W 
P ? w 5  
DA leading overruled 
Talked about destructive things could do 
talked about fire to property 
Da obiects -overruled 
Da peisor~al knobledge, speculation - J will suslain 
DA objectoion calls for speculation 
Da obiects i~liorooer character testirnonv overruled 
Da 0b~ects relevance sustained 
DA objects relevance sustained 
Da continues to obiect not wrooer imoeachment overruled . . 
Dark 38 caliber pisiol 
Pouch was stuffed full of cash 
DA obiects sustained 
DA begins X 
How many jobs have had in last two years 
P objects irrelevant sustained 
Recess 2:25 
Jury is recalled 2:41 
P calls w - 6 Travis Thompson 
Clerk swears in W -66 Victor 
50% wartner Clarence Gummow 
~ighfand meadowss purchased for $2500 acre 
Bought as 140 acre peice 
Bench for all of building sites 
$45-fin nnn - 
reaae to Miller's wrooertv Ac 
DA foundation, relevance -sustained 
Leading foundation sustained 
Leading foundation sustained 
User: PHYLLIS 
Date: 0611 912003 
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Seventh Judicial District - Teton County 
Minutes Report 
Case: CV-2002-0000208 
John Nicholas Bach vs. Katherine Miller, etal. 
Selected Items 
DA X 
Bankruptcy terms and conditions less desirable 
P objection lack of foundation overruled 
Articles of organizaton or incorporation 
Trust documentation 
P obejction lack of foundation overruled 
DB no ? 
DB no ? 
User: PHYLLIS 
.
P requests P 12, 6, 6A, 5 
DA leading foundation speculation sustained on leading 
DA A&A said would have to send to leagal seaprtment overruled 
If warranty deed was recorded, would be able to loan money on that ; if they could not 
inusre it, we cold not loan moanev on it 
DA objects -beyond scope spechation sustained 
P is resuming witness stand 
Offers 65 for admission 
Da objects irrelevant sustained 
DBX P 
Why am I here 
you are in league with Miller 
still co principle, still an agent 
P redirects - - - -  
P requests all 26 exhibits 
Clear admissions and declaration of interest that Miller knew Bach owned 
2681 regranting and reestablishing Bach as sole owner 
DA relevancy sustained 
DA same objection sustained 
Have never recieved a notice of termination 
Like PX 22 marked separately and admitted 
Daobjects self-serving is hearsay sustained 
Ask court to allow me to read it as past memeory 
DA - certainly object to him reading hearsay ~nto the record 
DA somewhat concerned he may say he is refreshing memory and he will read from 
document 
P ot reading from; refreshing memory 
relevancy overruled 
objection relevance and beyond scope sustained on scope 
testifying from what is affidavit sustained 
objection beyond the scope beleive it is; sustain 
Offer PX 26 B(2) objection ADMITTED 
Bankruptcy court did not require other property 
Totally fails to disclose settlement agreement of 1997 
PX 26 A(2) 
PX 35.8 portion completely omitted and not read is lines 9 -17 
Objection beyond the scope overrueld 
P never have I been unfair in my dealings 
Miller was not mislead 
State bar - don't regret what I told the state bar 
would like to have marked an exhibit 
Date: 0611 912003 
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Seventh Judicial District - Teton County 
Minutes Report 
Case: CV-2002-0000208 
John Nicholas Bach vs. Katherine Miller, etal. 
Selected Items 
P intro PX 99 
Only mistake I made was I answered truthfully 
retributin by the State Bar 
It revealed some of the secrets that goes on 
Asked questons about ajudgment I obtained 
Going to put on non -profit law clinic 
DA objection relevancy sustained 
DA objects relevancy sustained 
Big boys don't fight back fairly 
Estate af Shawb 
DA objects relevancy Thiink you were using a impeachment 
J not going to admit PX 99 
Unuublished noinion 
~ r ~ i t h  doesn't dome out -just the verdict 
I did not do a gentle practice of the law - I went after public officials and I won 
I did not lie: I did not deceive 
I will always tell the truth 
Question # I  form jury 
DA ask court introduce DX Ill ; W e d  purpose pages 6 -1 8 
Ask either offer or be read into evidence 
No objection 
DA can be read or offered 
User: PHYLLIS 
J - said no objection to offering it 
P do objet to 
J will not let the rest of that objetion come in over his objection; closed suject 
J reads Juror? # I  
1. D and I had discussed first and 2nd bankruptcy. She did not want me to disclose the 
40 acres 
2. She did not want her children to find put about it 
If you're not asked a question, you are not required to give an answer 
i had truthfully answered ail the questions; I had protected Ms Miller 
recess 4:09 
Jury has been excused 
P will call and see if witness is available 
J recalls case 
P W is in hosuital - not until next week 
Want to take a look at 3 exhibits PX Be 
Clerk - 26Be is exhibit cannot find 
Would l.ke to  all Ms Guymon earl) totnorrow tnornlng - v ~ i l l  not takle r 
J IS she yoirig to say anylh~ng othei tiall hoarsay 
DA - ob~en  to her betna ~a l led  totliolroh o 1s clos~nu hes case I,J,~,~V 
~ ~~ . 
J will lei her testify tomorrow a1 long as only goes 10-minutes 
P mive PX 80 and 81 be admitted 
nore than 10 minutes 
DA object 
no objection to 80 ADMITTED 
Sustain objection to 81 
Date: 0611 912003 
Time: 10:Ol PM 
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User: PHYLLIS 
Selected Items 
DA would like to put Rule 58 Motion on record 
P has rested his case 
ARgue that Western 40 acres - ask for directed verdict on the theory and argument that 
statue reauires orovertv or transfers need to be made in writina - 
nothing ~ i ' ~ n e d  by her . - 
Therefore property would revert to her 
Failed to show any form of consideration paid for that 40 acres 
Re other peice of property - to both parcels - all quiet title claims should be directed 
verdict 
P Itas said several time ths 11e opearates as a b~siness 
Must iegisrer and file with Secy of State 
If not, fail to maintain action in state of Idaho 
cannot bring any form of action of behalf of that entit 
Slander of title Count 5 - no eveidence shows my client has filed anything individually 
No showing corproation should be peirced 
Count 6 intention interfereance - no showin that he has been injured by any third party's 
breach of contract - certainly no amount 
No eidence tha my client intereferred 
County 7 Bach did not act as agent of my client - certainly mot that she was ever acting 
os his agent 
Count 11 mailicious porsecution abuse of process 
Has not show client has used form to abuse; no ilterior otive or ulterior purpose 
Move for directed verdict on those counts 
All under advisement exceot fiduciarv - no evidence that Miller acted as aaent " 
P argues no different than past recorded testimony 
By averments, by the facts 
the very last question asked by the juror and answered by me - that I trustedher, that I 
was in love with her, don't have to say was fiducicary trust 
J you haven't pursuaded me 
Anv sevarate and indeoendant count 
Wirl cobrt allow me the'evening to brief 
J can submit authority 
DB - ask for directed verdict as to all counts against me 
J willt ake under advisement 
Jury is recalled - 4:42 
P - rest subject to 10 minute ruling to call tomorrow morning 
DA calls D 
Family and background 
P obiects - relevancv sustained 
P objects relevancv~sustained 
P odects overruleb 
P objects - hearsay, lack of foundation sustained 
P obiects A&A overruled 
{objkcts leading 
P objection move to strke sistained 
P obiection overruled 
~ury' is excused 5:00 
End of tape 15 7225 
Date: 0611 912003 
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Seventh Judicial District - Teton County 
Minutes Report 
Case: CV-2002-0000208 
John Nicholas Bach vs. Katherine Miller, etal. 
Selected Items 
Tuesday June 17 
Tape 15 
Reconvene 8:00 
Jury is recalled 
J recalls case 
Miller resumes stand 
P objects vague and ambiguous overrueld 
He called me repeatedly 
Meeting his children 
P objects irrelevant, immaterial overruled 
P objects hearsay overruled 
P - lack of foundation overruled 
P obiects hearsav sustained 
P geking in to oberruled 
P obiects overruled soeculative overruled 
Nexilawsuit 
move to strike as speculative sustained, answer will be stricken 
leading suggestive sustained 
purchase of Harrops land 
Was told time was of the essence; had to sign right away 
P objection agreement speaks for itself sustained 
40 acres bordering 40 acres you were purchasing 
Both TPE and I would be opurchasing each paying $120000 
Agreement said if I didn't build a house within two years, would have to pay $4 
TPE would buy back land from me 
Move to strike as misstating the agreement overruled the jury can compare 
vaaue and ambiauous overruled 
Move 10 strike, i%n responslvc overru!ed 
lead~ng suggestive susta~ned 
~ a n u a j  1995 said investors are veryimpatient, especially Wayne Dawson 
leading and suggestive move to strike her answer there has been no answer 
move to strike as non responsive overruled 
How d you know Bach put $5000 down 
DA requests DX H 
irrelevant immaterial soeculative overruled 
check mysteriously diiappeared 
TPE had loaned 10.000 toward !Jurcha~e orice 
leading suggestive sustained 
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Seventh Judicial District - Teton County 
Minutes Report 
Case: CV-2002-0000208 
John Nicholas Bach vs. Katherine Miller, etal. 
Selected Items 
Being sued by Harrops May 1995 
Midas manager called and said had been Sewed 
Told Bach 
Said not a big deal, dont worry about it 
move to strike as non responsive sustained 
Took to Peter Moyer, he said he was not licensed to practice law in Idaho 
Move to strike as non responsive 
leading and suggestive sustained 
assumes there were some leading suggestive 
vague overruled 
leading suggestive hearsay sustained on leading 
P don't need a leacture; not trying to do anything other than present my case 
J think Woelk is asking for permission to lead his client 
P object 
obection asked and ansered overruled 
objection vague overruled 
move to strike as non responsive and hearsay overruled 
move to strike bou in the alternative - basis of her frame of mind, not being true at all 
J overrule except for statement from daughter but that will be admitted only to show her 
state of mind 
other payments for Harrops negotiations 
Wrote chek lo Teton Countv Court 
leading sustained 
Just did what Bah asked me to do 
IRS status 
your understanding - he was in trouble with IRS and owed them a lot of money 
Recall he had an appointment and had to do with IRS oroblems 
leadina suaaestive Sustained - -- 
Assignment of easement strip agreed to put it in my name which made sense to me 
since I was paying for it 
move to strike nonresoonsive overruled 
leadino overruied 
move To strike sustained 
TPE Daid nothina for easement strio: I oaid evervthina 
purchase and sale agreement - said paib the same a; had 
another time said had paid over $200,000 for it 
move to strike overruled 
Purchased 
Marriaae to Bach 
leading sustained 
move to strike sustained 
same obiection overruled 
leading suggestive sustained 
leading sustained 
move to strike as non responsive overruled 
Har him lie to Judges on the phone 
Date: 0611 912003 
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Selected Items 
Stalking began in 1997 
move to strike overruled 
Night before went on trip to Middle Fork - about 3:00 let dog out; he ran down road barking 
heard vehicle start; watched it turned around walked out in to field saw Bach's truck drive 
hv 
~ e i ~ h b o r s  would comment 
move to strike - sustained 
Caled it the Dawn Patrol because he usual1 drove by between 5: - 6:00 in the morning 
been continual for 5 -6 vears 
Bankruptcy 
Said house on highway would be in jeopardy 
Ask him to sign 40 (?) 
DA requests DXZ 
W ids 
D obejects as hearsay 
J DX Z was admitted 
P disclosed everything in court - 
J if either party wants these exhibits to be a part of this record, they need to come up 
with a new one; the court and the clerk cannot seem to find it 
DA - ask - believe I have copy of that letter back in my office. I would ask to substitute 
J Bach and Broughten on would need to agree 
Harrop action finally resolved for good 
Think took until 1997. Not sure why it took so long since I had already paid the money 
hearsay overruled 
Bach was going to sue them for fraud 
compund overruled 
Meetng in Chuck Homer's office 
leading suggestive sustained 
irrelevant overruled 
hearsay overruled 
Not clear as to Bach's owner ship status 




J can read agreement; that says who the parties are 
objection irrelevant overruled 
Agreement 1997 
quit claim deed if I would begin an exclusive relationship with him and marry him 
DX AA W ids 
Was suppose to have notarized and file on Oct 6 
offers AA objection hearsay overruled ADMITTED 
PX 34 
W ids fantasy letter 
wrote afler he said would not sign quit claim deed 
wrote as an expression of what I had hoped to hear from him but never did 
objectionn letter speaks for itself sustained 
DX BB bach to myself addressing fantasy letter 
move to strike as non repsonsive J last sentence will be stricken 
leading irrelevant overruled 
further objection as to time J read quickly 
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User: PHYLLIS Seventh Judicial District - Teton County 
Minutes Report 
Case: CV-2002-0000208 
John Nicholas Bach vs. Katherine Miller, etal. 
Selected Items 
representation in letter 
objetion -then or now 
move to strike anything after "I don't recall" J she hasn't said anything 
realized it was going to be hard to be friends 
ABout another year before broke off relationship - almost another year 
did not want an intimate relationship 
Went to CHristmas party with friend; Bach sated he would ha ve nothing more to do with 
me 
who owned easterly 40 acres 
DX CC 
P have to problem but last two paragraphs are nonexistent 
W ids -fax from P Dec 7, 98 talking about buildingmore raod 
object to her reading -jury can read it sustained 
irrelevant overruled 
first represent ation Vasa N Bach Family Trust may own 
A&A overuled 
Would let Homer reply 
1999 - gates started to be locked 
August to McLean out for first time to show him the land and he was assaulted by Bach 
move to strike as leagal conclusion overrueld 
Sewed subpoena while out in my barn feeding my horses 
Move to stirke as non responsive this story telling has got to end overruled 
move to strike as non responsive overruled 
Sued for $2,000,000 
Appeal has been denied 
move to strike as non responsive 
Homer turned over to Don Harris: he turned over to Shan Perw 
objection irrelevant overruled 
All attornies who have helped me have been sued 
move to strike as non responsive -overruled 
speculation and conjecture sustained 
Developments on property 
Not strong enought o use bolt cutters 
Bach testified in courtroom that he was adverselv oossessino mv land , , - ,  
leading sustained 
in crimianl trial aaain started talking about Vasa N Bach Famlv Trust 
Never heard him-individually 
- 
DX EE 
P has been admitted; no bjection to it going through the jury 
in 2000 the blocking became mush more agressive 
Large chains started being put on the gates and vehicles started blocking the gate 
leading suggestive overruled 
Saw SCONA on Internet as someone else who had been sued in Federal Court by Bach 
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Seventh Judicial District - Teton County 
Minutes Report 
Case: CV-2002-0000208 
John Nicholas Bach vs. Katherine Miller, eta!. 
Selected Items 
Cailed Harris and asked if he would help me; he said no - conflict of action 
We filed against TPE 
DA refers PX26A(1) 
leading A&S overliled 
Wanted to access my land 
objetion irrelevant overiuled 
TPE was onthe deed and Bach was moving the vehicles 
leading A&A sustained 
A&A sustained 
document speaks for itself; is in evidence overruled 
AFter Rling bach took over to Federal Court 
move to strike as non responsive, her feelings sustained as to her feelings 
Harris said could now help 
- .
hearsay sustained 
Federal Court found moot 
User: PHYLLIS 
move to strike hearsay, speculation overruled 
July 1997 
Harris said it was my right to enter my property as long as I didn't disturb the peace 
DXEE rescinding all of me permission to go on to the land 
objection A&A overruled 
leading suggestive, document speaks for itself sustained 
objection leading suggestive A&A overruled 
A&A sustained 
irrelevant A&A J ask her a question in that fram 
Took in all documents to try and get a clear understanding of what really happened 
irrelevant overruled 
move to strike as hearsay sustained 
leading hearsay sustained 
leading hearsay sustained 
move to strike hearsay overruled she hasn't relayed what anvbidv said or what the . . 
documents said 
Saw no documents of an ymoney coming in from TPE 
Stared moving obstacles from in front of the gate 
He wants the court interaction 
Sept I I and 12 - moved vehicles and removed fences 
FEnce across easment 
only removed fence from access strip 
Fence down easment strip came out of my $7400 fence so I paid for it 
Why did you record it - trying to protect myself 
move to strike assumes frame of mind sustained Jury will disregard conclusion 
Second federal action 
filmed moving 51 to show how backed off 
We knew that Bach would be out of the state 
Has to be done peacefully 
leading suggestive overruled 
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Case: CV-2002-0000208 
John Nicholas Bach vs. Katherine Miller, etal. 
Selected Items 
Fitzgerald charged by PA 
hearsay sustained 
move to strike sticken 
irrelevant hearsay sustained 
irrelevant overruled 
Luke dismissed charges about cutting down fences 
hearsya sustained 
move to strike sustained 
non responsive overruled 
Bach was acquitted of all charges 
More obstructions 
have been informed DX YY is missing 
P no objection already been admitted 
J if want part of record, need to come up with duplicate 
DX WW XX Zz 
User: PHYLLIS 
objecton A&A overruled 
New fences that were built and havstack that was out there 
DX XX 
leading suggestive sustained 
leading again as the shed overruled 
EVrything from Sprtsmen's Lodge over is on the easement 
leading sustained 
still leading overruled 
Vehicles towed off on two occaisons 
couldn't get on 
objection immaterial irrelevant overruled 
immaterial hearsay sustained as to hearsay 
hearsay sustainedx 
Relationship with Mr. lyle 
Ask for opinion, leading calls for conclusion overruled 
Did you ever attempt to block the entrance to the property 
leading and suggestive overruled 
Back took truck and bashed the whole side of the truck in 
hearsay sustained 
intention was to give Bach a taste of his own medicine 
objection foundation sustained 
It was swung to the side and the whole side of the vehicle was smashed in 
move to strike the form of the question overruled -she can say what she saw; her 
0b~e~a t ionS aren't hearsay 
Formation to TPE, Inc 
relevance hearsay overruled 
move to strike hearsay is hearsay if no exception cited will instruct jury to disregard 
officers of TPE, lnc 
Have not met Dr. Liponis 
irrelevant as to the issues before this jury overrule it relates to some of the issues of this 
lawsuit 
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User: PHYLLIS 
Selected Items 
Tape Counter: 3708 intention - ws to rectify and to form actual leagal corporation in State of Idaho 
leadina com~und move tostrike sustained on leadino 
comoGnd, leading and irrelevant overrule 
- 
leading sustained 
mistates her answer leading sustained 
leading overruled 
Believed would be away to find out the truth 
leading suggestive calls for leal conclusion sustained 
Belief origianl transaction went to sham entity 
that land would then be transferred bv mvself , , 
leading suggestive sustained 
best evidence hearsay sustained on best evidence 
A&A sustained 
Don't beleive Miller has testified as to the result of this law suit 
You're right -overruled 
TaDe Counter: 3900 Dis 
hearsay and best evidence sustain on best evidence 
$60 or 61,0000,000 - had to pay nothing 
Recess 9:58 
Tape Counter: 3949 reconvene 10:17 
DA continues 
Recording of deeds by Bach 
Felt had defrauded Jack McLean 
opinion conclusion based on hearsay 
Move to strike as non repsonsive also violation of courts order on exhibits 
J don't think is any violaton of my order 
P - is this exhibit marked 
All documents were to be used at time of trial were to be marked bv a soecific date , -, 
One of my key exhibits is missing 
J sill sustain on best evidence rule 
Tape Counter: 41 12 Action brought after deeds filed 
move to strike non responsive overruled 
objection irreleevant overruled 
legal conclusion overruled 
document speaks for itself hearsay DA withdraw 
irrelevant overruled 
Mr. Sperry would not let us use his land any more 
objection overruled 
Tape Counter: 4300 ~djacent land owners being sued 
irrelevant overruled 
irrelevant1 calls for legal conclusion overruled 
move to strike hearsay overruled 
move to strike 
move to strike be sustained as to everything but the "20 times" 
objection irrelevant overruled 
move to strike 
Tape Counter: 4500 DA requests A1 B1 C1 
W ids 
have taken signs down: ernbarassing to have right on the highway 
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Seventh Judicial District - Teton County 
Minutes Report 
Case: CV-2002-0000208 
John Nicholas Bach vs. Katherine Miller, etal. 
Selected Items 
Notice of being listed as creditor on bankruotcv . , 
irrelevant andlmmaterial overrueld 
best evidence 
irrelevant and immaterial overruled 
objection frame of mind, irrelevant hearsay speculation foundation sustained on 
speculation 
$15,000 
have heard joint account 
leading and suggestive calls for legal conclusion overruled 
chairlift ride 
Cindy came to me and said she didn't have anyone to ski with 
not happy at that point with Bach 
Said he had written down cars who had been parked at my house 
objection leading irrelevant overruled 
Other lawsuits filed 
ABility to tie up the system 
A&A overruled 
bragged about tylrlg up the legal system 
Sa~d justice was agame 
Contact in last year 
took to PA; 
lack of foundation hearsay of the worst kind sustained 
irrelevant immateral vague overruled 
oral agreement A&A overruled 
irrelevant and immaterial sustained 
objection irrelevant and immaterial overruled 
objection court just sustained - other than this lawsuit 
99-014 $15 20,000 
leading best evidence Sustained on leading 
objection overruled 
assumes facts not in evidence irreleavant aild immaterial overruled 
moves to strike speculative nad conjecture , document will be best evidence 
Da - state of mind exception 
J not admitted for truth of matter: document will be the best evidence 
P - no meeting of the minds: 
Still object not relevant understand vour obiectionn I've ruled 
leading and suggestive sustained . 
leading and suggstive overruled 
thought TPE buying 40 acre and I was buying 40 
n R  7 - - .  
leading opinion and conclusion overruled 
Only time seen name on document was when you got sued 
leading and compound sustained 
rr~ove io str~ke 3s no11 lesponslve iustalneo 
lead~ng suygesllvc a11d 1rreleJant overruled 
Tape Counter: 5406 P begins X 
are you a perpertual victim 
DA- A&A sustained 
DA will start objecting to relevancy grounds, sort of beyond the scope will overrule 
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Minutes Report 
Case: CV-2002-0000208 
John Nicholas Bach vs. Katherine Miller, eta1 
Selected Items 
P would lkiek to have exhibit marked and safely 
J want marked to replace missing PX B(e) 
offers no objection ADMITTED 
objection document speaks for itself 
Top Paragraph page 2 
relevance susta~ned 
same objetion J doesn't appeared to be relevant to me overruled 
Miffle Fork trip 
relevance overuled 
P intro PX 100 marked 
relevance susained as to animals 
relevance dates are relevant 
relevace overruled 
A&A sustained 
relevance beyond the scope sustained 
obiectin A&A overruled 
reievance sstained 
Accusation o=made of threats of stalkina 
A&A overruled 
A&A overruled 
Discussion about oral partnership 
A&A overuled 
argumentative 
A&A argumentative sustained 
Agreement 1007 three weeks before took trip 
Tape 15 ends 7410 
P marks PX 22G 
relevancv overrule 
relevancjl sustained 
same objection sustained 
Page 2 of letter in front of you 
Didni want to dignify this letter with an answer 
P - like letter ~assed to the iurv . . 
PX 22G offe'rs 
hearsay not proper impeachments SUSTAINED 
DX BB 
At end of two years - buy back 
document speaks for itself sustained 
A&A on direct overruled 
document speaks for itself sustained 
argumentative overruled 
Thought document became moot 
PX 22 H 
document speaks for itselff sustained 
same objection overruled 
document speaks for itself sustained 
objection relevance argumentative sustained 
A&A sustained 
User: PHYLLIS 
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Minutes Report 
Case: CV-2002-0000208 
John Nicholas Bach vs. Katherine Miller, etal. 
Selected Items 
PX 22F 
document speaks for itself 
W - looks like memo fom Homer to himself 
personal knowledge overruled 
Do you deny the accuracy of this document 
misstates testimony 
objection relevancy sustained 
PX22H talk about relationshio to son 
User: PHYLLIS 
relevancy sustained 
P like to have PX 101 marked 
DA objects letter from Miller to son J don't have time to read it; leat's see where this goes 
PX 101 is marked 
W ids 
relevance sustained 
compound and argumentative sustained 
P offers letter PX 102 
objection relevance sustained 
PX 103 
CAme from accountant 
PAGe 2 and 3 how you wanted the property split 
Proposals you were assisting me with at the time 
Bottom of page 1 
You were hewina me with it 
Standard operahg control procedure 




Da want to make continuing objection 
P is making all these new exhibits 
they aren't relevant, they are beyond the scope, certainly not being bsed for 
imweachment 
~ h k s e  are for impeachment; never know of having to put on offer of proof 
THink properly goig into this line of questioning 
Is for rebuttal 
J -W, TH Fri, Mon to put on P's case. 
Mr. Woelk to be throuoh todav - 
Arguments tomorrow 
I was assuming we would be through with this Wednesday, instruction Wednesday night, 
to jury by noon on THursday 
You're getting in to attempts to impeach on collateral issues 
HOW much more cross 
P hour, an hour and 15 minutes 
J will give you half our to com[lete cross 
One witness with regard to value of whole 80 acres 
Cannot have until Thursday morning 
Wlil only have one witness this afternoon 
J will only give you half hour this afternoon. How you choose to use it is up to you 
Easily could have been tried and gone to the jury by tomorrow morning. Am giving you 
an extra day 
P can I have 45 minutes 
J no. 30 minutes ,. ,p , , . . lp .  ,.; 
I ~ i ' c i  r G i  
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Minutes Report 
Case: CV-2002-0000208 
John Nicholas Bach vs. Katherine Miller, eta1 
Selected Items 
Juw is recalled 1:09 
User: PHYLLIS 
All are present 
P continues X 
Recap testimony - said you were pressured. All documents do not demand any kind of 
uraencv 
DA - ls'there a question 
Thought Harrop lawsuit was big deal 
Was still living with Bach when served 
A&A sustained 
A&A sustained 
When did you find check was mysteriously missing Approx May or June of 1995 
A&A sustained 
What disadvantage were you put at - none 
P request PX 35 
There was no telephone conference was there 
Access possiblities to back 40 acres 
i've never gone out with Tape measure 
We elonaated the pond 
That wa5 the cost of the leasing of the back 40 acres to Ken Dunn 
Put the mone toward bioding the first roadway 
Did you say you did not want to spend any more money 
Move to strike as non responsive overruled 
compound ? overruled 
compound ? overruled 
Do you have to answer? I don't want anyone else to be sued 
List of names 
Compound ? Assumes facts 
Did you authorize Lyle to 
DA obiect to ? and continued testimonv overruled 
He continues to pose all rhese liorr,blcacts arid the11 ask quesl~on 
P want h ~ s  yuecti subtracted fron~ niy 30 minutes 
overruled 
Who pushed the dismissal in Federal Court 
Da objects overruled 
00-76 
01-059 
could have filed for quet Title action 
Is Mr Bach testifvina now or is he akina a auestion 
objection improper-impeachment 
ojection hearsay sustained 
DA ask P to stop badaerina the witness - 
P restates 
We did file a quiet title action don't rmember the date 
objection hearsay overruled 
Action still is sittina there over 2 112 months 
objection relevan& sustained 
who has retined Alva Harris 
have used friends to do work for you without paying them 
Misstates testimonv 
They were rendering you services; you requested them to do so 
OObjectin calls for standing in the law sustained 
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John Nicholas Bach vs. Katherine Miller, etal, 
Selected Items 
Did you ever send letter to Bach making an offer - try to work things out 
objection improper ? 408 sustained on 408 
Not on 408 ask to reconsider J have reconsider; the answer is the same 
DA is this a question overruled 
J time is up 
DA begins X 1.39 
P can have 
objection immaterial not part of C sustained 
objection not part of cross overruled 
Assumes facts not in evidence overruled 
Who owns posts and rails 
Strike hearsay and speculation overruled 
objection speculation If she knows 
irrelevant and immaterial overruled 
P move to striek anser be stricken 
objection best evidence J can't remember 
Discuss those issues on trip to Albuquerque 
P may have 2 ? J no 
DA calls W - 7 
Clerk swears in W 7 
P - object to narrative 
Sustained ask ? 
Purchase of home on Hwy 33 
Move to strike as non responsive sustained 
move to striek as non responsive overruled 
I was the only bidder 
Sale was in August 1997; got deed in early 98 
asked and answered 
filed suit 
move to strike as non resoonsive sustained 
move to strlke as non responsive sustalned 
move to str,ke as rion responstve sustalned 
move to strike as non resioonsive sustined 
Best evidence, hearsay 'overruled 
leading and suggestive sustained as to leading 
A&A overruled 
move to strike as non responsive - ssutained 
best evidence overruled 
Bankruptcy shows owns no property in ldaho except worthless 5 acre in ldaho 
DA - PX 6A 
Was document 
assumes facts not in evidence or established overruled 
User: PHYLLIS 
calls fot legal opinion .uith standing 3nd fo~lndation 
moved ro str~ke excli~sivr: j~iiisd~ction i  Federd Co~lrt o ~erruletl 
docume~~t sy>eaks for itsc;f overruled 
Names on darce~s of land 
Who did TPE consist of he claimed he wanted to be the trustee of Family Trust 
objectin vague and ambigous, possible hearsay 
earsay move to strike sustained stricken 
P witnes should be directed to answer the questin, not to talk to the jury 
hearsay as to what his client said, sustained 
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Selected Items 
Made investigation for Jack McLean and then Kathy Miller asked 
Liponis Emporium Trust Account 
leading sustained 
leading overruled 
hearsay move to strike - don'ttell them what somebody else said 
hearsav sustained 
User: PHYLLIS 
Tape Counter: 3060 $15,000 
DX H wrnno nne * -  - 
DX N second page 
lnvestiaation as to what Lioonis Em~orium Trust 
Move 6 strike sustained ' 
Tape Counter: 3176 J -want to offer hearsay from McLean to Harris 
Will allow for limited purpose but not for truth 
P argues 
J - I don't write the rules of evidence; I just apply them 
Knew account was in existance 
Hearsay goes beyond the question - J I don't think there is a question pending right now 
Tape Counter: 3259 D X Q f  
This is not an issue in this case; are we changing that tack 
J what is relevance 
DA shoriing the morley arid funds that have gone rhrcughthat accunt 
P Miller cla~ms she r~~akes no claim to that $15,000 
irrelevant as to further, this is just when he foundout overruled 
Tape Counter: 3313 DX q W ids 
Dawson paid $30000 
obiection sustained 
Tape Counter: 3454 ~ ~ l d  them to go to the bank and pull out all the money 
Asked McLean and Lipois to file an ction against Bach to ask for an accounting 
Advised McLean to go withdraw $15,000 
Saw no evidence 
oniection hearsav. soeculationn Lack of foundation 
Tape Counter: 3551 
missing some pages 
document speaks for itself overruled 
lack of foundation hearsav sustained on lack of foundation 
lack of foundation still tw missing components signature card 
Over rule ongrounds he has read Exhibit F 
Purpose wasto pay taxes on porperty 
answer leading suggesting sustained 
stricken 
A&A sustained 
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Selected Items 
What did McLean do with those funds 
foundation sustained 
leading suggestive overruled 
Created new special trust account and put In Bank in SHeliey 
relevance overruled 
Is now in Court cntrol in Teton COUnty Idaho 
irrelevant hearsay overruled 
Liponis and MclEan are suing bach to find out what happened to all the money 
non responsive sustained 
User: PHYLLIS 
leading sustained 
lack of foundation calls for legal opinion sustained; you'll have to ask the Judge; he 
probably hasn't reached a decison yet 
Instructed them to protect themselves - to 
move to strike not form of ? calls for conclusion 
What was TPE, Inc 
lack of foundation sustained 
Attended court in 98-025 
Said was an asset of VNBFT 
Contacted CA no carp, etc. concluded there was no corporation 
Looked in Counties to see if Trust registered 
Concluded it had to be asset of VNBFT 




lack of foundation overruled 
move to srtike, that wasn't the question 
WHat was the ? 
Recess 2:28 
reconvene 2:46 
move to strike as hearsay Wltness can answer that auestlor! 
leadlrlg suggestive calls for legal conclus~on ovet~~iled 
ubject~on speculat~ve susta~ned on speculat~on 
leading and suggestive sustained on leading 
lack of foundatin speulative susained on speculation 
leading and suggestive A&S overruled 
move to strike non responsive overruled 
How many times have you been sued 
move to strike as non responsive the ?was how many times 
move to strike as non responsive sustained two or three federal cases 
hearsay sustained 
based on hearsay back door attempt to get in sustaining objection 
leading will allow little more leniency 
Non responsive not his reasons and motivations sustain that 
Cllad Blake Lyle and instructed him to get those vehicles of 
calls for legal opinion or conclusion overruled 
objection lack of foundation overruled 
She filed against him and TPE - I told her to dismiss and refile against VNBFT 
move to strike overruled 
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Unlawful detainer action 
move to strike as hearsav sustinaed 
leading and suggestive 
move to stirke as non responsive calling for legal conclusion 
P May have identification of that document 
DA 66 
Flied any other actions against Bach or entities 
User: PHYLLIS 
move to~strike overrled 
P Excuse me; that's a mistake J You can inquire on X 
leading and sua~estion and calls for l e ~ a l  opinion and conlcusion, misleads the iurv - -  - .  , , 
sustained 
same objection usutained 
obiection irrelevant as to the other clients sustained 
irrelevant overruled 
moved to strike as to any opinion sustained 
irrelevant overruled 
moved to strike based upon hearsay overruled 
Bankruptcy ended 
ojection sustained 
P X w - 7  
move to strike as non responsive 
I will explain my answers 
SCONA lnc you own it lock stock and barrel1 no 
Registered agent 
Beyond scope overruled 
How many years been buying distresses properties 
Do vou check the bankruotcv sales of state -sometime 
askkd and answered it i i  
'
Whose money did you use to buy property 
obiection overruled 
m6ve to strike as non responsive stricken 
Usia SCONA to hide true buyer 
~ a i e  from AG on $15,000 
. 
Did you seek to tape a deposition of John Bach 
move to strike as non responsive stricken 
Read a dewosition taken of vou 
read you &position in the ~ a r r i s  case 
Objection Sustained 
Move to strike as non responsive stricken 
J answer yes, no or I don't remember or I don't know 
relevance compound ? sustained on compound 
You walked out when tried to take the deposition of Miller 
move to strike as non responsive sustained 
P requests all of 13 series 
8.5 acres 
~ l i e r i  l e owed you no nionq and SCONA 110 Iiioney 
Ask for f~ le  of 98-025 know tli3r IS blatalii falselr~iod 
J is it one of the exhibits J not going to take recess 
J planning on being done with mr. Harris today 
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PX 13(2) 13(3) 
Remind the court I offered it at one time; there was an objection of hearsay 
Offers 
DA objects foundation sustained on foundation 
DA will stipulate to admissio of 13-2' passed to jury ADMITTED 
PX 13(4)YouCve alrady put in the title of a case 
13(5) this isn't the sale 
Sale was inside the foyer 
move to strike as non responsive stricken 
misstates testimony A&A overruled 
move to strike as non responsive sustained 
move to strike 
You knew there was a bankruptcy file didn't know anything about it 
move to strike as nonresponsive -disregard 
remember Judge saying 
DA is P testifying to earsay sustained 
sameobjection if calling for what Judge Wood said 
move to strike sustained 
move to strike sustained 
DA going to start objecting on tclevancy 




vou are in default 
DA beyond scope 
Flled answer 2 hours after default entered 
DA objects 
(I'm not sure what went on here) 
J overruling Mr. Woelk's objection 
P still have oppo!tunity to withdraw the question 
Defaults on this case 
Defaults won't stand 
Nodamages to you because you don't own anything and don't have anything 
Move to strike as non resoonsive stricken 
Why did you not go through with the quite title action 
Compound question overruled 
We force vou to file this suit so we cold find out what vou're claimina 
J yoingt o'deny motion 
" 
request answer be stricken 
As court to maintian cntroland decorum of courtrrom 
No harm since he's already said it before 
PX26 B 2 
J will be recessing at 4:00 need to save some time for Woelk 
GOina to be limited aaain - better aet started 
move-to strike as non-responsive - 
Bankruptcy stay in effect 
move to strike as non responsive 
User: PHYLLIS 
move to strike as non responsive stricken 
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Tape Counter: 6856 PX 22 H 
calls for legal conclusionn sustained 
Move to strike last answer stricken 
PX 23 B PX 23 C marked 
Da going to object 
Crimianl action only to place n this county 
Obiectin relevance bevond the cooe overruled 
objkction hearsay 
Tape 16 ends 7421 
Tape Counter: 1 
Tape Counter: 60 
Tape Counter: 122 
Tape Counter: 173 
Tape Counter: 200 
Tape Counter: 271 
Tape Counter: 330 
~ a b e  18 ends 
I was never at the criminal proceedings 
Bragged about almost came up with Bach's property 
Objection compound 
That's the end of cross 
DA begins redirect 
objection never went in to overruled 
objection irrelevant don't think he said anything about that on cross 
Why filed as TPE 
objection read into the record best evidence 
DA used for impeachment goes to Harris state of mind and Bach's cross 
Did you try to take Bachs deposition 
he refused to said Kathy didn't give hers so he wasn't going to do one 
Why stopped her 
All he wanted to know was who she was sleeping with 
objection overruled 
P want three minutes 
J what oona in to McLean 
J think tilatiias been beat to death 
J have already ruled on tl~at 
Juty is admonished 
Recess 490 
Wednesday June I 8  
reconvene 8:04 
J recalls case 
P object to calling of any expert witnesses 
Ken Rissotti 
John Letham 
Object to any of these witnesses being called at this time 
The disclosure that was made, late, was only for Ken Rissotti not for any member of his 
firm 
Will just take an inordinate amount of time 
Da responds 
Rissotti and Company 
Conformed with all of these court orders 
Bach has had notice since March 2003 
Bach - I hear no resoonse to the untimeliness 
admits it was a shotgun approach to Rissotti 
Da Eigth Order on Pending Motions 
P that was only for me 
DA Letham is also on Bach's witness list 
Never listed Letharn as an expert 
DA - P has never requested to take that person's de osition 
P cut off date is a cut off date 1 P *7 $ ,Q b b d  r tJc) 
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J -Think is a matter that comes within the Court's discretion 
Disclosure deadlines is a routine matter 
Purpose is so parties can take depositions to prepare for trial and can line up there own 
witnesses 
Usually have P go first and then d a month later and then usually P will want to add others 
Generallly allow late disclosure of experrts as long as there is enough time for the 
opposing party to get ready for trial 
Deadline was extended for the P; then D can add depending on whom the P added 
P -didn't add anv witnesses 
J - is 2 112 months enough time to get ready 
Appraiser was company not a person 
Had Rissotti's deposition been taken, would not allow substitution, but where Bach has 
not talked to appraiser nor done anything to prepare for an appraiser 
THink Letham was available for Bach to talk to 
P - put order on us that all documents be marked with this court; have not seen 
J -what if he hadnrt prepared a report 
P that's not the gamesmanship of the rules of discovery 
Da - no requirement that I have a report 
Da - P called Travis Thompson certainly is not an expert 
P there was no objection to Travis 
J her was not qualified as an appraiser; totally unqualified as an appraiser; most of what 
he said was irrelevant 
J -what is Letham going to testify about 
DA - hay evaluation 
J will let Letham testify 
Will allow Burgess because think he is member of Rissottia and Co and don't see how 
Bach will be prejudiced because he didn't take any discovery 
Jury is recalled 823 
All jurors are present 
DA calls W - 8 Richard Beiges 
Clerk swear in W - 8 Alta 
P objects lack of foundaiion and quaiifications would like to Voir Dire 
Da -object think has become cross 
Obiect to lack of aualifications overruled 
Tape Counter: 1076 ~a'continues 
move to strike ti1 those are identified the plats are presented, hearsay until then 
J - don't think foundation has been laid 
Ask answer be stricken stricken 
P would like to have this entire document to be entered as an exhibit 
DA - W is simply using to refresh recollection 
DA - what use is document 
Do you object to having it marked as an exhibit no 
P this document is totally inadequate overruled 
P object This does not supply the foundation overruled 
objection hearsay overruled 
Move to strike if he doesn't know that, he doesn't know the answer stricken 
objection A&A overruled 
move to strike - calls for opinion and conclusion without foundation overruled 
object sustained no evidence of what 87 acres he looked at 
objection hearsay not in evidence still lack of foundation overruled 
move to strike as calling for legal opinion sustained 
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lack of foundatoin, suggestive calling for legal opinion overruled - .  
leading and suggestive overruled - 
irrelevant lack of foundation May I voir dore 
lack of founatin move to strike or preclude any testimony 
J will have to wait and see what question is before I can rule on any objection 
leading sustained 
irrelevant and immaterial overruled 
A&A sustained 
A&A misstateshis testimonv leading sustained 
User: PHYLLIS 
lack of foundatin overruled- 
- 
move to strike as lack of qualification overruled 
move to strike this entire testimony 
lack of foundation, irrelevant all of this is improper foundation 
Da responds certainly qualified 
Adequate foundation to give an opinion of the 86.3 acre of the entire parcel overruled 
Most of the objection goes to weight and can be covered on X 
no adequate foundation ofor W to give opinion as to the east 40 and west 40 
P begins X 
objection personal knowledge overruled 
Who gave you permission to go on the easterly portion of the property 
You ignored the improvements on the first 40 acres 
objectin relevance and beyond the scope overruled 
DA redirects 
objection lack improper redirect 
Would like exhibit returned to Mr. Burgess 
Clerk will make a copy of the exhibit for the record and will return the original to Mr. 
Burges 
Da will rest 
J as well as on counterclaim 
DB goven as there is no evidence at all against me . will rest. 
Will leave for jury to decide 
P Under Rule 50 A, have written  notion 
Jury is excused 9:04 
P - 8 oaoe motion 
J - is ihis origianl for court file 
Make motion under Rule 50 A but also ask court to ruling determination quieting title 
Also make motion as to Ms. Broughton in all regards 
Cannot relegate to jury quiet title and equity 
No evidence to deny or dispute the legitimacy of the strip bing coowned; was joint 
venture: nothing 
as to 40 ebing owned wholly by Bach is without question 
Don't believe this is a jury question 
Court must consider what was heard at the August 13 and 15 hearings 
DA two issues 
objeccto to motion for directed verdict other issues of ownership are at issue 
been evidence presented 
federal action consisted of civil rights violation 
no co~npulsory cunterclaim 
staute of limitations 
DB - obviously so not involved that P doesn'teven remember to give me my time 
P - rebuttal 
J - does Idaho recognize recoupment r ,\ P ,! ;? 
bi:IJ  c L U  
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J has anyone moved to repopen bankruptcy 
Didn't the debtor move to reopen the bankruptcy case 
P that wasn't the case 
J they haven' here either 
P what we come down to is a matter of policy and even judicial temprament 
J -will reerve ruling 
User: PHYLLIS 
DA plead constructive fraud 
move to conform title 
P object 
J well pleaded motin in counter claim title given does not make any difference going to 
deny motion 
Da don't think does either 
recess 10:35 
Jury is recalled 9:43 
J explains rebuttal 
P recalls himself 
Have Exhibit list and transcri~t of Case CV 98-025 and have a olat 
DA never seen ttanscrlpt or exh~bft, hate never been riot,fied 
oblecl to 111s use of transcr~pt J wtll have to see what purpose 1s . . 
P begins 
Repeat 4 things 
1. her efforts at reconciliation in 1997; continuing intimate relationship 
objectin relevance this has already been subject to cross 
P requests PX 41 
relevance hos is this rebuttal sustained 
same objectin sustained 
objection have already been through this testimony sustained 
same bjectin relevance overruled 
relevance we have already been through this sustained 
Same obiectin overruled 
relevance overrulecl 
felcvancc overruled 
Did do a number of para legal things for her 
D requests PX 4 
Da objects to any further testimony as to Montenegrin issues sustained 
same objection sustained 
Offers PX 4 hearsay , reievance, lack of foundation 
J - P 4 will be ADMITTED 
offer 13 (2) both parties object ADMITTED 
P requests case file CV 98-025 
DA obiects testifvina from document sustaned best evidence 
objecth hearsay begt evidence sustained hearsay 
objectin hearsay best evidence sustained best evidence 
same objection sustained 
same objectoin overruled 
same objectin sustained best evidence 
P offers whole file J not going to have a court file marked as an exhibit n anothe~ 
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ask paragraph 5 be marked as next exhibit parens A 5 pages 
DA all these arguments relate to the sale of the 1 acre and 8 acre have been tried by the 
federal courts 
J -think the elements or valid for impeachment against Harris 
Am gong to ADMIT 
DA gong to have objection to these two 
P is trustess 
J am sustaining objection 
Caption of verified complaint; third page; third page of Amended verified complaint 
and Three page Quit Claim Deed 
Those will be taken out of the official court record in case CV 98-025 
P continues 
several hearings before Judge Wood 
DA bjectin hearsay sustained; jury will disregard 
P requests PX 6(B) 
CV 01-205 
obiection hearsav sustained 
object~n hearsay 'susta~r~cd 
Offer PX 6(BO Susta~ned 
P request PX 66 
DA have already testified to 
J will allow a little latitude 
objection exhibits speak for themselves sustained 
same objection overruled 
DB has no X 
Da begins X 
P wants to reopen 
Like to have marked Chart summarizing testimonies 
hearsay self serving and no foundation 
J admitted for limited purpose of illustrative purpose; no other purpose 
DA requests PX GGG 
P objects Never brought that up overruled 
objection A&A improper X overruled 
P that is public opinion not to be cited 
Federal Court denied your requst that the sale of your house been overturned 
Stated consistently placedon the record that TPE was you 
DA refers to DX GGG transcript of CV 98-025 
Page 17 line 1 I 
move to strike, incorrect 
Requests PX 6A 
Ail TPE entities are your sole proprietership 
Noever provided for in discovery until 2 days before trial 
Never filed in other state or federal actions 
$15,000 is held in this court 
objectin I never brought that up sustained 
P redirect 
P requests PX 6 
DA beyond scope; if it's been admitted it speaks for itself J ok 
Requests PX 5 
DA - beyond scope, speaks for itself J they're in 
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J ? from jury 
P no objection 
J reads are there any records to prove you borrowed $60,000 from your sister or had a 
Thev were considered but never came in 
DA objection hearsay sustained 
DA other ohiection sustained 
Tape Counter: 6274 Da one ? 
objection irrelevant overruled 
objetion irrelevant overruled 
DA objects misstatement of the law dudtained 
P I want to answer it J can file supporting Briefs with the court 
Tape Counter: 6373 P rests 
DA rests 
DB no counterclaim 
Jury is released until 1:30 
Jury is admonished 
excused 11 :01 
J - under new rule, jury is entitled to their own set of instructions 
Tape 17 ends 6726 
Tape Counter: 1 
Tape Counter: 123 
Tape Counter: 273 
Tape Counter: 409 
Tape Counter: 410 
Tape Counter: 580 
Tape Counter: 650 
Tape Counter: 725 
User: PHYLLIS 
redonvene I : I9  
Tape 18 
J recalls case 
J reviews iurv instructions 14D 
P objections;~ lnstruction 1-33 
Do in ommissions 
No instruction as to Statute of Lmitations 
Objections to what have prepared -Abuse of Legal 
malicious Prosecution 
Dontt mean lo overlook settlement lnstruction 
Process 
Da problematic instruction 
Instruction 15 Frad by omissins needs to be included on both instructions 
DB has no objections 
P Ask be deleted wherever it is found 
J thinks that is an accurate statement of defense 
Won't be giving mandatory counterclaim 
J good appeal issue 
P sequester the $15,000 
Other instructions on misappropriation of porperty 
J objection to dmage instr on the claims #24 
Think I am giving the benefit of the doubt on that 
Mental pain and cuffering 
Think msut have evidence in writing -think is jury issue 
To Mr. woeiks issues 
Think is case of active fraud, not constructive 
Will not make changes to 15 and 22 
DA - don't think jury is adequately instructed 
P - not only is it non-sensical, it is absolutely untrue 
There is no issue of fraud in this lawsuit by John N. Bach 
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Tape Counter: 894 
Tape Counter: 1180 
Tape Counter: 1287 
Tape Counter: 1360 
J back to conspiracy - don't think any evidence that jury could find conspiracy 
Will not be giving No I 
Won't for the same reason give No. 2 
Going to reject P's no. 3 but have looked at Dennett vs kuenzli 130 ldaho 21 
Going to give an instruction regarding trust 
DA only partially object; jury needs to be properly instructed as to what ldaho Trust Act 
require 
P 
- my objection is very clear legaally formed California Trust 
If we're going to waste the time, them I waive the jury and want to go on the record 
before your honor because the jury is not going to be correctly instructed 
J we have spent 8 days before a jury 
P I certqainly can waive a jury trial and I do 
Jury going to add as 14 E 
P add one sentence 
J Bach no 4 don't think accurate statement of ldaho Law and am not going to give it 
Same reasoning for no. 5 
No. 6 is on estoppel -don't think all the elements of estoppel have been established 
enough 
P - not even as to quasi estoppel 
Tape Counter: 1410 Supplemental # 1 -think 21 
Da -think jury should be instructed that reliance upon your attorney is a defense 
Think 2 is reastatement of smae thing DA - no 2 is slander 
P there is no basis for reliance on attorney 
Tape Counter: 1560 Da Instructin No. 2 should say 
Am going to cover 2 by adding to 178. change end of 1st period to semicolon and add: 
Reject #3 
DA argues - 
Tape Counter: 1853 Will create lnst. 14E paraphrasing Dennet case 
Add clause to 17 B and 28 A 
DA - last instruction 
Tape Counter: 1957 Could do a 14 f 
P dpn't think either one of those should be given 
DA two other small issues 
P argues 
Tape Counter: 2343 J for reasons stated don't think I will be giving instruction of nuisance 
DA - Instr. 29 plead as affirmative defense 
Forcible detainer 
One problem with 25 
J not going to give forcible setainer; not gong to give unjust enrichment 
j G@lNG TO LEAVE IT THE WAY IT IS 
Tape Counter: 2623 J going to inset names of agents 
Then continues on 
Da concern is don'tthink jru has beenspecifically informed enough 
P object is misstatement of law 
There is adequate relief 
J can't guarantee the jury is going to understand all this 
That's my answer to the issue you have raised 
Tape Counter: 2779 DB - that affects me 
Never went on real property 
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DA one - Did Miller traspass on Bach's real property 
If you anser yes, did the damane in a manner in which Miller was attempting to abate . , .
damage 
J depends on wether should be nuisance 
J about half hour to read rest of instruction 
hour and half to Back for closina - 
hour and tialf to Woelk 
15 minutes to Brounhtol~ 
P don't want to losetime on exhibits - want to ha ve complete freedom and unrestraint to 
pull out and use at my freedom 
Time frames are okay 
J - no problem with having those on the witness stand 
Will put on card table 
Question from Juror rest fire department report 
Did make ruling that fire was separate tort and wold ha ve to be pleaded in separate action 
Will answer just before give instruction 
P - rather they be told 
DA ask for limiting instruction telling then that is not an issue in this case 
P - but Knight heard conversation 
DB Defer to woelk 
DA - then certianly would have made arguement that Bach set the fire 
J just tring to protect you 
P -just think I am very capable of defending myself 
Not going into loss 
Recess2:49 
Reconvene 8:00 
Thursday June 19 
J have revamped special verdict form 
P - have terrific problem; think is prejudicial; have specifically said quiet title 
First question is correct. Miller has not sought quiet title 
Now you have put in something that was not even metioned; she only wanted $227,000. 
11th hour switcheroo. If the court advocates that as thier function, then this trial has 
been a total waste of time 
DA - have no objection; this it is entirely appropriate. Certainly did plead for quiet title 
J is quite clear that counterclaim pled for quiet title 
P -or; it can't be both 
P -gives the jury the impression that it is binding 
DA - they do need to decide 
J going to give revised special verdict but will tell them it is the court's decision as to the 
property but that it is advisory . .  . 
Jury is recalled 8:23 
sti~ulated all iurors are Dresent 
~ 0 t e  from jutor question about fire of barn 
Evidence is in; any property damages are not part of this particular law suit 
J will start with 14 B 
Explains process for choosing alternate 
[ ,.! j., c.7 .! :: 
! i.. 1.1 a .L \ 
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Tape Counter: 3689 J reads jury instructions 
Special verdict 8 pages long 
Reads page 1, 
Explains quieting title -Judge has to decide, not jury. Judge is entitled toget advisory 
decesion 
One ach line have three oossibke answers A. John Bach B. Katherine or C. Both 
You r decison on damages is filial arid binding, not advisory 
06 aoestior~s and ansher balnks 
Tape Counter: 1 
Tape Counter: 163 
Tape Counter: 420 
~ap 'e  19 
P begins closing 923  
Only need to prove my case by preponderance of the evidence barely 51% 
Miller must prove by clear and convincing evidence 75-80% 
Da objects - misstatement of the law 
Woelk asked where was my family; where were all Woelk's witness 
Who owned all of those four parcels -John N Bach 
damages of $1,5000,000 - 2,000,000 
Can use statements from Flrst Anemded Complaint PX 21 
Also Vasa N. Bach Family Trust 
Trust document is very flexible document 
Not required to give you certainty 
Circumstantial evidence is sufficient to carry the day 
Federal lawsuits - see still pending actions but thars not for you to consider 
Miller perpetual victim 
Celebrate the oppoitunity to resolve this 
7 lawsuits filed by Miller 
Goon's Gang and Crazed Posse 
Deception, crimes 
Unlawful detainer was dismissed with prejudice 
Evil is existant; is perpetuating 
Tape Counter: 500 "Competent" attorney 
Miller has limited all her agents 
She gave her interest and claims away 
1 became her worker since Octo 1997 to present date 
Tape Counter: 660 Not all the jury instructions apply 
Da objects 
J have told them they have to follow the instructions 
Miller cannot accept the fact that she has to follow through with her commitment 
Tape Counter: 816 Berges was pathetic 
Lawsuit is really all bout? 
Geneo Knight's testimony about 38 - has that been refuted 
Tape Counter: 996 Did Broughton take the stand 
Asking for sympathy and passion 
If want to show Teton County has joined the 21st century, must give verdict to John Bach 
Tape Counter: 1096 I don't need any written documentation 
She failed to file a mandatory written counterclaim 
If you're going to tell a ie, you might as well tell a whopper 
No claim by Dawson, no claim by Miller 
Tape Counter: 1300 Damages $15,000 
Another $15,000 
House on Hwy 33 at rental value of $1000/mo 
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Miller came in from back access 
Why has she continually gotten the restraining order 
Value at $40,000 ($10,000/acre) 
Showed had been 5 raids - costs to repair after raids was $10,000 
value $60,000, $1 1,00 - $71,000 from damage to vehicles 
Expected $3,000 from Bill and Jill Jackson -could not go to shows $72,000 
After all of this -other people said they didn't want to deal with me 
I have gone on with my life; tell Miller to do the same 
Aound $250.000 damaaes 
Record of that kind of iiconie 
$100~1io~r 52 weeksyear for 3 years 
Loss of freed om of time and enioinient va:ue of that $10.00G 
User: PHYLLIS 
. , 
general damages 1st sleep, humidation, embarrassment 
Qustion No 1 
You know I own that strip; you know I own the first 40 acres 
Let her get on with her life and I'll pay her 
Answers should be yes and damages should start out at a minimum of a million five 
RecesslO:17 
Reconvene 10:34 
Jurv is recalled 
 be begins closing 10:34 
Rules are somewhat changed when face Bach 
Not bound by eithical challenges, not bound by professional ethics 
Will County prosecute 
J jury will decide what witnesses to beleive; how much weight to give closing 
Have you seen any "raw" testimony 
Witness list - listed 30 or 40 individuals 
Move to strike improper overruled 
Bank loans - have we seen anv officers 
In openeing he said damages were $2 112 million 
Agents - why would I call them 
Do you feel comfortable taking MR. Bach's word for it 
Didn't have to declare any Idaho properties on bankruptcy 
Shed going to become sportsman's lodge 
Could sian awav all of McLean's orooerties 
DX E -you have my principal's $ild,00 know Kathy's money 
TPE is an lnc 
1995 - no exhibit Harrop lawsuit - I told those Judges TPE was me, unformed corp 
DXKKK - 3-1 6-96 Paae 1 1 
4-8-96 Deposition takkn TPE is California or Nevada Corp 
Said Katherine Miller's money 
QQ, SS 
All I own is worthless rabbit patch in Atomic City 
Page 14 X SS 
Ex 6 6A -going to show why he drafted just three days before trial 
TPE is trust 
If all this property his, why isn't he just signing the stuff as his 
DX DD - no right to go on easment strips 
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Selected Items 
Why is this case different 
If he is acting as an agent, the people he is representing is us. We have to be TPE: we 
are the only ones who have paid any money 
Everything he does is with an eye to the future 
Homer's is memo to himself 
PX 6A 
Jury instructions 
If there's not a document saying that we entered into an agreement, Kathy wins 
17.21.21A 
lnstrudtion 25 Paragraph 10 
Benefit not received is westerly 40 acres 
Copy of Verified Complaint 
Had she know about the fraud committed on her, she would have included it in that 
cuase of action 
Look at the letters 
Settlement agreement is nothing if being induce be fraud 
P objects request be stricken 
J - not going to rule on it; the jury can read the instructions 
PX II . . . .. 
Cash or certified checks - was that so there was no money trail 
He keeps copies of all letters; he doesn't keep a copy of receipts? 
How good his memory is - he thinks that legitimizes his claims 
Where are all the witnesses to testify to these facts 
PX 21 -document brought causes of actions against ail these other people 
Think about havina to attemot to resoond to it " 
PX 29A 
Who's the one who has the problem with ethnicity and religion 
Look at modus operandi 
look at lies to Kurt Taylor 
Secured 80 acres at price for 160; tied up for 2 112 years 
Msirepresentations aali the way through 
DB closes 11 :32 
There is no evidence against me of any kind 
I have done nothing wrong 
Don't have time to do these thinas that Bach invents for me 
I avoid him like the plague 
Bch does not like her to have friends 
You can be sure that sooner or later. vou will be sued 
How many more juries are going to hive to sit here because of his delusions and his 
obsessions 
Bach has been a serious problem for a lot of people 
Can litigate whomever he wants when ever he wants 
Whinesthat the worl is against him 
Expensive court actions 
Complains people talk in a bad way about him while continually provoking 
P objects closing argument is not evidence 
Evidence was from witness stand and exhibits 
J will have to sustain 
Miller has sought every leal means at her disposal to peacefully end this 
Can see her house with his spotting scope 
Watches her house 
him with his lies 
Date: 0611 912003 
Time: 10:Ol PM 
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Tape Counter: 4264 
Tape Counter: 4366 
Tape Counter: 4840 
Taoe Counter: 5446 
Tape Counter: 5868 
Tape Counter: 6046 
Tape Counter: 61 15 
Seventh Judicial District - Teton County User: PHYLLIS 
Minutes Report 
Case: CV-2002-0000208 
John Nicholas Bach vs. Katherine Miller, etal. 
Selected Items 
How many other men and women will there be who have also been his victims 
Bewildered by complicated documents and legal terms 
Conversations more interesting in California 
Can$ figure out how a man who paid nothing for this land can claim to own it 
Used to think was only about Kathy but now think Bach g=here to raise his confidence 
games 
Stop the victimization 
P begins rebuttal 11:42 
Woelk has mislead you - I do't have to provide a written document 
That cofirmed that I was the original owner of all thos acres 
Broughton's only crme is that she refuses to think for her self 
To use Brouahton is des~icable 
Where was ioctober 1 in Winemucaa 6:25 am 
Borrowed money from my family to make down payment 
no Fiduciary duties to Miller 
Let me take care of those 86 acres and I will pay Ms. Miller 
DA rebuts 
Bailiff gathers up exhibits 
P - tv and video to replay J if they ask for one 
Clerk swears in Bailiff 
J excuses Susan Karichner 
Jury is excused 12:20 
Note from juror Can juors be sued based on verdicts for participation at trials 
P want to know who is 
DA - thought jurors had immunity 
DB I wouldn't be suing anybody 
P concerned with frame of mind of juror - think court should voir dire 
May be that alternate should not be allowed to go home 
J - not going to voir dire the jury 
P my suggested answer is to voir dire the jury 
That juor must declare what theii frame of iiiinci is 
Tape Counter: 6288 J -going to sign bottom of note jurors have immunity 
Tape Counter: 6310 Juror wants quick break Yes 
J - answer is yes 
DA poropose bailf supervise 
Tape Counter: 6362 Note - are we protected from lawsuit 
P think jury iscompletely tainted 
Renew motion for misstrial and improper selection of the jury 
Answer same as the first on e 
Tape Counter: 6464 Motion for mistrial want ruling 
third ruling - can move into courtroom 
Tape Counter: 6557 DA response - 
It was P who initially imformed the jurprs that there were 20 some witnesses to be called 
When they see on an amnded complaint that there have been 20 some people sued. 
certainly they would be concerned . . 
Tape Counter: 6616 LDS people want me driven out of this county 
Not going to get a fair trial in this county 
THis entire jury has been tainted from the beginning 
To have the jury go in and have that kind of thinking 
DB - shows the integrity of they jury that they ask 
Date: 0611 912003 Seventh Judicial District -Teton County 
Time: 10:Ol PM Minutes Report 
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John Nicholas Each vs. Katherine Miller, etal. 
Selected Items 
Tape Counter: 6722 J -topic of multiple lawsuit was mentioned in Bachs openeing presentation of his case. 
From that point folward, there has been mention of multiple lawsuits 
Comments on all evidence that has been coming in 
Is logical queston for juror to ask 
Think the fact that they are asking the question shows that they are unibiased 
Do not intend to Voir Dire the jury 
All parties requested the jury tiral 
Then at the end, P wanted to waive the jury but D would not agree 
Mistrial will be denied. 
Recess 12:33 
Tape Counter: 6851 reconvene 7:18 
Jury is out; all parties are present 
J reads question from juror 
P think are looking for direction as to where in the evidence that is: that is a problem with 
the jury instruction 
DA actual amount paid minus the value of the property 
J that would be a comment on the evidence 
DA - do your best to interpret that question as you can 
J I cannot comment on the evidence in this case. Hypothetically if a consumer bout a 
vehicle ... 
P -think is going to compound 
No objection to answer" I cannot comment on the evidencel" 
Tape Counter: 7293 Reconvene 8:29 
Tape 20 
J recalls case ; id's those present 
Parties stipulate that 12 members of the jury are present 
Jurors we have reached a verdict 
Clerk reads verdict form 
J is that vour verdict ves Tape Counter: 196 
Tape Counter: 260 
Tape Counter: 299 
Tape Counter: 335 
P wants jury polled ' 
All iurors answered ves 
J - berdict is regular- ur  lal~imous -' 
J reads parting instructions 
J thanks jury 
P wants to stay on record 
P wants judgment notwithstanfing the verdict 
J -think you have 14 days to file your record in writing 
J will have to call Marlene 
P want preliminary ~rljuncrion to rcmealn 111 fu!l force and effcct 
J still have to reach my dt>cisiorl on the quii.1 tltle 
User: PHYLLIS 
HOPIUNS RODEN CROCICETT 
IZLWSEN & HOOPES, PLLC 
David H. Shipman, ISBN 4130 
Barton J. Birch, ISBN 6426 
428 Park Avenue 
P.O. Box 51219 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-12i9 
Telephone: 208-523-4445 
Attorneys for Defendant Earl Hamblin 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTI* JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TETON 
JOHN N. BACH, 
PlaintifflCounterclaim Defendant, 
\IS. 
IWTIERINE D. MILLER, aka 
KATHERINE M. MILLER, Iiidividually 
and dba R.E.M., et al., 
DefendantslCounterclaimai~ts 
Case No. CV-02-208 
DEFENDANT EARL EIAMBLIN'S 
ANSWER TO PLAINTIFF'S FIRST 
AMENDED COMPLANT 
FEE CATEGORY: I. 1 .b 
FEE: $14.00 
COMES NOW, the Defendant, Earl Hamblin, by and through his attorneys 
of record, the law firm of IlOPI<INS RODEN CROCKETT HANSEN & IlOOPES, PLLC, and in 
response to Plaintiff's Verified First Amended Coinplaint admits, denies, and answers as 
follows: 
DEFENDANT EARL HAMBLIN'S A.NSWER TO PLAINTIFF'S FIRST AMENDED 
COMPLRFNT - ! 
,. , f i t -  ,''x < / '.. Ljbd 8 k 4  
FIRST DEFENSE 
Plaintifi's Verified First Amended Complaii~t fails to state a cause of action 
upon which relief can be granted. 
SECOND DEFENSE 
The Defendant denies each and every allegation contained in Plaintiffs 
First Amended Complaint unless specifically admitted herein. 
1. Defendant lacks sufficient knowledge to either admit or deny the 
averments of paragraph 1; and, therefore, denies the same. 
2. Defendant denies the allegations of paragraph 2 to the extent they 
apply to him. Defendant Earl Hamblin has never acted or conspired to act in any mamler 
to destroy, damage, injure, harm, or to inflict losses upon Plaintiff, his health, person, his 
properties, investments, holdings, and business pursuits. Defendant lacks sufficient 
knowledge to admit or deny the remaining allegations of paragraph 2 to the extent they 
apply to all other defendants. 
3. Defendant did not locate a "paragraph 3" in the First Amended 
Complaint; and, therefore, denies any allegations deemed to be paragraph 3. 
4. Defendant denies the allegations of paragraph 4. 
5. Defendant denies the allegations of the first "paragraph 5" of the 
First Amended Complaint, and lacks sufficient knowledge to either admit or deny the 
averments and allegations contained in the second "paragraph 5" and any subparts; and, 
therefore, denies the same. Further answering, Defendant Earl Hamblin asserts that he 
DEFENDANT EARL HAMBLIN'S ANSWER TO PLAINTIFF'S FIRST AMENDED 
COMPLAINT - 2 
has done nothing improper with regard to any properties that Plaintiff John Bach claims 
an ownership interest in. 
6. Defendant lacks the knowledge to admit or deny the allegations 
made against other defeiidants contained in paragraph 6, but denies the allegations of 
paragraph 6 to the extent they may apply to him. 
7. Defendant lacks the knowledge to admit or deny the allegations 
made against other defendants contained in paragraph 7, but denies the allegations of 
paragraph 7 to the extent they may apply to him. 
8. Defendant laclcs the lmowledge to admit or deny the allegations 
made against other defendants contained in paragraph 8 including all subparts, but denies 
the allegations of paragraph 8 and all subparts to the extent they may apply to him. 
9. Defendant lacks the knowledge to admit or deny the allegations 
made against other defendants contained in paragraph 9, but denies the allegations of 
paragraph 9 to the extent they may apply to him. 
10. Defendant Earl Hamblin admits that he owns real property on the 
northern boundary of property that the Plaintiff John Bach claims an ownership interest 
in, but he denies all other allegations contained in paragraph i O .  Further answering, 
Defendant Earl Hainblin has not destroyed or relocated any fence sections, he has not 
intruded on Plaintiff's property; or rerouted or diverted any irrigation canals or ditches, 
nor has he misappropriated any water. Defendant Earl Hainblin has not harassed, 
intimidated, or stalked the Plaintiff or his live-in mate, nor has he allowed anyone to use 
DEFENDANT EARL 1-IAMBLIN'S ANSWER TO PLAINTIFF'S FIRST AMENDED 
COMPLAINT - 3 
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his property to surveil the Plaintiff. Defendant Earl Hamblin has not participated in any 
raids, trespasses, or destruction of Plaintiff's claimed property. 
11. Defendant did not locate a "paragraph 11" in the First Amended 
Complaint; and, therefore, denies any allegations deemed to be paragraph 11. 
12. Defendant lacks the lu-rowledge to admit or deny the allegations 
made against other defendants contained in paragraph 12, but denies the allegations of  
paragraph 12 to the extent the]! may apply to him. 
13. Defendant lacks the knowledge to admit or deny the allegations 
made against other defendants contained in paragraph 13, but denies the allegations of  
paragraph 13 to the extent they may apply to him. 
14. Defendant lacks the lcnowledge to admit or deny the allegations 
made against other defendants contained in paragraph 14, but denies the allegations of 
~aragraph 14 to tlie extent they may apply to him. 
15. Defendant realleges his previous responses to each allegation 
contained in paragraphs 1 through 14 of Plaintiff's First Amended Complaint and 
incorporates the same herein as though fully set forth. 
16. Defendant objects to Plaintiff's request for an injunction and the 
quieting of title to all property and water rights described in "Exhibit 1" and denies or 
contests that Plaintiff is entitled to any relief including injunctive relief, monetary relief, 
or restraining orders. Defendant denies and objects to all allegations and requests 
contained in paragraph 16. 
DEFENDANT EARL HAMRLIN'S ANSWER TO PLAINTIFF'S FIRST AMENDED 
COMPLAINT - 4 
17. Defendant objects to Plaintiff's request for an injunction and the 
quieting of title to all property and water rights and denies or contests that Plaintiff is 
entitled to any relief including injunctive relief, monetary relief, or restraining orders. 
Defendant denies and objects to all allegations and requests contained in paragraph 17. 
18. Defendant realleges his previous responses to each allegation 
contained in paragraphs 1 through 17 of Plaintiff's Complaint and incorporates the same 
herein as though Fully set forth. 
19. Defendant objects to Plaintiff's request for an injunction and the 
quieting of title to all property and water rights and denies or contests that Plaintiff is 
entitled to any relief including injunctive relief, monetary relief, or restraining orders. 
Defendant denies and objects to all allegations and requests contained in paragraph 19. 
20. Defendant objects to Plaintiff's request for an injunction and the 
quieting of title to all property and water rights and denies or contests that Plaintiff is 
entitled to any relief including injunctive relief, monetary relief, or restraining orders. 
Defendant denies and objects to all allegations and requests contained in paragraph 20. 
21. Defendant realleges his previous responses to each allegation 
contained in parapaphs I through 20 of plaintiff's Complaint and incorporates the sanle 
herein as though Fully set forth. 
22. Defendant denies any allegations that may apply to him contained in 
paragraph 22, and objects to any relief ordered against his interests. 
DEFENDANT EARL IIAMBLIN'S ANSWER TO PLAINTIFF'S FIRST AMENDED 
COMPLAINT - 5 
23. Defendant realleges his previous responses to each allegation 
contained in paragraphs 1 through 22 of plaintiff's Complaint and incorporates the same 
herein as though fnlly set forth. 
24. Defendant objects to Plaintiff's request for an injunction and the 
quieting of title to all property and water rights and denies or contests that Plaintiff is 
entitled to any relief including injunctive relief, monetary relief, or restraining orders. 
Defendant denies and objects to all allegations and requests contained in paragraph 24. 
25. Defendant realleges his previous responses to each allegation 
contained in paragraphs 1 through 24 of plaintiff's Complaint and incorporates the same 
herein as though fnlly set forth. 
26. Defendant denies all allegations contained in paragraph 26 to the 
extent those allegations are made against him. 
27. Defendant realleges his previous responses to each allegation 
contained in paragraphs 1 through 26 of plaintiff's Complaint and incorporates the same 
herein as though fully set forth. 
28. Defendant denies all allegations contained in paragraph 28 to the 
extent those allegations are made against him. 
29. Defendant denies all allegations contained in paragraph 29 to the 
extent those allegatioils are made against him. 
30. Defendant denies all. allegations contained in paragraph 30 to the 
extent those allegations are made against him. 
DEFENDANT EARL HAMBLIN'S A N S m R  TO PLAINTIFF'S FIRST AMENDED 
COMPLAINT - 6 
r i'. ' 7  
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3 1. Defendant realleges his previous responses to each allegation 
contained in paragraphs 1 through 3 1 of plaintiff's Complaint and incorporates the sanle 
herein as though fully set forth. 
32. Defendant denies all allegations contained in paragraph 32 to the 
extent those allegations are made against him. 
33. Defendant realleges his previous responses to each allegation 
contained in paragraphs 1 through 32 of plaintiff's Complaint and incorporates the same 
herein as though fully set forth. 
34. Defendant denies all allegations contained in paragraph 34 to the 
extent those allegations are made against him. 
35. Defendant realleges his previous responses to each allegation 
contained in paragraphs 1. through 34 of plaintiff's Complaint and incorporates the same 
herein as though fully set forth. 
36. Defendant denies all allegations contained in paragraph 36 to the 
extent those allegations are made against him. 
37. Defendant denies all allegations contained in paragraph 37 to the 
extent those allegations are made against him. 
38. Defendant lacks the knowledge to admit or deny the allegations 
made against other defendants of paragraph 38, but denies any allegations as they may 
relate to him. 
DEFENDANT EARL I-IAMBLIN'S ANSWER TO PLAINTIFF'S FIRST AMENDED 
COMPLAINT - 7 
39. Defendant laclcs the knowledge to admit or deny the allegations 
made against other defendants of paragraph 39, but denies any allegations as they may 
relate to him. 
40. Defendant lacks the knowledge to admit or' deny the allegations 
made against other defendants of paragraph 40, but denies any allegations as they may 
relate to him. 
4 1. Defendant denies and objects to any allegations or requests for relief 
made in the first "paragraph 41", and specifically denies that the doctrines of claim and 
issue preclusion prevent him from seeking any type of relid. Defendant additionally 
denies all allegations contained in the second "paragraph 41". 
42. Defendant denies the allegations of paragraph 42. 
FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiff, by his conduct and actions, is estopped from asserting some or all 
of his claims andlor allegations against the Defendant. 
SECOND AFFIRNIATIVE D E F E N S E  
Plaintifl; by his conduct and actions, has waived some or all of his claims 
and101 aiiegations against ihe Defendant. 
THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiff's actions with regard to rcal property and water rights are barred 
herein by the appropriate statute of limitations. 
DEFENDANT EARL HAMBLIN'S ANSWER TO PLAINTIFF'S FIRST AMENDED 
COMPLAINT - 8 
FOURTH AFFIMATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs actions with regard to real property are barred by the doctrine of 
adverse possession. 
FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiff's actions with regard to real property are barred by the doctrine of 
boundary by acquiescence. 
SIXTH AFFrnATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiff's actions relating to the misappropriation of any water rights are 
barred by the fact that Plaintiff does not have any water rights in the irrigation district that 
Defendant Earl Hamblin has water rights in. 
SEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs actions relating to the misappropriation of any water rights are 
barred by the doctrines of forfeiture and abandonment. 
EIGHTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiff's claims are barred by the doctrines of collateral estoppel also 
lulown as issue preclusion and res judicata or claim preclusion. 
WHEmFORE, Defendant prays entry of this Cou~Ys Order as foilows: 
1. That Plaintiffs Complaint be dismissed and that Plaintiff takes 
nothing thereby. 
2. That Defendant be awarded his costs and attorney fees incurred in 
defending Plaintiff's Complaint. 
DEFENDANT EARL HAMBLIN'S ANSWER TO PLAINTIFF'S FIRST AMENDED 
COMPLAINT - 9 
3. That Plaintiff be enjoined from interfering with Defendant Earl 
I-Iamblin's water rights, ditches, and any existing fence lines 
4. That Plaintiff be enjoined by this Court from bringing pro se 
lawsuits without obtaining leave of this Court prior to the filing of any lawsuits. 
5. That Defendant be awarded such other and further relief as the Court 
deems appropriate and equitable. 
-7 762 
DATED this /i: day of June, 2003. 
HOPUNS RODEN CROCKETT 
HANSEN & HOOPES, PLLC 
By 
4 r 
. .- , -- 
David H. Shipman 
Attorneys for Defendant Earl Hamblin 
DEFENDANT EARL HAMBLIN'S ANSWER TO PLAINTIFF'S FIRST AMENDED 
COMPLAINT - 10 
STATE OF IDAHO 1 
) ss. 
County of Bonneville 1 
EARI, HAMBLIN, being first duly sworn, deposes and says: 
That he is a named defendant in the above-entitled action; that he 
has read the above and foregoing Answer and lcnows the coiltents thereof; and that 
he believes the facts therein stated to bet 
/ 
SUBSCRIBED AND SW 
June, 2003. 
JmfI flqb2Aq~L ~2.- 
Notarv Public foildahb 
~ e s i d &  at: Idaho Falls 
My Commission Expires: t1Lf.- .~'7-.09 
ANSWER TO PI.,AINTIFF'S FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT - 11 
r; (j [,) '1 5 1~ 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE BY MAIL, HAND DELIVERY 
OR FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing document was 
on this date served upon the person(s) named below, at the address(es) set out below their 
name, either by mailing, overnight delivering, hand delivering or by telecopying to thein 
a true and correct copy of said document in a properly addressed envelope in the United 
States mail, postage prepaid; by overnight delivery, postage prepaid; by hand delivery to 
them; or by facsimile transmission. 
DATED this & day of June, 2003. 
, 
BY - & '  6, 
David H. Shipman 
John N. Bach 
P.O. Box 101 
Driggs, ID 83422 
Telefax Nos. 626-441-6673 
208-354-8303 
Alva Harris 
P.O. Box 479 
Shelley, ID 83274 
Telefax No. 208-357-3448 
Galen Woellc 
RUNYAN & WOELIC, P.C. 
P.O. Box 533 
Driggs, ID 83422 
Telefax No. 208-354-8886 
Jason Scott 
P.O. Box 100 
Pocatello, ID 83204 
Telefax No. 208-233-1304 
8. U.S. Mail 
o Overnight Delivery 
o Iland Delivery 
o Facsimile 
.a U.S. Mail 
Overnight Delivery 
o Hand Delivery 
o Facsimile 
U.S.Mail 
o Overnight Delivery 
o Hand Delivery 
o Facsiiniie 
& U.S. Mail 
o Overnight Delivery 
o Iiand Delivery 
o Facsimile 
DEFENDANT EARL HAMBLIN'S ANSWER TO PLAINTIFF'S FIRST AMENDED 
COMPLAINT - 12 
Jared Harris 
P.O. Box 577 
Blackfoot, ID 83221 
Telefax No. 208-785-6749 
Anne Broughton 
1054 Iiammell Mountain Road 









DEFENDANT EARL HAMBLIN'S ANSWER TO PLAINTIFF'S FIRST AMENDED 
COMPLAINT - 13 
GG5'/;3 
tF & &!? .f+j 
Alva A. Harris I., , 
Attorney at Law 
171 South Emerson JUN 2 7 2803 
P.O. Box 479 ,..cc,,...-....... ,, . 
Shelley, ID 83274 
i:' 
Idaho State Bar No. 968 
Attorney for Defendants Bob Fitzgerald, Blake Lyle, Ole Oleson and Jack McLean 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TJ3E SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AM) FOR THE COUNTY OF TETON 
JOHN N. BACH, 
Plaintiff 
VS.  
KATHERINE D. MILLER et al, 
Defendants. 
1 
1 Case No. CV-02-208 
1 
1 
1 VEREED ANSWER TO 
1 
) FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT 
COMES NOW the defendants Bob Fitzgerald, Blake Lyle, Ole Oleson and 
Jack Lee McLean and Answer the First Amended Complaint as follows: 
1 .  The complaint fails to state a claim against these defendants upon which 
relief may be granted. 
2. These defendants deny each and every allegation of said complaint that 
is not specifically admitted herein. 
3. Answering the allegations of paragraph 1 defendants deny the same and 
affirmatively allege that plaintiff is an Idaho resident and that he has testified 
in open court that the Targhee Powder Emporium entities are an asset of the 
Vasa N. Bach Family Trust. 
4 .  Answering the allegations of paragraph 2 defendants deny acting in any 
capacity with any one to "destroy, damage, etc." plaintiff and admit that they 
are residents of the Driggs area but deny the rest of the allegations therein. 
5. Defendants deny the allegations of the unstated paragraph 3, paragraph 
4 and the allegations of the first paragraph 5 and affirmatively allege that they 
know nothing of plaintiffs purported real properties or background and have 
never sought to remove him from Teton County. 
6. Defendants deny the allegations of the second paragraph 5a, 
affirmatively allege that the real property described therein belongs to 
Katherine M. Miller, acknowledge that they claim no right, title or interest in 
said real estate, and do not know anything about the agreements alleged in 
5(a) and therefore deny the same. 
7. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 5(b) and (c) page 5 and 6. 
8. Defendants deny any agreement to "undertake as many vexatious civil 
actions, etc." or to do any thing else in violations of any Idaho criminal statutes 
as alleged in paragraph 6. 
9. These Defendants know nothing of the validity of the allegations of 
paragraph 7, so they deny them. 
10. These Defendants specifically deny the allegations of paragraph 8 and 
affirmatively allege that they know of no conspiracy against plaintiff, have 
only gone onto the real property of Katherine M. Miller when authorized by 
her, followed advice of legal counsel at all times when dealing with real 
property matters, never injured any personal property of plaintiff, properly 
testified at legal hearings, and that they have been harrassed and assaulted by 
plaintiff. 
11. These Defendants deny the allegations of paragraphs 9, 10, (no l l) ,  12, 
13 and 14. 
12. Defendants deny the allegations of the First Count in that they have 
never engaged in any tortious actions to create either public or private 
nuisance against plaintiff nor have they ever filed false claims of any nature 
against plaintiff. 
13. Defendants deny the allegations of the Second Count, Third Count, Fourth 
Count, Fifth Count and Sixth Count. These defendants deny any right, title or 
interest of plaintiff in any real property described in the exhibits and know of 
no contractual or business interests of plaintiff that they could have interfered 
with. 
14. Defendants deny all the allegations refered to in the Seventh Count and 
Defendant McLean affirmatively alleges that Bach has lied, misrepresented 
himself, and attempted to defraud McLean. 
15. Defendants are excluded from the allegations of the Eighth Count 
therefore no response is needed to those. 
16. Defendants deny all of said alIegations in the Ninth Count, both Eleventh 
Count's and the Twelveth Count. Defendants affirmatively allege that any 
damages suffered by plaintiff were the proximate result of plaintiff's own acts 
or omissions, or of third parties, in such a degree as to bar recovery against 
these answering defendants. Plaintiff is further barred from damage recovery 
against defendants because of the doctrine of unclean hands and 
misrepresentation wherein he represented that he was the agent for  
undisclosed principles when in fact he was covering for himself in dealing with 
his alleged properties. 
17. These Defendants affirmatively allege that plaintiff's claims against them 
are barred by the doctrines of issue preclusion and res adjudicata by the 
decisions of the U. S. District Court in CIV-01-266-E-TGN. 
WHEREFORE, Defendants respectfully pray that plaintiffs complaint be 
dismissed with prejudice, that plaintiff be awarded nothing, and that defendnts 
be awarded their costs and attorney fees herein. 
DATED this 24th day of June, 2003. 
Alva A. Har-ris 
VERIFICATION 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
:ss 
County of Bingham 1 
Bob Fitzgerald, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says: 
That he is one of the defendants in the abc ,e entitled matter; that he 
has read the forefoing Verified Answer, knows the contents thereof, and that 
he verily believes the same to be true to the best of his knowledge. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this &day of June, 2003. 
Notary Public for Idaho 
Residing at: Shelley, Idaho 
My Comm. expires: 1-22-2005 
A h a  A, Harris 
Attorney at t a w  
17'1 South Em~tsan 
P.O. Box 479 
Shelley, Idaho 83274 
1208) 367-3448 
DJ-I.- .8.,,+ M, ,A~I,. TWO 
Attorney for Defendants Mill, Harris, Pitzgerald Oleson, Lyle, McEean, and 
Sean@, Inc, 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT %IF THE SEVENTH JULj 3AL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE S ) U W  OF TETBN 
J81W N. RACH, 1 
1 XV.02-208 
Plaintiff, 1 
V6, 1 lmno~vrr or; 
1 
aTmRI[m U. k/E,EER, et a1 ) 1 ACK LEE M c W  
1 
Defendarzts. ) 
Jack Lee: Mctean, being first duly sworn on i : i  oath deposes and say!!: 
1 .  That he is a Defendant in this rnattc and a skilled Western Artist by 
,.4 , 
,(., trade. I am 78 y e u s  of age. I am making 1'1 ; statement from Rritis15 
CoBurnbia, 
2. That this affidavit is given accordin,. o my own personal k~~owledgb 
and because f have becn informed. by counse char P Rove ia meritorious 
defenso to this Ra.wsuit. I ask that the dcrauli be set aside. 
3. That this affiant first became acquainted with plaintiff on the ski 
hills in 1993. Plaintiff informed me that he was a reitired California attorney 
XooMng to ihvast in the Teton Valley. 
4. Thareaftw, and based upon Mr. Bach rcprerontations ikrtit he. was 
a ticcnscd attornay, your affiant obtained Bach's assistant in a divorce matter 
in British Columbia, in drafting the Jack Lee McLean Family Trust, and in 
investing in two properties in the Teton V~lley.  One was with a Dr. lt5aik 
Liponis and Targhctl Powder Emporium, Z.td and the other was with Wayne 
Dawson and the Targhee Powder Emporium, Ltd and another party. Nach 
was very well paid for this service. 
5. I gradually Iearned over the next 4 years that Mr. Bach was nut a 
licensed attorney, was not truthful in his business dealings with me, and that 
the trust he created was in reakity a guise to control all, my properties. 
6.  I contacted Alva A. Ranis with Kathy Miller. IIe eventually 
agreed to help us. I made all my records available to him and authorized him 
to get copies of land transacliona from the closing agents. 
7. TJpon his advice a corporation was created called Targee Powder 
Emporium, Inc. and i t  registered the names "TJnltd" and "Ltd". He advised 
ohs directors and officers thereof, who in his opinion were the "undisclosed 
principals'bof various land tracts purchascd throught the agency of John N. 
Bach, to deed the Targhee Powder Emporium "Inc.", "Unltd", and "Lrtl'" 
portions of those tiact purchases, to the "undisclosed principal" of each of 
those purchases. This was done. I was an officer of the corporation and 
signed the deeds. 
8. When li informed Mr. Harris that a joint trust savings account '4 existed in The Elzknk of ,fommcrce, Mr. Harris advised and directed me as  a 
sigxlasor thereto PO take out all the monies therein. His investigations agreed 
with my conclusi'iour, that thc Hums originally deposited had baert itnproperfy 
taken from ,e " u n d k d ~ w d  principals.," e(bt&?Ygier. Wayne Dawsnn. Dr. 
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M a k  Liponis and myself. I was able to remove rhr, sum of $15,000.00 ham 
tho joint ttust saving account. It is deposited with tho Court now, 
9. Shortly after the $15,000 was withdrawn an accounting action 
wag filed between Jack Lee McLean and Dr. Mlvk Liponis vs. John N. Bach and 
Mr. Bach became the chief witness in a criminal actIon against me concerning 
that account withdrawal.9 
10. 1 do not know why I am named in this lawsuie. I have read the 
First Amended Complaint and feel that i t  is mcrciy an attempt to hzrtass me. 
11, li know that Bach has resided in  Idaho constantly since coming to 
the valley. We always told me that the Targhee: Powder Emporium entities 
were part of the Vasa N. Bsch Pamily Trust. 
12. I personally have no ownership interests in rhc real property 
mentioned in the complaint other than my trust owning 113 wirh Dr. ,Liponis 
and 114 with Wayne Dawson. 
13. IiI hnve never attended a meeting with any of the said defer~dants 
wherein it was pfotted to "desuoy, damage, injure, hwm and inflict losses 
upon plaintiff, his health, person, his properties, investments, holdings and 
business pursuits ..." and I have never agreed to "undertake as many 
vexnlioulr civil actions" as possible against Bach. I have filed suits to obtain 
nly pictures, partition my real property, and account for my monies. 1 have 
never attempted to influence Teton County authorities or to cause ha.rm to 
any Bach properties. I do not think he owns any real property in Teton 
Vallary. 
14, Throughout ihc complaint from paragraph 1 through paragraph 9:,# @/? 
14 plaintiff makes statements and allegations about me. They are all false 
k' C X W P ~  that Galen W o ~ l k  reprosent& me in i h  crintinal case s,nd I signed the 
deeds for Targhee Powder Emporlurti~, Inc. 
5 .  The shims in khe number aounts we meaningless to ~n[: because 
they do not pertsin to me. 1 own n inreres! in the Kathy Millcr or 'Wayne (1-i0$'7,3 
Dawson properties. li know that the PWS sold ihc tan sale property LO Scuna, 
Ins. and i t  then sold the same to the Hills. I havc never had a fldudary duty 
to Bath, He lied to me and has attempted ro steal my properties. 
16. "The monies I[ removed from the Bank of Comerce  were not 
Bach's monies. That is why I filed an accounting actian, He improp~ly took 
money from said account. 
17. Bach has filed numerous federal and smto civil actions &$:&st me. 
1 am tired OF it. I really wish he would go away and leave me &ion@. 
18. I am now informed by counsel that Bach has recorded and 
produced in evidcnce in this cusc a cancelled power. of attorney and 
fabricated deed purporting to give him real property. The same is not worth 
the paper it is written upon, 
18. Further this affiant sayath naught 
Dated this &$-day of June, 2003. 
v' 
Jack Lee McLeno 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me &is &- day of June, 2003. 
Notary Public fox British Columbia 
Residing at. qiq6f.r ~AKgrc'' f i .  . b f @ i P r $  3 
Alva A. Harris 
Attorney at Law 
171 Suuth Emerson 
'8.0. Box 479 
Shelley, Idaho 83274 
(208) 357-3448 
Idaho Stare Bar No. 968 
Attorney for Defendants Hill. Harris. HitzgeraXd, Oleson, Lyle. Mcliean, and 
Scona. Inc. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF M E  SEVENTH JUDICIAL CllSTRlCT COURT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR 73IE COUNTY OF TETON 
JOHN N. IBACTH, 
) CIV-02-208 
Plaintiff, ) 
VS. ) AFFl IAVIT OF 
1 




STATE OF IDAHO 1 
5s. 
County of Teton 
Blake Lyle, being first duly sworn on his oath depo iis and says: 
1. That he is an empioyee of B L 6c L, Inc, dl 3 Tetun Valley Towing aud 
Cirande Body and Pdnt. 
2. That this affidavit is given according to rr. , own personal knowledge. 
3. That this affiank .Jas contacted by ALva A. Harris -.td requested to 
have his company remove vehicles and other peifionai property from reat 
property belonging to Kathcrlne Miller. 
4. Affiant has rcad the First Amended Complaint and requested that 
Mr. Harris defend him in the matter. 
5. 1 do not know most of chi: defendants and have no ownership 
interests in any of the land invoilved.. 
6. Affiant has no knowledge concernifig i~aragraphs 1. 2, 4. 5 ,  5 ,  58. 
5b. 5c, 6, 7, 9,10, d, (therc is no 11) 12, 13. and 14. 1 know nothing of what 
Bach is writing about in those paragraphs. 
7. Affiant has read and rerc:~d paragraph 8 of the said complaint. I 
have never met with Woelk and Runyan to conspire with anyone to do any 
act against Bach. I never trespassed upon Bach's property. I was informcd 
that Katherine Miller owned the property upon which I went with my 
company's vehicles to remove what 1 considered to be junk, When Bach says 
I threatened him and his "live in malc" be is lying. I know nothing about the 
soatemenrs of 8c, d, e, or f. II was authorized and directed by Mr. Kmis  to 
remove the "junk" from Ms. Miller's property and did so. I never trespassed 
and never stale any "building materials, damaging levees, gates, guns, orhcr 
improvcments of plaintiff's." 
8. Affiant never met with or discussed any "common plan" with any 
other defendants in this casc as Po ho,u to nanoy or damage John N. Back. 
Therefore 1 deny the absurd staternen&. of paragraph 8 h, i .  j, and k. 
9. It know nothing concerning the legal t i t le to any of Chc real properly 
involved in this case, I have never ?.on$ onto any of said real property, exccpt 
that of Kathy Miller, and so I rnere1.f state. that Pirst Count, Second Count, 
Third Count, Fourth Count, Fifth Couiit, Sixth Oo\ii? Seventh Count, Eighth 
Count, Ninth Count, md Ute two Tenth Counts are mcaningloss to me. 1 deny 
any involvement in those matters, 
10. Affiant bas n t ~ e r  suod Bach nor harrasscd him vr abused him. 
Bath has done ail those things to me. I dcny both Eleventh Counts and 
Twelveth Count. 
11. Further this affiant sayeth naught. 
Dated this &day of June, 2003. 
- 
lolakc Lyle 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me &is day of  June. 2003, 
Notary Public for Idaho 
Residing at: 7; &A;&, 1d;tho 
My comm. expires: /- ,,s. 0
Alva A. Harris 
Attorney at Law 
171 South Emerson 
P.O. Box 479 
Shelley, Idaho 83274 
(208) 357-3448 
Idaho State Bar No. 968 
Attorney for Defendants Hill, Harris, Fitzgerald, Oleson, Lyle, McLean, and 
Scona, Inc. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OFTETON 
JOHN N. BACH, 1 
1 CIV-02-208 
Plaintiff, 1 
vs. ) AFFIDAVIT OF 
1 




STATE OF IDAHO ) 
SS. 
County of Bingham 1 
CV-02-208 
BACM VS. MILLER, ET AL 
Comes now Bob Fitzgerald, who being first duly sworn under 
oath, deposes and states as follows: 
1) I am Bob Fitzgerald. I am 60 years old. I have been 
awarded a Bachelors Degree at Creighton University and a 
Masters Degree in Economics at California State University at 
San Jose. I am a licensed Bail Bonds agent with Northwest Bail 
Bonds, Inc., and hold a valid ldaho Concealed Weapons Permit. 
I have stood twice in the public eye while I ran in the elections for 
the elected position of Tston County Commissioner. I am one of 
the defendants named in the above titled matter. I hsrve 
reviewed the First Amended Gmplainl served upon me. I hzve 
a meritorious defense to this lawsuit. 
2) Referring to page 1 : I ,  I know, rom my observations that John 
N. Bach (hereatter referred lo as lach) is and has been a ful 
time resident in Teton County, Id? ho. for at least 6 years. I had 
noticrjd Bach in Teton County, idc ho and Wyoming as he was 
always eating at restaurants, spot e to everyone there, acted ltke 
a "big shot" and left large tips. Bu: I had not had a meaningful 
conversation with him until t he  WII iter of '98-'99. 
During that winter, Bach approacl ied me. Bach immediately told 
me that he was a retired Californr, I Lawyer and is now the CEO 
and legal consul of an ldaho corp ,ration named Targhee 
Powder Emporium Inc. (hereaftel referred to as TPE) which was 
investing more that five million dc lars in real estate ventures 
here in Teton County, ID. Each I \formed me that rnany people 
that I know had invested in TPE. i o that they would get in on the 
ground floor of the future real est; te boom coming to Teton 
Valley. Bach then invited m e  to ulvest in I P E  but I demurred. 
later that winter Bach approache J my sister, Carole Ruzzimente 
who was here on a ski vacation a i ~ d  who is employed by 
American West Airlines, and myself at Grand Targhee Ski resort. 
I heard Bach trying to persuade n- y sister to invest in TPE's 
sports lodge development and to Lise her influence at American 
West Airlines to send guests to this lodge. My sister politely 
declined. 
I know that Bach has voted m Teton County, 10, and has 
possessed a resident ldaho Fishi8!g License. I have learned that 
Bach has never filed a "dba" with he state of Idaho to do 
business as Targhee Powder Emporium lnc et a!. I have 
learned that a registered ldaho cciipwation called Targhee 
Powder Emporium lnc et al disclatms any association with Bach. 
I have heard Bach in past years say in court under oath and on 
the witness stand that Bach is not YPE. 
3) as to page 2:2, 1 did n. 'ng alone or with others to hat, 
inflict losses, damages, etc. upon Bach or whatever unknown 
properties he might have had. 
4) as to page 2:2a, Bach resorts to bizarre accusations. Cache 
Ranch is not now or ever was registered as a "dba" by any of us Mgc'i.7A6 
nor does Cache Ranch have a tax number. I have no 
association with R.E.M. !nc.@&ller, Olsen, myself or any others - '  'B@* 
have conducted business as Cache Ranch nor have we dealt in 
"illegal contraband, narcotics and other illegal pursuits and 
activities". 
5) as to page 2:2b, Alva Harris is a licensed attorney and 
Scona, lnc is a registered Idaho corporation. I have no 
knowledge of any illegal activities. 
6) as to page 2:2c, Jack McLean is a friend of mine. 
7 )  as to page 3:2d, I am Bob Fitzgerald. 
8) as to page 3:2e, I know that 'Oly Olsen" has never conducted 
business as R.E.M. or Cache Ranch. 
9) as to page 3:2f, 2g,2h, 2i, 2j, 2k, 21,2m, 2n, I know Bob & 
May Bagley, Blake Lyle, Galen Woelk & Cody Runyan, Ann-Toy 
Broughton. I do not know Wayne Dawson or Mark Liponis. I 
know that B e t  & Deena Mill legally purchased real estate at 195 
North Wwy 33 from Alva Harris. 
10) as to page 3:4,1 know of no real properties owned by FSa& 
in Teton County, ID. I know of no attempts by anyone named in 
this complaint to intimidate & prospective or actual jurors. 
11) as to page 35, 1 havt 3 knowledge of a "common 
objective of removing plaintiff from Teton County". The rest of 
Bach's accusations are ridiculous! I am third generation Irish 
Catholic, a liberal Democrat, handicapped, and have all my adult 
life been active in the civil rights, minority and labor movements. 
None of the defendants I have spoken with have ever referred to 
Bach as a "Montenegrin". I have seen no discrimination toward 
Bach because of his alleged heritage. I have seen a paper 
where Bach was identified as "Jovan Nicholas Bachovich". 
12) as to page 4:5 (sic), I do not know if Bach purchased any 
"real property parcels in Teton County, Idaho" 
13) as to page 4: 5a (sic), I know that Miller owned 40 acres 
and a half mile by 11 0 foot strip, and that something called 
"Targhee Powder Emporium, Incn owned 40 acres. Miller never 
mentioned to me any oral or written agreements or partnerships 
that are alleged by Bach in this section. 
14) as to page 5:5b (sic), I know that Alva Harris purchased this 
real estate at a tax sale. Later, Bret & Deena Hill purchased this 
real estate from Alva Harris. 
15) as to page 6:5c (sic), I can7 make any sense out of this 
paragraph. 
16) as to page 6:6 (sic), alleged violations of IC 
18-7803a,2,6,1O,t 7,18,b,c I know of no conspiracy or concerted 
actions toward Bach. Galen Woelk & Ava Harris have been my 
attorneys in the past. Regarding assaults, batteries and threats 
to harm, it has been Bach who has punched me, challenged me 
to fights, aimed a shotgun at me, lied about me in his writings 
and in his conversations with others. It was Bach who has filed 
false police reports, invented evidence and used his legal 
education to furlher his attemp& to steal land from Miller, Mclean, 
Liponis and Dawson. The ccanversaaons I have had with some 
of the named defendants dealt with the nature of a legal defense 
against Bach's numerous punitive, retaliatory and frivolous 
I8wsuits. 
17) as to page 7 :7, 1 an, t named. I know nothing of t h ~  
alleged confidential relationship between Bach and Runyan 8( 
Woelk Law firm. 
18) as to page 8:8, Neither Runyan or Woelk ever advised 
myself, Miller or Lyle to do anything illegal, unethical or immoral. 
19) as to page 8:8a, I have the written permission of Miller for 
my free access to her lands, to perform any work necessary to 
maintain her lands inctuding a land survey, and to irrigate and 
cut her hay crop. Bach always tried to prevented me from doing 
so. Bach assaulted me with a loaded shotgun and I recorded 
this incident on video tape and filed a police report. I did see 
Bach assault Miller with his pickup truck, not the other way 
around. 
20) as to page 8:8b, I know of no real properties allegedly 
owned by Bach at mile post 138. 1 never heard Blake Lyle 
threaten Bach or Cindy Miller on 9/7/2002,9113/2002,8/16/2002 
or at any other time. 
21) as to page 9:8c, I know of no real properties allegedly 
owned by Back I did no damage to any vehicles, etc as alleged 
herein. 
22) as to page 9:8d, I am not named here and did not steal 
any $15,000.00. 
23) as to page 9:8e, I am not named, own stock or have an 
interest in a registered Idaho corporation doing business as 
Targhee Powder Emporium, Inc., unltd., ltd.. 
24) as to page 9:8f, Woelk did represent me in a jury trial. A 
charge was brought against me by Bach wherein he claimed that 
I put water irr the j as  lank 1 pic-kup truck. I was found no iilt 
by a unanimous jury. Bach Knew he tiled false charges with no 
evidence, yet he was determined to use the Prosecuting Attorney 
Office to suit his purposes. I witnessed no wrong doing or 
falsehoods (other than by Bach) or threats of any kind by the 
State or the Defense. 
25) as to page 10:8g, I know of no real properties owned by 
Bach. I stole nothing as alleged herein. 
26) as to page 10:8h, Miller filed a lawsuit against Bach to 
stop him from prevent her free access to her lands. She then 
withdrew this suit because Bach did not own any of the 87 acres 
described in this complaint and because she wished to take a 
different legal action. 
27) as to page 10:8i, There is no evidence that a horse was 
poisoned. I do know that a dead horse owned by Bach was left 
at the entrance to the Miller lands for 5 months. Bach was 
charged with leaving a dead horse within 300 feet of a state 
highway for a period of 5 months, was tried and found guilty by 
unanimous decision of the jury. I noticed at trial that Bach was 
furious at being convicted, especially since he had acted as his ~ i h ~ ~ r -  
own attorney. I know of no "blackmailing and extortion threats", Erc~i"r,ny BgG. 
F &6 FZ' 
28) as to page 11  :8j, At all times everyone named respected 
this courts preliminary order and did nothing that is alleged 
herein to the best of my knowledge. 
29) as to page 11 :8k, On 8M 8/02, Bach violated this courts 
preliminary order by appearing on the Miller entrance before he 
was allowed. Bach prevented Blake and I from leaving. I 
watched Bach attack Blake, then b c h  punched me in the head 
while 1 was in the drivers seat of the car attempting to leave. On 
9M 3/02, Bach ran into Blake and I on the stairs inside the court 
house and Bach pushed Blake as Bach went down the stairs. 
30) as to page 1'1 :9, Ba ; accusations herein are 
outrageous! Stan Nickell is no horse thief! He is an excellenr 
horseman and would never harm an animal! Stan Nickell is a 
veteran who has served his country with distinction and is a well 
respected member of our community even after his death in 
February of 2003. 1 know that Stan had his water diverted by 
Bach to the TPE lands during and before this years. 
31 ) as to page 123 0, 1 know that Bach was diverting water 
owned by Earl Hamlin because 1 saw Bach rerouting Hamlin's 
irrigation ditches while Bach was trespassing upon Hamlin lands. 
I have only seen Bach, Earl and myself on Mamlin lands. I have 
Earl Hamlin's verbal permission to be on his land in order to 
service common fences between Miller and Hamlin lands, to 
check proper water flow in ditches and to do other work as 
necessary. Earl Hamlin is a respected long time rancher in our 
community. I was never at any meetings or know of any 
meetings,by named defendants and Hamlin to plan any of these 
alleged actions contained herein. I know of no harassment or 
stalking by any defendants of Cindy Miller or Bach. I have seen 
Bach and Cindy Miller stalk and harass Kathy Miller and Jack 
Mclean on numerous occasions 
32) as to page 133 2 (sic), I know of no properties own by Bach 
at mile post 138. Bob & May Bagley are my friends and I do, on 
occasion, visit their home. The Miller lands are easily visible 
from the Bagley home and we cannot but notice Back locking 
and barricading the gate that Bach constructed to prevent Miller's 
access to her lands. None of the defendants ever met to plan 
"raidsl'or "base of opera€ionsW or "stalking and maliciously 
harassing" at the Bagley residence or at any other place. Rather, 
it was B a a  who constantly watches and slowly drives by the 
Bagley house to see who is there. 
33) as to page 13:13, 1 kr of no property own by Bach ir 
Teton County. Ann-Toy Bro,,hton has never met with Miller, 
Mclean, Fitzgerald or Olsen to "stalk, harass and inflict/cause 
property damage" on Bach. 
34) as to page 1334, 1 have never met, received mail from or 
talked by phone to Mr. Dawson or Liponis. 
35) FIRST COUNT, this defendant refers to and incor or tes 
paragraphs 1 through 34. As to page 14:16, 1 86n an have 
no interest in properties as described in "exhibit k'. 
,Po$ 
36) as to page 1 5 1  7, this accusation is yet another example of 
5ach's sociopathic mind at work! I neither use or sell non 
prescription drugs nor drink alcohoiic beverages. It is true that I 
am well known in Teton Valley. I have ran twice for the office of 
Teton County Commissioner. My work with the recovery 
programs of Alcoholic Anonymous and Narcotics Anonymous 
over the years is well know. I have had numerous state and 
federal background investigations run on me as part of various 
licensing applications and permits. Yet Bach, knowing this, has 
made harassing claims in his various lawsuits and in his public 
comments that I am protected by the local authorities because 
Peter Estay, the Prosecuting Attorney's brother, and myself are 
allowed to continue in our international drug dealings in return for 
information on the local drug scene. Another example of Bach's 
outright lies is contained herein ..." reports of drugs ... a false claim 
was the basis of a withdrawn search warrant of plaintiffs said 
properties, which basis-in part was that of a false claim made by 
Fitzgerald ...". I never made such a report. I know of no "drug 
dealings" by any of the defendants, I must agree with the 
California Supreme Court when it declared Bach to be ethically 
and morally beyond redemption. Bach should be sanctioned by 
this court. 
r- '1 ,-~ , ..- ,L.., 3 
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37) SECONC) CO'JNT, fhi; ?fendant refers to incorporates 
paragraphs 1 through 36. as to page 16:19,20, 1 have no 
connection, interest or involvement in the Dawson 8.5 acres and 
should suffer no damages. Bach should be sanctioned for 
naming me here. 
38) THIRD COUNT, this defendant refers to and incorporates 
paragraphs 1 through 37. As to page 16:22, 1 have no 
involvement in the purchase of the Hill property from Alva Harris 
and should suffer no damage. 
39) FOURTH COUNT, this defendant refers to and incorporates 
paragraphs I through 38. As to page 1724, 1 have no 
involvement in the ownership of these two properties and should 
suffer no damages. 
40) FIFTH COUNT, this defendant refers to and incorporates 
paragraphs 1 through 39. As to page 18:26, 1 know that Bach 
had no clear title to the Miller lands or the alleged "Targhee 
Powder Emporium" lands in the first place. Bach's legal 
problems are of his own making and I should suffer no damages. 
41) SIXTH COUNT, this defendant refers to and incorporates 
paragraphs 1 through 40. As to page 1828, since b c h  dcms 
not and has not possessed a good name or a good reputation, 
how can such be taken from him by the defendants? I have not 
seen 5ach hold any employment at any time, although he has 
claimed to be an attorney, a para-legal, a ski instructor offering 
private lessons outside of eke Grand Targhee Ski School, a tax 
consultant and even a real estate consultant. Bach has no 
visible means of support. Bach is a bankrupt fraud and a failure 
by his own actions. I should suffer no damages 
42) SEVENTH COUNT, this defendant refers to and 
incorporates paragraphs I though 41. As to page 19:30, 1 am 
not named here as a defendant and should suffer no damages. 
43) EIGHT COUNT, this defendant refers to and incorporates 
paragraphs 1 through 42. As to page 20:32, 1 did no business 
with Ehch at any time, although Bach did ask me to invest money 
with Targhee Powder Emporium" in the past. 
44) NINTH COUNT, this defendant refers to and incorporates 
paragraphs 1 through 43. As lo page 21 :34, 1 do not know why 
I am named here as I have none no business with Bach and 
Bach should be sanctioned for naming me here~rd. 
45) TENTH COUNT, this defendant refers to and incorporates 
paragraph 1 through 44. As lo page 22:36,37 (sic), I am not a 
part of any racketeering enterprises nor do I know of any such 
thing directed at Bach. 1, nor any ofthe defendants named, 
atdempted bribery or attempted to corrupt any Teton County 
Officials. I have never brought a lawsuit against Bach. All of 
these allegations are totally without merit and 5ach should be 
sanctioned. Bach should be awarded nothing which is what he 
had in the first place. 
46) ELEVENTI-I COUNT, tnis defendant refers to and 
incorporates paragraphs 1 through 45. 
As to pages 22 (sic) & 23 & 24:38,39,40,41 1 was not a party to 
CV 01 -59. 1, at all times, follow the Courts directives. I am not a 
licensed attorney. I have no standing or influence with the Sheriff 
and his deputies, other than that of a private citizen and a 
licensed Bail Bondsman. I should suffer no damages and Bach 
should be sanctioned for name me herein. 
47) TWELFTH COUNT, this defendant refers to and 
incorporates paragraphs 1 through 46. As to page 25:41,42 1 
am not a member, nor have I ever been a member, and am not 
even remotely associated with any ethnic hate groups. To my 
knowledge, none of the defendants have violated the Idaho 
Malicious Harassment Statute, section 18-7901 through 18-7904. 
My liberal credentials are better than Bach. For example, Bach 
lies about his membership in the National League of Woman 
Voters. I should suffer no damages and Bach should be 
sanctioned for making such outrageous accusations. 
48) 1 ask this Court to set aside this default, which occurred 
through no fault of my own, and to continue its trial in this matter 
so that my meritorious defense can be heard. 
Further, Affiant saith not. 
Dated this 24 day of June, 2003 
Subscribed a n d  sworn t o  before me t h i s  24th day of June, 2003. 
Notary Public  f o r  Idaho 
Residing a t  Shel ley,  Idaho 
My Cornm. exp i re s  1-22-2005 
Alva A. Harris 
Attorney at  Law 
171 South Emerson 
P.O. Box 479 
Shelley, ID 83274 
Idaho State Bar No. 968 
Attorney for Defendants Bret Hill and Deena R. Hill 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TETON 
JOHN N. BACH, 1 
1 Case No. CV-02-208 
Plaintiff 1 
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VS. ) BRIEF 
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1 .  On August 5 ,  1997, Scona, Inc. purchased all the interests of John N. 
Bach and Targhee Powder Emporium Unltd in Tract 1 and Tract 2, as described 
on the Certificate of Sale of Seized Property and in the Quitclaim Deed 
subsequently issued by the United States Treasury Department. The said John 
N. Bach now alleges that the sale was estopped by action of the automatic stay 
of his personal bankruptcy filed on August 4, 1997. 
2. The matter was first heard before the Honorable Ted Wood in 
Teton County, Idaho, case no CV-98-025. Bach was dismissed from that case 
because of his bankruptcy stay and because he represented to Judge Wood that 
Targhee Powder Emporium, Unltd was an asset of the Vasa N. Bach Family 
Trust. In that suit title and possession of the real property via the Treasury 
Department deeds was confirmed in Scona, Inc.. Thereafter Scona, Inc. issued 
its Corporate Warranty Deed to Bret B. Hill and Deena R. Hill on March 9, 2001 
and recorded i t  as instrument no. 141785, Teton County, Idaho. 
3. Bach, and others, filed suit in the U.S. District Court, 98-0383-E- 
EJGIPAN, alleging, among other things, that the IRS "wrongfully seized and sold 
their properties in violation of the Tax Code and that law enforcement and the 
courts ignored their obligations to protect plaintiffs' rights." The IRS and the 
defendants Alva A. Harris and Scona, Inc. were dismissed as defendants with 
prejudice. See order of October 21, 1999. 
4. Bach filed again in U.S. District Court in case CV-01-266-E-TGN. The 
U.S. Court in an Order dated June 25, 2002, said: 
'2. The Court dismissed the claims against the United States based on 
laches and 1-es judicata. Defendants other than the United States were included 
in the claims in Case No. 98-CV-383-E-EJG which were the basis of the laches 
decision." Bach v. Mason, 190 F.R. D. 567 (D. Idaho 1999), aff'd 2001 WL 
177179 (9th Cir. (Idaho)) (mem.), cert. denied, 122 S. Ct. 818 (2002). 
5. In the U.S. Court's Memorandum Decision and Order of same date 
the Court said: 
"It is clear that this claim is identical to that now presented here. The 
defendse of res judicata is available to all defendants who are claimed to have 
any connection with the August 5, 1997, sale. This Court can sna sponte 
consider isssues of claim and issue preclusion." 
6. This same Court in an Order dated July 25, 2002, stated: 
"THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Second Amended complaint 
be DISMISSED WITH PREJUDICE as to each and all of the following defendants: 
" Docket Number Par ty  
Miller, Katherine M. 
McLean. Jack &. 
AFFIDAVIT-PAGE:! 
Ehrler, Paula 
Harris, Alva A. 
Scona, Inc. 
Targhee Powder Emporium, Inc. 
Targhee Powder Emporium, Unltd 
Targhee Powder Emporium, Ltd 
1 8 9  Dawson, Wayne & Donna 
,, . . . 
7 .  This U.S. Court again addressed the issue concerning the property at  
195 N. Hwy 33, that was contained in Bach's Count 9 of the various complaints, 
when it Ordered on December 16, 2002, as follows: 
"Second, Plaintiff agrues that the Court should have allowed him to 
amend his complaint a second time in order to allow him to include Bret and 
Deena Hill as defendants, in place of Brad and Susan Hill. In the amended 
complaint, Plaintiff alleged that Brad and Susan Hill purchased property from 
Defendants Scona, Inc., Harris, and Christensen following a tax lien sale. Now 
there is some question as to whether Bret and Deena Hill actually purchased 
the property. The Court denies Plaintiff's request to add Bret and Deena Hill to 
the Complaint as doing so would be futile. 
"The Court's previous orders (see Docket Nos. 241 and 259) have 
dismissed Plaintiff's claims relating to the tax lien sale. The dismissals 
included Scona, Inc., Alva Harris and Tom Christensen, who were alleged to be 
purchasers from the United States. The individuals who purchased the 
property from the original purchasers, whoever they are, are entitled to  
dismissal of Plaintiff's claims for the same reasons as were the original 
purchasers. Accordingly, the action shall be dismissed with prejudice as to 
Brad and Susan Hill and would be dismissed with prejudice as to Bren and 
Deena Hill if Plaintiff were allowed to add them. Thus, allowing Plaintiff to add 
Bret and Deena Hill as named defendants would be futile, and the Court denies 
the Plaintiff's request." page 4 & 5. 
8. During this same period of time Bach presented to these defendants 
Teton County, Idaho, case CV-02-208 his First Amended Complaint filed 
September 27, 2002. 
ISSUE 
9. Whether John N. Bach has any legitimate claim to a right, title, or interest 
in and to the property located at 195 N. Highway 33, Driggs, Idaho. 
ARGUMENT 
10.  Bach acknowledged before Judge Wood in CV-98-025 that he had no 
personal ownership in the property but that Targhee Powder Emporium, Unltd 
was the owner and that it was an asset of the Vasa N. Bach Family Trust. 
"Idaho law presumes that the holder of title to property is the legal owner of 
that property." Hettinga v Sybrandy, 126 Idaho 467 (1994). Accordingly, Bach 
has no claim to the property. 
1 1 .  However, Bach now claims that he personally owns the property and that 
the bankruptcy stay order precluded the sale to Scona, Inc.. He relies totally on 
the stay order and his self promoting declaration that he is "Targhee Powder 
Emporium, Unltd.". He produces no documents to verify those positions. He 
has no recorded deeds. He has never in any of these related cases produced 
one. If fact, his evidence in his bankruptcy denies the allegations he now 
makes. In his bankruptcy filings he merely asserts that he is an einployee of 
the Vasa N. Bach Family Trust. His schedules deny that he personally owned 
any interests in any corporations, trusts, etc. The decisions quoted above 
reveals the U.S. Courts reasoning and holds that he does not own the property. 
12. Attached hereto is the affidavit of Alva A. Harris that attaches the 
"'Declaration of David Cheng", the "Declaration of James Mason," and the 
"Memorandum in Support of United States9 Motion To Dismiss Amended 
Complaint" in CIV 01-0266-E-TGN 
SUMMARY 
It is obvious that Bach never titled the property into his name. He 
choose another name because he knew the IRS was after him and he wanted to 
hid from them. Many entities were thrown out as the true owner; however, he 
had to deny that he himself was the owner until after the bankruptcy was 
concluded. He feared that claiming the property would subject him to a felony 
charge of misrepresentation to the bankruptcy court. Also, if he claimed the 
property, the IRS would take it. They took it anyway and gave him credit 
therefore. The IRS followed the money trail and ignored the sham entities 
with vested title. His own inaction and attempts to deceive bound him in his 
lies as apply written by David Cheng. Therefore the title is vested in the Hills. 
DATED this 2Ah day of June, 2003. 
AFFIDAVIT-PAGES 
Alva A. Harris 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TETON 
JOHN N. BACH. 
Plaintiff, 
KATHERINE D. MILLER aka 
KATHERINE M. MILLER, ALVA 
HARRIS, Individually & dba 
SCONA, INC., JACK LEE McLEAN, 
BOB FITZGERALD, OLE OLSON, BOB 
BAGLEY & MAE BAGLEY, husband and 
wife, BLAKE LYLE, Individually 
and dba GRAND TOWING, GALEN 
WOELK and CODY RUNYAN, 
Individually & dba RUNYAN & 
WOELK, ANN-TOY BROUGHTON, WAYNE 
DAWSON, MARK LIPONIS, EARL 
HAMLIN, STAN NICKELL, BRET HILL 
& DEENA R. HILL, and DOES 1 
through 30, Inclusive, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-02-208 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
AND 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
I. PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND OF THE CASE 
On September 27, 2002, plaintiff John N. Bach ("Bach") filed 
a first amended complaint against defendant Katherine Miller 
("Miller") and several other defendants, seeking as to Miller 
quiet title to four tracts of real property in Teton County, 
Idaho, and damages for slander of title, trespass, conversion of 
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personal property, injury to personal property, and malicious 
harassment. On March 17, 2003, Miller filed an answer and 
counterclaim against Bach seeking to quiet title or impose a 
constructive trust on the same four tracts of property in Teton 
County, Idaho based on fraud and breach of fiduciary duty, or for 
damages, and al.so for damages based on slander of title, forcible 
detainer and unjust enrichment. On April 7, 2003, Bach filed an 
answer denying Miller's counterclaim and alleged as affirmative 
defenses that the court lacks subject matter and personal 
jurisdiction, the claims are barred by a Chapter 13 federal 
bankruptcy discharge order, the claims are barred by failure to 
assert a compulsory counterclaims in federal case CV-99-014-E- 
BLW, the claims are barred by dismissal of Teton County case CV- 
01-59, the claims are barred by res judicata and collateral 
estoppel or claim preclusion from Teton County case CV-00-76, the 
claims are barred by promissory estoppel, equitable estoppel, and 
quasi estoppel, the statute of limitations, release by agreement 
of October 3, 1997, illegality and misappropriation or conversion 
of business name, equitable unclean hands, fraudulent acts by 
Mlller, breach of fiduciary duties, failure to exhaust conditions 
precedent, waiver, abandonment, failure to mitigate damaged, and 
superseding acts of third persons. Both parties requested a jury 
trial. 
On June 3, 2003, fol1owi.ng a final pretrial conference, the 
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Court entered a final pretrial order, reserving for the Court the 
decision on the parties' causes of action seeking as remedies 
quiet title and constructive trust. Causes of action seeking 
damages were scheduled for trial to a jury. From June 10 through 
19, 2003, a jury trial was held. On the evening of June 19, 2003, 
the jury returned a special verdict finding against Bach on all 
of his causes of action and in favor of Miller on some of her 
counterclaims. The jury awarded Miller $127,456.73 on her fraud 
and breach of fiduciary counterclaims, and $5,000.00 on her 
slander of title counterclaim. 
Based on the evidence admitted at trial, including the 
Court's evaluation of the credibility of the witnesses' testimony 
and the exhibits, pursuant to Rule 52(a), I.R.C.P., the Court 
makes the following findings of fact and conclusions of law from 
clear and convincing evidence. 








Plaintiff and counterdefendant Bach is an individual 
in Driggs, Idaho. 
Defendant and counterclaimant Miller is an individual 
in Driggs, Idaho. 
Starting in 1994, Bach decided to buy interests in real 
in Teton County, Idaho under fictitious names of 
Powder Emporium, Inc. ," "Targhee Powder Emporium, Ltd. ," 
Powder Emporium, Unltd," and "Targhee Powder Emporium 
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Investments," (all hereinafter referred to individually or 
collectively as "Targhee"). The Targhee names were not legally 
formed nor recognized entities such as corporations, 
unincorporated associations, partnerships, or limited liability 
companies in Idaho or any other state. Bach did not file with any 
county recorder or the Idaho Secretary of State any fictitious 
name certificates for Targhee. 
4. The Vasa N. Bach Fami1.y Trust was established by Bach's 
mother Vasa N. Bach pursuant to a written declaration of trust in 
June, 1993, and from its effective date through Vasa Bach's death 
in December, 2000, Bach served as trustee. On October 1, 1997, 
the trust assigned any interest it had in Targhee and any real 
property in Teton County, Idaho to Bach. 
5. On August 16, 1994, purporting to act as an agent for 
Targhee, Bach entered into a realestate purchase agreement with 
Love11 and Lorraine Harrop, whereby Bach agreed to purchase 160 
acres of real property in Teton County, Idaho from the Harrops 
for $210,000.00, with a down payment of $5,000.00. 
6. Beginning in the summer of 1994, Bach and Miller 
entered into a romanti-c relationship with Miller moving into 
Bach's home in Driggs, Idaho, in January, 1995. This relationship 
lasted until the fall of 1997. 
7. In December, 1994, Miller had recently inherited 
$100,000.00 from her deceased father in Michigan, and was looking 
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to invest in real property in the Teton Valley. At that time Bach 
represented to Miller that he was a retired attorney from 
California and was the agent of various wealthy Californians who 
were buying real property in the Teton Valley as investors in 
Targhee, which was corporation, in order to preserve their 
anonymity. Bacli told Miller that she could be a joint venturer 
with Targhee and acquire a one half interest in 80 acres recently 
purchased by Targhee from the Harrops for over $200,000.00, if 
Miller would pay $120,000.00. These facts were false, and Bach 
knew the facts were false. These facts were material to Miller 
and anyone making a real estate investment decision. Bach 
intended that Miller rely on the truth of these facts in her 
decision to invest money with Bach. Believing Bach's 
representations of fact to be true, justifiably relying on such 
facts, and relying on Bach's expertise as a retired attorney to 
represent her interests, Miller signed a contract agreeing to pay 
$110,000.00 down and $10,000.00 in January, 1995. Miller fully 
performed the contract by paying at Bach's direction a check for 
$110,000.00 on December 16, 1994, to the Harrops attorneys Wright 
Law Office, and a second check for $10,000.00 on March 16, 1995, 
to Targhee. 
8. Unknown to Miller, Bach arranged with the Wright Law 
Office for the Harrops to deed 80 acres of the original 160 acres 
to Targhee and Miller in considerat.ion of $105,000.00 of Miller's 
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money, and to refund to Bach $15,000.00 of Miller's money, which 
Bach deposited in an account controlled by him. 
9. In May, 1995, the Harrops sued Bach, Targhee and Miller 
in Teton County case no. CV-95-047 for breach of the August, 1994 
contract. This case was settled. One term of the settlement 
required that Bach pay $7,456.73 to the Harrops and the Harrops 
deed an access strip 110 feet wide and one half mile long 
(comprising 6.63 acres more or less) aiong the northern boundary 
of the eastern most 80 acres to Miller and Targhee. On October 8, 
1996, as directed by Bach, Miller paid the $7,456.73 by check to 
the Teton County Clerk. On September 22, 1997, District Judge 
James Herndon entered a final judgment quieting title to the 
eastern most 80 acres (less the 6.63 access strip) in the 
Iiarrops, quieting title in Targhee to the east 40 acres (out of 
the western most 80 acres), and quieting title to Miller to the 
west 40 acres (out of the western most 80 acres) and to the 6.63 
acre access strip. 
10. On October 3, 1997, Miller and Bach entered into a 
settlement agreement drafted by Miller's then attorney Charles 
Homer of Idaho Falls. At the time of execution of this settlement 
agreement, Bach represented to Miller and to Homer that he was 
the president and chief executive officer of Targhee and that it 
was a corporation. Believing Bach's representation of fact, 
Miller signed the agreement. The settlement agreement provided 
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that Miller released all claims she had as a against Bach and 
Targhee, and Targhee and Bach released all claims they had as 
against Mi-ller. It further provided that undivided one half 
interests in the 6.63 acre access strip would be deeded to 
Targhee and Mill-er as joint tenants, that undivided one half 
interests in another access strip being 110 feet wide and one 
quarter mile long (3.3 acres more or less) across the northern 
boundary of the east 40 acres titled i.n Targhee would be deeded 
to Miller and Targhee, and that Miller and Targhee would have 
reciprocal easements for access in the 6.63 acre and the 3.3 acre 
access strips. Both parties performed the settlement agreement by 
executing deeds and an easement agreement on October 3, 1997, and 
the deeds were recorded. As of October 3, 1997, the title to the 
four tracts of real property, all situate in Township 5 North, 
Range 45 East, Boise Meridian, Teton County, Idaho, was shown by 
the county recorders office as: 
A part of the S1/2SW1/4 Section 11, commencing from the 
SW corner of said Section 11 thence N 0 02'03" W 1214.14 
feet along the Western section line to the true point of 
beginning: thence N 0 02'03" W 110.00 feet further along 
said Western section line to the NW corner of the S1/2SWl/4 
of Section 11; thence S 89 57'55" E 2627.56 feet along the 
north line of the S1/2SWl/4 of Section 11 to a point on the 
Western right of way line of State Highway 33; thence S 0 
09'27" W 110.00 feet along the Western right of way line of 
State Highway 33 to a point; thence N 89 57'55" W 2627.19 
feet to the point of beginning, comprising 6.63 acres more 
or less (in names of Targhee and Miller). 
W1/2S1/2SE1/4 Section 10, comprising 40 acres more or 
less (in name of Miller). 
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had learned about Targhee. 
13. Until June, 2000, Miller was ignorant of the fact that 
Targhee was not a corporation, and was ignorant of the fact that 
Bach obtained a refund from the Harrops' attorneys Wright Law 
Office of $15,000.00 of her initial $120,000.00 checks. Miller 
was damaged by her reliance on Bach's false representations of 
fact in 1994 and 1995 by agreeing-to pay $120,000.00 for real 
property worth only $105,000.00, and in further relying on Bach's 
false representations in 1997 by agreeing that Targhee, being 
only Bach's fictitious business name and not a legitimate 
corporation, could obtain sole title to the east 40 acres and 
undivided one half interests in the 6.63 acre and 3.3 acre access 
strips without having paid any money to the Harrops or to Miller. 
14. During 1994 through October, 1997, Bach was acting as 
an attorney for Miller having gained her trust both from romantic 
involvement and by explaining to her his expertise in law and 
real estate transactions. However, by false representations of 
fact as to Targhee being a true corporation, as to Targhee having 
actual investors, as to Targhee having pald money to the Harrops, 
and by faillng to dlsclose that he obtalned a $15,000.00 refund 
of her money, Bach breached the fiduciary duties of honesty and 
fair dealing that he owed Mil.l.er. Such breach of duty proximately 
caused Miller the same damages as set out in paragraph 13. 
15. It would be equLtable to quiet title in Miller as to 
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all four of the tracts of real property described in paragraph 10 
above because she paid $15,000.00 more than the entire purchase 
price for such property, and Bach obtained his interests by fraud 
and breach of fiduciary duty. 
16. Bach's 1997 federal bankruptcy schedules did not list 
ownership of any Teton County, Idaho real property, Bach did not 
tender to the trustee in bankruptcy appointed by the Federal 
Bankruptcy Court for the District of California any Teton County 
real property to be administered under the Chapter 13 plan for 
the benefit of Each's creditor, and since the initiation of this 
action, Bach has not petitioned the Federal Bankruptcy Court to 
reopen the bankruptcy case to adjudicate the validity of Miller's 
counterclaims, and therefore, Miller's counterclaims are not 
barred by any Chapter 13 federal bankruptcy discharge order. 
17. There was no final adjudication on the merits in 
federal case CV-99-014-E-BLW, and therefore any failure of Miller 
in filing a counterclaim in that action does not bar relief in 
this action. 
18. The dismissal of Teton County case CV-01-59 seeking 
possession based on unlawful detainer did adjudicate Miller's 
counterclaims to quiet title herein, because the presiding judge 
in that case directed Miller to file a quiet title action. 
19. Miller's counterclaims to quiet title are not barred by 
res judicata and collatefal estoppel or claim preclusion from 
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Teton County case CV-00-76 because the issues tried in this case 
were not adjudicated in that case. 
20. Bach's evidence did not establish the elements of 
promissory estoppel, equitable estoppel, or quasi estoppel. 
21.. Miller did not discover the true facts about Targhee 
under June, 2000, which was within 3 years of the filing of her 
counterclaim. 
22. Since Miller had not yet discovered the falsity of 
Bach's representations, and she still believed Bach was acting as 
her expert real estate legal advisor in October, 1997, the 
settl-ement agreement of October 3, 1997, did not release 
counterclaims accruing in June, 2000. 
23. Any illegality, misappropriation or conversion of 
Bach's Targhee business name, acting with unclean hands, or 
fraudulent actions, that Miller participated in during November, 
2000, was not a proximate cause of her damages sustained as a 
result of Bach's fraud and breach of fiduciary duty owed to 
Miller in 1994, 1995 and 1997. 
24. Miller was not a fiduciary to Bach. 
25. Miller did not fail to exhaust conditions precedent, 
waive, abandon, or failure to mitigate damages. 
26. No acts of third persons superceded Bach's fraudulent 
actions or breach of fiduciary duty owed Miller. 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 




III. CONeLUSIOHS OF LAW 
1. This Court has subject matter jurisdiction over the 
claims in Each's first amended complaint and Miller's 
counterclaim. ldaho Code S 1-705. 
2 .  This Court has personal jurisdiction over Bach because 
he resides in Idaho and voluntarily appeared by filing the first 
amended complaint and a reply to the counterclaim. It has 
personal jurisdiction over Miller because she resides in Idaho, 
was served with summons in Idaho and appeared by filing an answer 
and counterclaim. 
3. The quiet title claims of Bach and Miller are to be 
decided by the court and not a jury. However, by advisory 
verdict, the jury has found in favor of Miller. 
4. Miller has proved all elements of her fraud counterclaim 
against Bach. 
5. Miller has proved all elements of her breach of 
fiduciary duty counterclaim against Bach. 
6. Bach has not proved his quiet title claims in the first 
amended complaint. Bach has not proved any affirmative defense to 
Miller's counterclaims. 
7.  In Idaho a purchaser of real property damaged by fraud 
may seek damages under either the "out of pocket" rule or the 
"benefit of the bargain" rule, Shrives v. Talbot, 91 Idaho 338, 
345, 421 P.2d 133, 140 (1966). 
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8. In Idaho a victim of fraud or breach of fiduciary duty 
may seek in lieu of damages and in equity the imposition of a 
constructive trust as to real property in favor of "the one who 
is in good conscience" is entitled to the property. Klein v. 
Shaw, 109 Idaho 237, 241, 706 P.2d 1348, 1352 (App. 1985). While -
the Court may order the constructive trustee of real property to 
deed it to the constructive trust beneficiary, such is equivalent 
to the Court directly quieting title to such beneficiary against 
any claim or interest in such trustee. 
9. Because a double recovery is prohibited, Miller must 
elect between the remedy at law awarded her by the jury verdict 
of $127, 456. 73 in dmage on a.z5 br.6ach of fj.duciary 
duty counterclaims, and the remedy in equity found herein by the 
Court as to quiet title to the four tracts of real property on 
such counterclaims. 
10. After Miller's written election is filed with the 
Court, the Court will enter an appropriate judgment as to the 
causes of action in Bach's first amended complaint and Miller's 
counterclaim consistent with the jury's verdict and the Court's 
findings and conclusions herein. 
DATED this 1st day of July, 2003. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the /hy of July, 2003, I 
certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing document 
was mailed, telefaxed or hand delivered to the following persons: 
John N. Bach 
P. 0. Box 101 
Driggs, ID 83422 
Telefax Nos. 626-441-6673 
208-354-8303A\+fiflm~b~ (TELEFAX & MAIL) 
Alva Harris 
P. 0. Box 479 
Shelley, ID 83274 
Telefax No. 208-357-3448 (TELEFAX & MAIL) 
Gal-en Woellc 
Runyan & Woelk, P.C. 
P.O. 533 
Driggs, ID 83422 
Telefax No. 208-354-8886 
Jason Scott 
P. 0. Box 100 
Pocatello, ID 83204 
Telefax No. 208-233-1304 
Jared Harris 
P. 0. Box 577 
Blackfoot, ID 83221 
Telefax No. 208-785-6749 
Anne Broughton 
1054 Raxrell Mountain Road 
Tetonia, ID 83452 
(TELEFAX & MAIL) 
(TELEFAX & MAIL) 
(TELEFAX & MAIL) 
(MAIL) 
RONALD LONGMORE 
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John N. Bach vs Katherine Miller, et. a1 
Plaintiff John Bach, Defendant Kathy Miller, Defense Attorney Galen Woelk 
900 
J calls case, ids those present; reviews 
P - like to point out some of defendants in the courtroom; want record to reflect that 
Not basing motion simply on Fossil Case - citations given in Affd and Reply Brief 
First constitutional basis is - not sure you should hear this 
Look on page 3 
J -how do you work this when you have a jury 
P -this never should have been in front of a jury 
Court should have order a trmscript of prelimiilary bearing 
There was no right for jury trial 
1900 
You have made judgment as to my credibility 
You gave an instruction that I object to that was absolutely erroneous 
Ignored the allegations 
2095 
J - wasn't there an instruction that if any other people were found to be agents of Millers, 
she would be held responsible 
2197 
P - your fourth order bothered me 
Became more biased and more prejudiced 
You didn't tell us until the morning of trial that you were going to restrict time 
This case was simple procerdurally 
Would love to put your honor on the stand 
2622 
No right to jury trial in Quiet Title Issue 
Proper instructions were never given 
2712 
It was your deter~llination to have the jury trial 
I couldn't take ally of these people's discovery 
3042 
The Peacock Decision points out - offer both affidavits in evidence 
Concern mostly is exhibit 94 starting on pages 15 - 19 particularly page 18 
3156 
3 other things that concerned me - Exhibit UU disappeared from this court 
Followed by blue business card made by myself 
Also had address, P.O. Box, and telephone -that card was printed in 1993 - the 
prospectus was also printed at same time by Ms. Miller 
J -made a record of those; tried to get you guys to come up with copies of those 
P -am assailing the court for refusing me my discovery requests 
Also a check supposedly of $10,000 Miller paid to myself 
One of the documents showed deposit receipt; when we came to trial, that was gone 
011 this side of the table there has been a deliberate attempt to destroy evidence 
3510 
DA - what does this have to do with disqualification 
P -has everything to do 
This case was going to take a good, possibly four weeks. to try 
You have the power, you have the disposition to try this 
Find that courtesy laclting 
4017 
The protection this court gave to Woelk and Runyan and their law firnl borders on 
racketeering 
Harris was n default - the july was not told that 
In your findings I searched for Ms. Miller's background 
4265 
A statemenr of price is never a misqualification - except 
There was no fiduciary relationship 
Find that something that has got to be corrected (loolting at exhibits and listening to 
testimony) 
Your honor was distracted- using the computer was the cause of 
You owe me an apology 
How can this court be trusted I think this motion must be granted 
If not, in addition to the other issues that still remain, there are also statutory setoffs 
4850 
DA responds 
40 D 2 A -haven't heard any facts or evidence to suggest that 
Have heard quite a bit of discussions from Bach as to what lie believes the evidence 
shows 
Foss - disqualifying evidence can't be deduced from adverse rulings 
Suspicion and conjecture cannot be substituted for facts 




This is not a pretext to stail - this is only a pretext for justice from an unprejudiced jurist 
Decisions handed down by Appellate Court are not following the Idaho Courts 
DeFosses is outdated 
6369 
J will take under advisement 
Alva A. Harris 
Attorney at Law 
171 South Emerson 
P.O. Box 479 
Shelley, ldaho 83274 
(208) 357-3448 
ISB # 968 
4UL 0'1 2083 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
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JOHN N. BACH, 
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Defendants. 
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Comes now Alva A. Harris and Scona, Inc. and Answers the complaint of 
Plaintiff against the above named Defendants as follows: 
1. Each of these defendants deny each and every allegation of the First Amended 
Complaint not specifically admitted herein. 
2. Each defendant admits helit are residents of the State of ldaho or subject to 
the jurisdiction of the court. 
FIRST DEFENSE 
Plaintiffl's First Amended Complaint fails to state a cause of action upon 
which relief can be granted. 
SECOND DEFENSE 
1 .  Defendants deny that plaintiff is a California resident, denies that he 
owns real property in Teton County, Idaho, and denies that he was doing 
business as any of the Targhee Powder Emporium entities and affirmatively 
alleges that said entities were assets of the Vasa N. Bach Family Trust. 
2. Defendants deny that they ever sought in conjunction with any of the 
named defendants to destroy or damage plaintiff in any way; defendants 
admit knowing Katherine M. Miller, Bob Fitzgerald, Qly Qleson, Jack Lee 
McLean, many of the other named defendants, and Bret and Deena R. Hill; 
3. Defendants deny plaintiff owns any real property in Teton County and 
deny attempting to prejudice prospective jurors because they do not know 
who said jurors are as alleged in paragraph 4. 
4. Defendants deny engaging in any activity to remove plaintiff from Teton 
County and knew nothing about his heritage and ancestry until this allegatlon 
was issued in the first paragraph 5 and as found in earlier Civil action 
pleadings. 
5. Defendants deny plaintiff owns any real property in Teton County, Idaho, 
and affirmatively allege that their examination of the records of said county 
show Katherine Miller owner of the real property mentioned in second 
paragraph 5 (a); defendants further deny the statements of said 5 (b) and (c) 
and affirmatively allege that the IRS income tax sale in 1997 resulted in the 
title of said real property being vested in Scona, Inc. with a portion thereof 
being subsequently transferred to Bret and Deena Hill. Defendants 
affirmatively allege that the U.S. Oistrict Court in CIV 01-0266-E-TGN 
confirmed said title as stated and that this issue is precluded from 
consideration herein by the doctrine of issue preclusion, res adjudicata 
and/or claim preclusion. Reference is hereby made lo  the Answer and Brief 
and attendant filings filed herein by Bret and Deena Hill. 
6. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 6 as being the ravings of 
the wild imagination of a deluded person. Defendants affirmatively allege 
that they have had to protect themselves from many vexatious civil actions 
and the concerted action of plaintiff to steal real property from them. 
7. Defendants deny any knowledge of plaintiff's relationship with the law 
firm of Runyan and Woelk. 
8. Defendants specifically deny the fabrications and falsehoods of 
paragraph 8 and deny ever joining, agreeing, or conspiring with Runyan & 
Woelk, or any other defendants named in this suit, to trespass upon 
plaintiff's acres, assault plaintiff, obtain and serve false court documents, 
threaten plaintiff in any manner, enter illegally upon plaintiff's property, 
steal any sum of money from plaintiff, or misappropriate or convert any 
business entities of plaintiff's for defendant's use. Defendant Harris admits 
being a witness in the McLean criminal case and testified as to the facts. 
These defendants deny in toto the allegations of 8 (g), (h) (i), Q) and (k). 
9. These defendants deny joining with Stan Nickell, Earl Hamlin, Bob 
Bagley, Mae Bagley, Ann-Toy Broughton or any other defendants to conspire 
against, observe or harrass plaintiff as alleged in paragraphs 9, 10, 12, and 
13. 
10. Defendant Harris admits giving legal advice, counsel and civil action 
suit help to Wayne Dawson and Dr. Mark Liponis. This assistance was 
necessary for them to protect themselves against numerous law suits filed 
by plaintiff and to secure unto them the real properties for which they had 
paid. Plaintiff is barred from recovery against defendant Harris by the 
doctrines of immunity and qualified immunity. Further any damages suffered 
by Plaintiff were the proximate result of Plaintiff's own acts and omissions, 
in such a degree as to bar recovery against these answering defendants. 
11. These defendants have no right, title, or interest in the real property 
owned by Katherine M. Miller, which is the subject of First Count, and deny 
that Plaintiff is entitled to any relief therefore including quiet title, 
injunctive relief or damages. 
12. Defendants deny the allegations of Second Count and Third Count and 
reallege and incorporate herein their statement in paragraph 5 above. 
13. Defendants deny the allegations of Fourth Count and affirmatively 
alleges that the deeds of exhibits 4 and 5 are valid; that the legal holder of 
the property are the entities whose names now appear on the last recorded 
deed. 
14. Defendants deny the allegations of Fifth Count and Sixth Count and 
allege said counts should be dismissed as to them for lack of factual data to 
substantiate the allegations. 
15. Defendants know of no fiduciary duty owed plaintiffs and so variably 
deny the allegations of Seventh Count and Eighth Count. 
16. Defendants have never received any monies from plaintiff other than 
that Ordered by this Court and have never engaged in any racketeering acts, 
either federal or state, against plaintiff. Defendants deny the allegations of 
Ninth Count and both Tenth Counts. 
47. Defendant Harris has never filed a civil or criminal action against 
plaintiff and defendant Scona, Inc. was awarded a Judgment against Targhee 
Powder Emporium, Unltd. This is not a malicious prosecution against John N. 
Bach. These defendants deny the allegations of both Eleventh Counts. 
Defendan.t Harris herein realleges the statements of paragraph 10 above. 
18. These defendants deny violating the ldaho Malicious Harassment 
Statute in any manner and denies that plaintiff has standing to under any 
ldaho Statutes to bring an action against these defendants. Defendants deny 
the allegations of the Twelveth Count. 
WHEREFORE, defendants Harris and Scona, Inc. asks the Court: 
1 .  To deny any relief, either monetary or equitable, injunctive or 
otherwise to plaintiff and they do further request the Court to dismiss with 
prejudice this action. 
2. That this action be dismissed as being moot and without legal 
standing; the verdict herein has been rendered by the Jury and plaintiff was 
found to have suffered no damages and to own no real property. 
2. That Plaintiff be enjoined from filing pro se lawsuits in Idaho 
without obtaining leave of this Court prior to the filing of any lawsuits. 
3. That defendants be awarded such other and further relief as is 
just in the premises. 
DATED this 25th day of June, 2003. 
Alva A. Harris 
VERIFICATION 
STATE OF IDAI-IO 1 
:ss 
County of Binghiun ) 
Alva A. Harris, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says: 
That he is one of the defendants in the above entitled matter; that he 
has read the forefoing Verified Answer, knows the contents thereof, and that 
he verily believes the same to be true to the best of his knowledge. 
Alva A. Harris 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this &day of June, 2003. 
ANNA STAPLES 
Notary Public for Idaho 
MY COMMlSSlOlV EXPIRES 
May 23,2009 Residing at: Shelley, Idaho 
BONDED TKRU NOTARY PUBLIC UNDERWSTmS 
My Comm. expires: 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 26th day of June, 2003, 1 served a true and 
correct copy of: Affidavit of Alva A. Harris 
Verified Answer 
on the following by depositing the same in the United States mail, with the 
correct postage thereon, in envelopes addressed as follows: 
Party Served: John N. Bach, Pro Se 
1858 South Euclid Avenue 
San Marino, CA 91 108 
Courts Served: Teton County Clerk 
89 N. Main, Ste 1 
Driggs, ldaho 83422 
Hon. Richard T. St. Clair 
District Judge 
605 N. Capital Ave. 
ldaho Fa!ls, Idaho 83402 
Alva A. Harris 
JOHN N. BACH 
1858 S. E u c E i d  A v e n u e  
San M a r i n o ,  CA 9 1 1 0 8  
T e l :  ( 6 2 6 )  7 9 9 - 3 1 4 6  
( S e a s o n a l  A d d r e s s  O n l y  
f o r  S u m e r ,  2 0 0 3 :  
P . 0 ,  B o x ,  D r i g g s ,  I D  8 3 4 2 2  
SEVENTH J U D I C I A L  D I S T R I C T  COURT, IDAHO, TETON - COUWTY 
JOHN N. BACH, CASE NO: 02-2 .08  
p l a i h k i f  f & C o u n . t e r c l a . i n  D e f e n d a n t  
P l a i n t i f f ,  
JOHN N. BACH' s N O T I ~ E  O F  MOTIONS 
&. MOTIONS RE ( 1 )  'ORDER V O I D I N G / I N -  
C o u n t e r c l a i m  d e f e n d a n t , V A L I D A T I N G  SPECIAL. WRY. VERDXCT OF 
June 1 9 ,  2 0 0 3 ;  ( 2 )  FOR SUDGMENT I N  
COMPLETE FAVOR. O F  P L A I N T I F F  &. COUNTER- 
v. CLAIM DEFENDANT,, JOHN N, BACH, againsT 
D e f e n d a n t  & C o u n t e r c l h i m a n t  KATHERINE 
KATHERINE D, MILLER, aka D, MILLLER, aka:.:KATHERIN% M. MILLER, 
KATHERIE~E M. P4ILLER, e t  al . ;  i n  a l l  capacit ies;  ' ( 3 )  AMENDMENT OF 
RULING/ORDER OR CONTEMPLATED JUDGMENT 
C o u n t e r c l a i m a n t  & RE SPECIAL VERDICT &/OR NEW TRIAL:  a n d .  
D e f  enqan t s ,  e t  a l .  FOR MODIFICATION OF F I N A L  PRETRIAL 
. , . , . . O R D E R  &/OR R E L I E F  FROM @T,DAIi PRETRIAL 
' ' , ,~.RDER &. T R I A L  ORDERS, S P E C I A L  VERQICT , . .  . .  
E T C i  (IRCP, Rules i.6,; 550i 58, 59 ,  & 6011)- (6)  .) 
A HEARING I S  REQUESTED AND WILL BE NOTICED SHORTLY FORTHWITI-I, 
HONEVER, THE P L A I N T I F F  & COUNTERCLAIM DEFENDANT JOHN N,  BACH'S 
TO MEET ANY REQUIREMENTS OF TIiE 1 4  DAY PERIODS OF I R C P ,  RULES 5b(h) 
I 
. . . . . , , . . , ,~ . .  . .  , .  , 
5 9 ,  and 6 0 ,  e t c .  . . .  . , .  
NOTICE I S  HEREBY EXPRESSLY GIVEN AND STATED, TO ALL P A R T I E S  AND 
THE COURT HEREIN, THAT P l a i n t i f f  and C o u n t e r c l a i m  D e f e n d a n t  JOHN 
N. BACH, a s  a date s h o r t l y  t o  be set by specia l  order and arrange- 
m e n t s  w i t h  the c o u r t / c l e r k ,  w i l l  and does appear, n o w  and m a k e  
the  f o l l o w i n g  motions f o r  orders as express ly  and/or  o t h e r w i s e  
s t a t ed ,  incorporated and/or  i m p l i c a t e d  hereby,  f o r  t h e  f o l l o w i n g :  
1. FOR AN ORDER VOIDING AND/OR INVALIDATING I N  WHOLE OR 
ADVERSE DETERMINATION AGAINST P L A I N T I F F ,  THAT E N T I R E  
P l t ' s  P o s t  S p e c ' l ~ e r d i c t  4 K t n s ,  etc. P. 1. 
G ( > ( ) ' l g $  
SEPCIAI, JURY VERDICT OF JUNE 19, 2003, from which no 
further ORDER nor JUDGPlENT OF ANY KIND has been entered 
or ruled upon as may have been required per IRCP, 16, etc., 
and 58-59; and/or qle 50 (b) , Judgment NotWith Standing Verdict; and/or 
2. FOR AN ORDER AND JUDGMENT IN COMPLETE FAVOR OF PLAINTIFF & 
COUNTERCLAIM DEFENDANT JOHN N. BACH, on all his claims 
per his FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT, against defendant KATHERINE 
D. MILLER, aka KATHERINE M, MILLER, in all capacities, and 
judgment further in his complete favor against all claims 
of KATHERINE MILLER, per her counterclaims against him, per 
IRCP, Rule 59-60 (1) through (6) ; and/or Rale 50(b) ; and/or 
3. FOR AN ORDER ..OF AMENDMENT OF ALL RULINGS/ORDERS per this 
Court's FINAL PRETRIAL ORDER, and ALL TRIAL ORDERS, DENYING 
OR REFUSING, PLAINTIFFWS JURY INSTRUCTIONS, HIS OBJECTIONS 
TO ISSUES,AND FACTUAL SHOWINGS DURING TRIAL, WHICH HE SOUGHT 
AND MOVED THE COURT FOR A COMPLETE DIRECTED VERDICT ON ALL 
HIS CLAIMS AGAINST DEFENDANT KATHERINE MILLER, and AGAINST 
ALL HER CLAIMS PER HER COUNTERCLAIMS, WHICH MOTIONS AND 
OBJTECTIONS WERE EVADED, EITHER DENIED AND/OR TAKEN UNDER 
SUBMISSION, BUT NEVER RULED UPON NOR ADDRESSED WITH FINALITY, 
and WHICH OBJECTIONS AND DIRECTED VERDICT NOTIONS OF JOHN N. 
BACH, JUSTIFY AND REflUIRE'TIiE SETTING ASIDE, AMENDING and/or 
ALTERING said SPECIAL JURY VERDICT OF JUNE 19, 2003, and/or 
FOR COMPLETE OR PARTIAL NEW TRIAL, IRCP, Rule 59, sQbpazts 
1; through 7, thereof, re (1) Irregularities in the proceedings. 
before trial and during trial; (2) Misconduct of the jury; (3) 
Accident or suprrise, which ordinary prudence could not have 
guarded against; (4) Newly discovered evidence, material for the 
plaintiff making the application, which could not, with reason- 
able diligence have been discovered and produced at the trial: 
(5) Excessive damages appearing to have been given under the 
influence of passion or prejudice against JOHN N, BACH; (6) In- 
sufficiency of the evidence to justify the special verdict or 
any findings therein in favor of Katherine Miller, or other 
decisions, rulings and orders of the court, or that such special 
verdict is against/contrary to Idaho laws and authorities; and 
(7) Error in and at law and equity committed both by the court, 
and Opposing Counsel, both Galen WoeSk, and Alva A. Harris, 
and o t h e r  defendants ,  many i n  d e f a u l t  s t a t u s ,  f o r  which 
t h e  c o u r t  i s  a l s o  moved hereby t o  open, t h e  s p e c i a l  verrdic t  
and any p a r t  o r  whole of t h e  t r i a l ,  t a k e  a d d i t i o n a l  t es t imony,  
amend f ind inqs  of f a c t  and C O ~ C ~ U S ~ O ~ S  of law, o r  make new 
f i n d i n g s  and conc lus ions  of law i n  J O H N  N. B A C H q s  complete  
f.avor and d i r e c t  t h e  e n t r y  of a new judgment and/or  ver8ict 
of .fi&nCilnqs ox conc lus ions ,  as t h e  i;si.al court.  shauB8. haye 
d i r e c t e d ,  and. o rdered ,  n o t  only  ,in g r a n t i n g  plain.t.i.f.g. a n d .  
counte rc la im d e f e n d a n t K s  motions f o r .  summary: judgmel-it, but.  a l s o ,  
i n  g ran t ing  JOHN N,  BACH's motion f o r  complete d i r e c t e d i  y e r d i c t  
and judgment on a l , i  q u i e t  t i t i e ,  e.qui.t&ble and legak  i :ssues 
i n  f avo r  of J O H N  N. BACH on a l l .  t h e  p5,eadings h e r e i n , :  an.8, 
4 .  FOR AN ORDER SETTING ASIDE A N D ~ O R  MODIFICATION OF PIAN PRE.T;RAIL 
ORDER &./OR REFLIEF FROM FINAL PRETRI&L.ORDER &. ALL ADVERSE 
TRIAL ORDERS. TO J O H N  N.  BACH, SETTING ASIDE &. VACATING. OF 
SPECIAL VERDICT, and ADVERSE FINDINGS THEREIN, AGAINST TOHN 
N. BACI-1's c la ims,  p rope r ty  i n t e r e s t s ,  ' r i g h t s ,  e t c .  p e r  IRCP, 
16, e t  seq and Rule 60 (1 )  through ( 6 ) ,  and t h e  i n h e r e n t  powers 
j u r i s d i c t i o n  and obz iga t ions  o f k h e  c o u r t ,  t o  dec ide  wi thout ,  
any j u r y ' s  i npu t  o r  recommednations, such q u i e t  t i t P e  i s s u e s ,  
e q u i t a b l e  and l e g a l  i s s u e s ,  a s  a  m t t e r  of. law on t h e  ev idence  
ppesented t o  t h e  c o u r t ,  s i n c e  t h e  f i i i n g  of t h e  o r i 9 i n a . l  compli- 
a i n t  t o  d a t e  hereof and upon any reopening of t h e  t r i a l  and lo r  
s p e c i a l  v e r d i c t ,  e t c .  
Each and a l l  of t h e  foregoing motions and subpar t s  t h e r e o f ,  
sought by p l a i n t i f f  and countercla im defendant  3'0fIN N ,  BACH, 
a r e  based upon t h e  e n t i r e  f i l e  h e r e i n ,  a l l  hear inqs  had on August 
13 and 15,  2002 ,  and t h e r e a f t e r  t o  d a t e  he reo f ,  i n c l u d i n g  t h e  
evidence a s  proper ly  should have been r e s t r i c t e d  and l i m i t t e d l y  
admit ted before  t h e  c o u r t ,  dur ing t h e  combined jury and c o u r t  
t r i a l ,  f u r t h e r  based upon JOHN N, BACH" unconkested and un re fu t ed  
motions f o r  summary judgment (none o f h i s  motions were e v e r  r e b u t t e  
by any admiss ibly  r e l e v a n t  v e r i f i e d  pLeading nor a f f i d a ~ i t  of 
Kather ine  M i l l e r ,  a s  per  I R C P ,  Rule 5 6 ( e ) ,  upon h i s  memorandum 
P ,, ,- ,-, 
pits s  post Specel verdict. 4 Mtns, etc. Po 3 .  t . ~  J / 6 5 
of p o i n t s  and a u t h o r i t i e s  submitted i n  suppor t  of s a i d  
motions f o r  s u m a t y  , j u d p e n , t . ,  upon h i . s  trial b r i e f s ,  aXE. 
t h r e e  ( 3 )  of them., aLong. w i th  hhis submit t e a ,  ju ry  in:st.ruct.i.ons, 
s tandard  as t o  i.ssue,s t o  be  d-eci.8eed: and, @$so h i s  specia,& o r  
. . , .  
supplemen.ta.ry., jury i . n s ~ r u c t . i o n s ,  which. wexe a ~ o i $ , e C t ~  $en.i.e?- 
and/or  ignored  by t h e  cour t . ,  an,& upon t h e  Further d'ocumentsl 
af f i d a v i ' t s  an,d/or o t h e r  memoranda. i n ,  suppor t  OF t h e  foreyoin,g 
motions and subpa r t s  t h e r e o f ,  k@s t l , y ,  t he  e x h i b i t s  n,ot  on ly  
admit ted,  bu t  offered. ,  and/or  r e j e c t e d  o r  d-enied c3uring.. said 
jury t r i a l  a r e  aLso r e l i e d  upon and, t h e  b a s i . s  of each and' a&l, 
of s a i d  foregoing  motions,  as a r e  a l l  eui.Cen.ce subm.i,tled' t o  
t h i s  c o u r t ,  a t  a91  t imes  in: support,  . . of JOHN N. BA.CHss 
r eques t s  f o r  in junc t i*  r e l i e f , ,  a s  p e r  IRCP, Rule 54, e t  s eq ,  
P l a i n t i f f  and countercla im.  deferi6.an.t J O H N  N ,  BACH, c i t e s  
t o  t h e  c o u r t  and counse l ,  t h e  p rov i s ions  of IWP, RuEes 54La.) 
544b) and 59 ( a ) ,  which add res s  t h e  form, eultry a n d  e f f e c t  of 
a judgment, bu t ,  which are i n  abeyance h e r e i n ,  due t o  t h e  
c o u r t ' s  de l ays  and noncomplaince wi th  t h e  q u i e t  t i t q e ,  e q u i t a b l e  
and l e g a l  i s s u e s  a s  a m a t t e r  of  law, req;uir i .ng t h e  c o u t t K s ,  
o rde r ing  and g ran t ing  judgment, pasl t iaf  o r  o therwise ,  w i th  
f i a a l i t y ,  a g a i n s t ,  n o t  o n l y  Katherine Mi.k%,er, i n  a,&$, c a a p c i t i e s ,  
bu t  a l s o  a lL  defendants  i n  defau l t .  e n t r y  s t a t u s ,  who..;were n o t i c e d  
f o r  hear ing  on p l a i n t i f f ' s  motions f o r  e n t r y  o f d e f a u l t  against 
each and. a l l  o f .  s a i d  d e f a u l t e d  defendants ,  s u r i n g  th.e- $ua+y t . r i a . l  
and combined c o u r t  t r i a l  o f  June 1 0 ,  through Fune $9, 2 G 0 3 ,  
The provis ions  of Rule 59, e t  s e  seq,  a r e  premises. upon. 
t h e  e n t r y  of v a l i d  and enforceab le  judgment o r  >udgemnt.s  o r  . ,. 
c e r t i f i c a t e  of judgment pe r  Rule 5 4 ( b ) ,  b u t ,  in. o rde r  t o  n o t  
have any c la im of p l a i n t i f f ' s  and coun te rc l a im ' s  J O H N  N. B A C H v s  
untime1.y br ing ing  of s a i d  motions f o r  amendment o r  a l t e r i n g  of 
1 (- 1.- r; ,?. 
P l t ' s P o s t ~ ~ e c ~ V e r d i c t 4 M t n s ~ e t c .  P . 4 ,  G L L J / ~ ~ , !  
judgment and/or new trial, upon all the basis stated, supra, 
his foreg.oin.g motiohs are prresen;teed f$r$t,. in' .the request 
for relief ,of ,a.n,y interi~,' ~rd'ezs., nor. gin.&& in j u d ~ e n t  an,dl 
, . 
secondly, per the pro~isions of both, IRCP! 'k6 and' 60 (9) t,ha.au.yh 
( 6 ) ,  thus, plaintiff and counterclaim defendant LTOHN N, BACH, 
need not combly with the 14 days requirement of 59, et seq, 
re affidavits filings and/or for full memoranda brieEs in. support 
of all or any of said foregoing motions, which briefs have already 
been filed both before the trial, via his. summary judgment motions* 
and opposition to defendant Galen Woel.k.% summary judgment motions,* 
his trial. brief, three in number, and his motions for comp1,ete 
directed verdicts and findings against Katherine Miller on kL6. his 
claims via his FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT and against her claims, 
in his f aver, on her countercpaimef*P~@'-S~-~$-.2~.-~&-~23 offered in support) 
Lastly, the court-itself, addressed and advised the parties, 
that after the rendering of said special verdict that it would 
immediately address and rule upon those court issues re~quiet title, 
equitable, injunctive and other legal issues for it solely to have 
resolved and/or further to have seoolved, by the following week. 
Now, over two (2) weeks have expired and the only firings ere those 
of Alva Harris, Jared Harris and othes counsel, representing defend- 
ants in default status, who have repeatedly, ad nausuem brought 
and still file, frviolous and unduly redundant, without merit, motion 
to set aside their respective clients defaults. with a hearing 
set by plaintiff on his motions for default judgments entries to 
be heard July 10, 2003 @ 9:l5 a.m. 
Because of the foregoing confusions and obfuscations of the 
proceedings had and still to be presented, plaintiff and counter- 
claim JOHN N. BACH will be submitting further memoranda briefing 
Plt's Post Spec'l Verdict 4 Mtns, etc, P. 5. 
i~L"Li'i;;d 
which w i l l  r e f i n e ,  d e f i n e  and meet an2 requirements of  t h e  
r u l e s  c i t ed .  herein. ,  a s  and f o r  t h e  FuB% gran.t ing an,& ord,erip,g 
. . . . .  . . .  \ \ 
vf h i s  r e q u e s t e a  mot:ions. ,and, re l ie i5  ..t&e.x~e:byl' (See sc&@sre wh$$e 
, .. ~ . . . . . . . . .  , . . ,.. ?.,+-$ 
CQ,: . . .ye .  ? i s t & i s t .  ,Ju:Q~g:; ,(A925Y 4X, ~ a a h o  572, 240 P, 597' LcBe~k has  
~., .  ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ; ...... . . .  . . 
no a u t h o r i t y  t o  e n t e r  judgment on a. s p e c i a l .  ve rd i c t .  in '  a.n, acLi.0~.  
. . 
involv inq  e q u i t a b l e  i s s u e s ,  where no, >u&gmen,t ha s  been, ren,deged. 
by t h e  couxt.)   ward.'^.; Lupina~.c . i , ,  L&L Maho 40, 720 ~ , . 2 d '  223 
(1986) (when a c o u r t  p r o p e r l y  acquLr&s j u r i s d i c t i o h  over  the. 
p a r t i e s ,  and over t h e  s u b j e c t  ma t t e r  a con,troversy, ,  a a t .  $u~i.s.-, 
d i c t i o n  con t inues  u n t i l  extinqui 'khed bysome ePrent, t h e  couxtKs .  
pwoer t o  e n t e r  judgment, and even t o  c o r r e c t  a jurdmgnet o r  t h e  
r eco rd  s o  t h a t  it a c c u r a t e l y  r e f l e c t s  a c t i o n  taken. b y t h e  c o ~ r t . ~  i.:: 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  
i s : n o t  l o s t  by l a p s e  of t i m e )  : and 'WfiitWg - ,Ti Rand,a:lP, 5 8  Id,aho 49, 
78 P.2d 384 (1937) (Where a p r t i e s  appear and s u i t  may be cons t rued  
f o r  one t o  q u i e t  t i t l e  and /o r  f o r  d e c l a r a t o r y  r e l i e f  a s  t o  c o n s t r u e  
a  c o n t r a c t  ] h e r e i n  an o r a l  p a r t n e r s h i p  between p l a i n t i f f  and defen- 
dan t  M i l l e r  as t o  t h e  most wes t e r ly  4 0  a c r e s  p a r c e l ]  o r  t o  convey 
land ,  t h e  d i s t r i c t  c o u r t  ha s  cont inu ing  j u r i s d i c t i o n  of bo th  t h e  
p a r t i e s  and t h e  s u b j e c t  ma t t e r .  Pp 387-388) 
The Court was p re sen ted  on August 13, 2002, w i t h  P l a i n t i f f  
JOHN RT* EP.CH1s I n i t i a l  Memorand-um BrieE,, I n  Support of  h i s  Appiica- 
t i o n  f o r  T.R.P. and Pre l iminary  I n j u n c t i o h ,  which br ie f .  amply 
and d e c i s i v e l y  suppor t s  and r e q u i r e s  t h e  q u i e t i n g  OF t i t l e  t o  
himself  a s  t o  a l l  One through Foux'Counts o r  Claims, and f o r  
t h e  immediate i s suance  of a  permeant i n j u n c t i o n  a s  he h a s  r e p e a t e d l y  
reques ted .  Said  e i g h t  (8 )  page I n i t i a l  IIlemorandum Br i e f  i s  a t t a c h e d  
h e r e t o  and by such r e f e r e n c e  incorpora ted  he re in ,  and when such 
i n i t i a l  memorandum b r i e f  i s  f u r t h e r  supplemented by p l a i n t i f f ' s  
summary judgments b r i e f s ,  h i s  t h r e e  b r i e f  dur ing t r i a l  and h i s  
motion f o r  d i r e c t e d  v e r d i c t  and b r i e f ,  t h e r e  i s  l i t : t le  ques"con o r  C '! .q '7 <) , ' 
P I + ~ C D O ~ +  k r l l  T 7 o ? A i ~ +  n M t m c  a+- n I < ; >  
no l e g a l  b a s i s  o r  e v i d e n t i a r y  o b s t a c l e  t h a t  should be cons idered  
t o  g r a n t  Eu$,Ly ,a$,& o r  any ,of  h i s .  cUrSen,t motiohs and g u $ l  r e l i e f  
as souyh,t by h i s '  FXRST ~ ~ E ~ D E D  COMphAX.iT ag ins t .  d'efen,da,nt KATHERINE 
MILLER i n  a l l  cap@cit:i.e$. Respec t fu l  
DATE.D. r JuQ 3 ,  2 003 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVIC'E:' BY M A I L :  I t h e  ~ndersi.c$ed'~ hereby. 
c e r t i f y  t h i s  d a t e ,  Ju ly  3 ,  2003, t h a t  I d i d  m a i l '  copi.es of  t h e  
f o r e i n g  document wi th  attachm.ent t o  each o f t h e  counse l  ofi secord  
b g ~ e i n ,  t o  w i t ,  Galen Woelk, a l v a  A.  H a r r i s ,  8ared. Harrist.J.a.sop. 
" . u. .. ,-' 2 
S c o t t ,  Gseg Moeller ,;:David Shipman and t o  Arm-T.oy Brouyhton, p r o  s.e, 
a s  w e l l  a s  a mdiled copy . . t o  %he 
Chambers a t  t h e  Bonnevi l le  
p l t e s  Post Spec:l Verdict 4 b1tns, etc. P i ? -  - 
JOHN N. BACH 
1858 S. Euclid. Avenue 
San, ~arino, CA 9L108 
Tel: (626) 799-3146 
(seasonally: P.O. #lOl. 
Driggs, ID 83422 
Tel: (208) 354-8303 
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Dl8TIIICT COURT 
SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF IDAHO 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TETON 
JOHN N. BACH, CASE NO: CV 02-208 
Plaintif g,. PLAINTIFF JOHN N. BACH'S 
INITIAL NENORANDUM BRIEF 
v. IN SUPPORT OF HIS APPLICATION 
KATHERINE D. MILLER aka 
FOR T.R.O. and PRELIMINARY 
INJUNCTION 
KATHERINE M. MILLER, ALVA 
A, HARRIS, Individually & dba 
SCONA, INC., a sham entitly, Date of Wearing: August 13, 2002 
JACK LEE McLEAN, BOB FITZGEPGlLD, Time of Hearing: 2 p.m. 
OLE OLESON, BOB BAGLEY & BIAE Place of Hearing: Teton County 
BAGLEY, husband and wife, BLAKE Courthouse, Driggs 
LYLE, Individually & dba GRANDE 
TOWING, and DOES 1 through 30, 
Inclusive, 
Defendants . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . , . . , . . . . , .  . .  I 
Plainti-ff presents this initial memorandum brief in support 
of the injunctive and other relief he seeks per the restraining 
Orders and Order to Show cause, which issued from this court and 
is set for hearing currently, on Toesday, August 13, 2002 at 2 p.m., 
at the Teton County Courthouse. 
I. REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE AND RECEIPT INTO EVIDENCE 
1N:'SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S REQUESTED RELIEF. 
Per Idaho Rules of Evidence, Rule 201, plaintiff requests 
not only the judicial notice, but receipt into evidence of the 
following Teton County cases and filings or Exhibits as further 
del-ineated or specified by plaintiff at time of hearing herein: 
A. Teton CV 01-59, with the final judgmeiiit? of dismissal.. of 
all Katherine Miller's claims with prejudice and those 
mations, filing 02 pieadin+, 'affidavits and. exhibits 
offered and admitted by defendant therein John N. Bach, 
especially EXHIBITS A. through M., offered and received 
into evidence therein on May 16, 2002, and the large 
binding of documents filed September 27, 2001, 
entitled on the cover page: "Defehdant & Counterclaimant's 
Filing of Documentations Per Order of August 28, 2001, 
which entire package was remarked Defendant's Exhibit D, 
[another Dl admitted May 16, 2002, along with all transcripts 
by the court reporter of proceedings held therein, especially 
the transcript of August 28, 2001 hearing before Judge Moss. 
Included with said exhibits are further documents and materials 
from Teton County cases CV 95-47(action filed by the Harrops 
against plaintiff and Katherine Miller in May, 1995): Teton 
County CR -99-165 nowon appeal before the Idaho Supreme Court 
(copies of transcript pages of Miller's testimony therein 
admitting that plaintiff not only owned the property deeded 
to Targhee Powder Emporium, Inc, but he was such entity, dba 
and as nominee thereof, further evidence that plaintiff has 
ownership per constructive trust and failure of public policy 
condition of violation of subdivision ordinance by Miller and 
her counsel of the strip of 110 feet by one half mile and 
that there was no easement strip of such width that extended 
over his 40 acres via Targhee Powder Emporium, Inc.;. and 
that as to Mil-ler's purported most westerly 40 acres, plaintiff 
and Miller were in a partnership, equal partners, with other 
evidence to be presented, showlng that Miller is now a ~s.rm$r 
Zna:  disassociated partner, having breached the partnersip 
agreements and understandings with plaintiff and plaintiff 
now is the sole owner of her former 40 acres by doctrines 
of claim preclusion, collateral estoppel, judicial. estoppel, 
quasi estopple and abahdonment/waiver as a matter of law. 
I.C. sections 53-3-601, 53-3-602, 53-3-603, 53-3-701); 
Teton County CV 00-76; and Teton CR 00--265, 00-649 and 
possible exhibits offered from CR 02-335. 
B. Selected documents filed in those United States District 
Court, Idaho, CV 99-014-E-BLV? a.nd CV 01-266-E-TGN, as presented 
during the hearing. 
A list of other cases from which judicial notice may be requested 
is. set forth as Defendant's 1, as part of said Defendant's [Second] 
Exhibit D, received May 16, 2002 in CV 01-59. 
11. THE DEFENDANTS, ESPECIALLY KATHERINE D. MILLER, aka 
KATHERINE M. MILLER, AND ALL OTHER DEFENDANTS WHO 
CLAIM ANY INTEREST OR RIGHT THROUGH HER OR IN THEIR 
OWN SEPARATE STEAD ARE BARRED, PRECLUDED AND FOREVER 
TO BE ENJOINED FROM ASSERTING ANY INTERESTS, RIGWTS 
OR CLAIMS IN ALL OF SAID PLAINTIFF'S REAL AND PERSONAL 
PROPERITES, WHETHER IP3PROVEMENTS, ADDITIONS OR PERSONALTY 
MOVEABLE ON SAID REAL PAR'aELS-Two (4 0 ) ?,acre parcels, 
totalling 80 acres and the strip access parcel of 110 
feet by one-half mile 
The above heading states most explicitly plaintiffs postions, 
not contentions, but facts of both evidence and now matters of 
law which this Court should-.utilize to grant plaintiff's preliminary 
and even now mandatory permanent injunction 
As a result of Miller's and her counsel's deliberate evasive and 
multiplicity of frivolous lawsuits and defenses against plaintiff 
in the foregoing to be noticed lawsuits, Miller 
a mandatory counterclaim, as required by IRCP, Rule 
never raised all claims which existed against John N. Bach in any 
actions she filed against him and either dismissed, such as CV 00-76 
or as she lost with prejudice in CV 01.-59 Since per Idaho Constitution 
Article I, Section 3, the United States Co~g,ti.tion is "the supreme ' 119 
LJb 
. . . , .  
law of the i.,and.e. ;md most certain%y',o5 Idaho, federa3 case authorites 
. .  . 
are offered herein' as most applicable, . .. if not binding and controll.ing. 
.,:. . 7 :  . . . .. . . 
First and toremost,. ifMiller ha8 any claim whatsoever against 
plaintiff as to any of said parmels which plaintiff ,now owns in his 
. . . . 
own. and sole rights, . . stead. and fact, 'she Z+.iied to briny any mandatory 
counterclaim of fraud, mistake or neqligence in plaintiff's acquisition 
and accumulatioh:thereof. It is clear such claims come. within th 
. . .  
Idaho Statute of limitations per I .c, Set, 5-218, which claims, not 
in any way stating they even existed against plaintiff, commenced 
with the Harrops litigation and the 3 years of 5-218 expired by the 
end of Hay, 1998. But such mandatory counterclaim failure of filing 
or assertion alsowas duplicate by Miller in U.S,D.C., Idaho, CV 01- 
14-E-BLN, wherein she claim under penalty pf perjury, in her answers 
to interrogatories, further answers thereto and documents produced, 
that she had honored and recognized plaintiff's said property owner- 
ship. Thus, under Miller's twice failure, at least, if not more, 
to assert such mandatory caunterclaims, she is forever barred herein 
and precluded entirely from now asserting any such claims or contentions 
Cuervo Resources, Inc. v. Claydesta Nat'l Bank (5th Cir. 1989r 876 
F.2d 436, 436-437; Federated Dept Stores, Inc., v. Moities, 452 U.S. 
394, 397-399, 101 S .  Ct. 2424, 69 L.Ed. 2d 103,(1981); see also 
Nilesen v. City of Moss Point, 701 F. 2d 556, 560, (5th Cir. 1983) 
b 
(party that hs choice of more than one remedy for particular wrong 
I- 
may not assert them serially in successive actions but must advance 
all at once or be  subject:^ prec1.usions for those not asserted.) i 
(See Miller's verified complaint and affidavit in Teton CV 00-76, dismissed and 
compare with Teton CV 01-59, which was on a spwrious, specious ad utterly without 
merit claim of her being a landlord and John N. Bach a tenant at will on all of 
his pqxrties in cpestion herein. r iy '.? (' <- i l b d  # Ju - 4 -  
Secondly, ,as is shown without equivocation or exception, 
Miller and her counsel,,.Were repeatediy advised, if not directed 
by Judge Moss .to amend their complaint to one for quiet title, 
as he had absolutely n o  jurisdiction or 6iscretion. to decide her 
ownehskip claims if any to said plaintiff's real and personal 
properties. As further shown by the exchange between Mr. Harris, 
Judge Moss and John N. Bach in the reporter's transcript of 
August 28, 2001, Hiller, her attorney Harris and even Bob Fitzgerald 
who is now again frivolously claiming some sort of etheral lease 
or tenancy, all without any factual presentation or admissible evidence 
being presented, deliberately decided not to so amend the complaint 
in CV 01-59. As'stated in Moore's Federal Practice, Effects of Appli- 
cation of Claim Preclusion, Sec. ' 3'0. f 5 (4') : 
"Under the doctrine of claim preclusion, all available legal and 
equitable relief resulting from a transaction or series of transactions 
constitutes a single claim, and as a general rule, the plaintiff must 
seek all aviailable relief in the first action. Any judgment in that 
action precludes a seocnd suit requesting additional relief. 1 
M e m o r e ,  the merger of law and equity aliowed ' joinder of legal and 
equitable claims in a single actioil; therefore, anyclaims are subject 
to the claim precliision doctine, whether they are leqal or equitable,2" 
[Ftn 1 is Nils eri:v...City .~df..Mdss..P6int;. supra, 701 F.2d 556, 560; 
and 2 is: 'Lubrii.01 Corp.: v .  Exxori 'Corp., 929 F2d 960, 963-964 (3rd 
Cir. 1991) 
. . . . . . , . . . . . . .  
See further In. ' r e  Hopkins,, 146 F. 3d 729, 731-732 (9th Cir. 1998) 
. 
and especial.ly Mef,edid Gorp: ' v .  Mid-Continent Inv. CO., 302 U. S. 661, 
670-671, 64 S .  Ct. 268, 88 L. Ed 376 (1944) (defendant who fails to 
assert available defense [or mandatory counterclaim1 in initial action 
is precluded from raising it in subseque~lt action involving same part- 
ties and transactions). (NOTE: blercoid has now been binding for over 
58 years) See also - in re Duncan 713 F.2d 538, 541 (9th Cis 1983) 
Thirdly, the doctrine of judici-a1 estoppel applies most rele- 
vantly, against Miller, her counsel, and even Fitzgerald or otheps, 
from. taking incon$istenk.. postions i n  di.f'ferenk.,&aws,~its and even 
in the same lawsuit. Judicial estoppel does not require that the 
issues have been actually litigated in the prior proceeding, nos 
is mutuality of the parties required for judicial estoppel. Lowery 
u. S.t.o~al.l,. 92 F.2d 218, 223 n.3' (4th Cir. 1996) cert den. 519 U.S. 
. , . . . . . : . . . . . . . . . . . , 
1213 ( 1 9 9 6 ) ; ' M o , r . r 2 s . ' ~ ~ ~ . C a ~ 2 f o r r i i a ' ,  966 F.2d 448, 452 (9th Cir. 1992) 
cert den. 506 U . S .  831 (1992) The conclusion which applies frorr. 
such judicial estoppel doctrine is that it applies where neither 
collateral estoppel nor equitable estoppel apply.AXleri v. ZuriQh 
cj 
Ins. Co. 667 F.2d 1162, 1166-1167 (4th Cir. 192) 
l', 
There are other basis for the docttine of issue preclusion 
to also be applied but such is not necessary in view of the foregoing 
three(3) mandatory doctrines which apply and support plaintiff's 
sought relief. 
There is also the Idaho doctrines of equitable estoppel, quasi- 
estoppel and condonation, waiver, abandonment and acceptance, which 
are also asserted by the complaint but at this point need not be 
considered in depth due to the time constrainst of the hearing. 
In presentationlconsideration of such Idaho doctrines, it is 
clear without question, especial1 from CV 01-59, that Plaintiff 
at all times from his buyding the real properties in question 
from the Harrops in August 16, 1994 has had possession of all of 
them, utilized, controlled, improved and even excluded Pliller there- 
from due to her criminal and wrongful actions of destruction, 
malicious harm to his improvements, structures, fences, etc., 
and his animals, all of *hich plaintiff had a right to do 
per the doctrines of abatement of Miller and her crazed posse 
associates beinq both public and private nuisance. Moreover, 
Fitzgerald and Oleson are both known a1chol.i~~ and drug dealers/ 
who have not.  qnl.y., . thseatened t o  run o f ?  o r  haxm 
horses .  and  animal.^, b u t  burn h i s  barn  and, home c o n s t r u c t i o n  
. . 
. . .. . .. .. ., , ,.. . ,, . 
s t rud tu re s - ,  they. both .  have.  been under s u ~ v e i L ~ a n c e  r drug 
t r a f f i c i n g  and v a r i o u s  charges  have'been f i l e d  a g a i n s t  them 
b u t  f o r  unexp1ainabl.e reasons ,  a l though t h e  evidence. was t h e s e ,  
t h e y  have escaped. conv ic t ion  along fe lony  l i n e c h a r g e s .  Oleson,  
i n  f a c t ,  t h r ea t end  t o  harm both p l a i n t i f f  and h i s .  s i g n i f i c a n t  
l a d y ,  Cindy K i l l e r ,  and l i v e s  w i th  M i l l e r ,  doing her  b i d d i n g  
and scheming t o  i n t i m i d a t e  i f  no t  harm p l a i n t i f f .  (Note: I n t e r -  
v iew t a p e s  obta ined v i a  t h e  Idaho Freedom of Informat in  Act ,  from 
t h e  At torney  Genera l ' s  o f f i c e ,  r evea l s  t h a t  M i l l e r  b rags  abou t  her  
u s e  o f  such c r i m i n a l l y  i n c l i n e d  i n d i v i d u a l s  t o  Eight i f  n o t  harm 
p l a i n t i f f .  
F u r t h e r ,  a s  t o  what was M i l l e r ' s  most wes te r ly  4 0  a c r e s ,  t h e r e  
h a s  n o t  been any f i e l d  g r a s s  t o  be swathed therefrom f o r  t h e  l a s t  
t h r e e  y e a r s  counting t h i s  yea r ,  and water  a v a i l a b i l i t y  t o  such  
most w e s t e r l y  4 0  a c r e s  has  been c u t  o f f  s i n c e  e a r l y  J u l y ,  2002, 
and each of t h e  two yea r s  preceding wi th  whatever g r a s s  t h e r e  was 
was n o t  on ly  meager bu t  wholly without substance feed t o  any horses ,  
c a t t l e  o r  o the r  domestic s tock .  Some 4 y e a r s  ago, p l a i n t i f f  a s  
managing p a r t n e r  of s a i d  most wes te r ly  4 0  a c r e s  was on ly  a b l e  t o  
o b t a i n  $400 f o r  such g r a s s  feed o r  hay cut;  and such amount was 
more than  reasonable .  
CONCLUSION: The Court  i s  r e s p e c t f u l l y  requested t o  i s s u e  
n o t  j u s t  a  pre l iminary i n j u n c t i o n  but  a  permanent i n j u n c t i o n  a g a i n s t  
a l l  defendants  and t h a t  no f u r t h e r  s e c u r i t y  o r  bond be r e q u i r e d  what- 
s o e v e r ,  a s  p l a i n t i f f  s t i 1 . l  has damages, which he seelcs t o  have a  jury 
award him and t h e  de l ays  v i a  t h e  f r i v o l o u s  f i l i n q s  and l a w s u i t s  by 
M i l l e r  more t h a n  o f f s e t s  any f u r t h e r  bond 0% s e c u r i t y  p o s t i n g  let- 
along of the present cash bond of $2,5000.00 which plaintiff 
has posted with the court. 
DATED: August 13, 2002 
JOHN N. BACH 
1858 S. Euclid Avenue 
San Marino, CA 91108 
Tel: (626) 799-3146 
(Seasonal O&ly for 
Summer 2003: P.O. #lo1 
Driggs, Idaho 83422) 
SEVNETH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, IDAHO, TETON 
JOHN N. BACH, CASE NO: CV 02-208 
Plaintiff & PLAINTIFF & COUNTERCLAIM 
Counterclaim Defendant, DEFENDANT JOHN N. BACH'S 
NOTICE OF MOTION. MOTION & 
AFFIDAVIT FOR THE DISQUALIF- 
ICATION OF THE HONORABLE 
RICHARD T, ST, CLAIR, ~ssiqned, 
IZATHERINE D, MILLER, aka (IRCP, Rule 40 (d) (2) (A) (1) 13) 
KATHERINE M e  MILLER, et al., & (4) ; 40(d) (5), et seq; and NOTICE OF MOTION & MOTION FOR 
Defendants [ &  Miller] VACTING OF ALL JUDGE ST. CLAIR'S 
Counterclaimant, et al,, FINAL PRETRIAL ORDERS, ADVERSE ORDERS, FINDINGS OF FACTS AND 
DATE OF HEARING: Thursday, July~31, 2003, or any other date 
rescheduled, assigned, etc. 
TIME OF HEARING: 9:00 a.m 
PLACE OF HEARING: Driggs, Teton County Courthouse, Idaho 
COMES NOW THE PLAINTIFF ANDCOUNTERCLAIM DEFENDANT JOHN N. BACR, 
who does hereby give NOTICE OF HIS BIOTTONS, AND MAKES THE HEREIN~&TER 
STATED MOT,ION.S, that on Thursday, July 31, 2003 at the hour of 
9:00 a.m., he will appear bafoae this Court, at the Teton County 
Courthouse, 89 N. Main, Driygs, Idaho, 83422, or on any other 
date, that his motions herein are resceduled or assigeed, etc., 
and will move this court for each and all of the following ORDERS: 
1. FOR AN ORDER FOR THE IMMEDXATE AND COMPLETE DISQUALIFICATION 
AND/OR RECUSAL OR REMOVAL OF THE BONORABLE RICHARD T. ST. 
.-XLAIR, ASSIGNED, not only per the provisions of I.R.C:P,, 
40 (d) (2) (A) (I), (3) & (4) and 40(d) ( 5 ) ,  but also upon the 
federal basis and rights per the U.S. Constitution and/or 
Idaho State Constihution and interpretative case authori- 
ties, that the JOHN N, BACH's procedural and substantive 
rights of due process and equal protection, hav&s.be&n,?alrSadK.i. 
denied and ark continued to be denied .-to:Zan;: impartial and 
uninterested, unbiased and prejudiced judge, to wit, Judge 
St. Clair, who has become an interested party herein, has 
become an advocate or counsel for defendants, misusing with- 
ptls ~tc/rttns, & Aff, re DIZ of Juge St. C h i .  e*. - L-:.) !-: !:, ?! ,!? 
Ci !. J (, i t i  
out jurisdiction or in excess?ikhereof, his powers, and 
who has become so biased and prejudiced a ainst.,p:laintff 
and counterclainl d.ege~dant. JOHN N , BACH I Thkiat h ~ s ,  cgnt~nued 
assignment to all remaining issues, claims and other pro- 
ceedings herein will further compound such egregious uncon- 
.istitutional violations, and deny JOHN N. BACH his said con- 
stikutional rights with impunity by Judge St, Clair,and , 
that further, Judge St. Clairls disqqalification/removal, $3. 
&c@$'saglp,:mg:in - %. . violation of JOHN N. BACH's said constitut&oaa1 
rights;iae-his actions and conduct herein have more than 
given a reasonable person the appearance of bias and preju- 
dice atjainst JOHN N. BACH. (See 91 ALR 5th 437); and/or 
2, FOR AN ORDER OR ORDERS VACATING ALL OF JUDGE ST. CLAIR'S 
PRETRIAL AND FINAL PRETRIAL ORDERS, ADVERSE JURY TRIAL 
RULINGS/ORDERS AGAINST CFORN N. BACH, AND FOR ALL ORDERS 
AS SOUGHT BY JOHN N. BACH, PER HIS FOUR (4) MOTIONS WHICH 
WERE FILED IN THIS ACTION ON JULY 2, 2003, and which by 
such reference and identification are incorporated herein. 
JOHN N, BACH, does further give notice that per IRCP, Rule 
40(d)(5), upon the filing of these motions and until said hearing 
thereon, is held, submitted and ruled upon, Judge St, Clair 2s without 
authority to act further in this action. Waters v. Barclay 57 Idaho 
376, 64 P,2d 1079 (1937) Further, notice and basis of the unconsti- 
tutionality of sakdiRule 40(d)(2) of the I.R.C::P., in flagrant vio- 
lation of JOHN N. BACH's said constitutional rights is given, such 
unconstitutionality not only per the wording of said Rule 40(d)(Q), 
but of it's usage, the practices and customs and habits of Judge 
St. Clair, and other Idaho Judges, in refusing, failing and dvoiding 
the U,S. Constitutional rights of due process and equal protection, 
and the 5ederal standards of disqualification/recusal is required, 
if not mandated, when a judgels actkons in a case give to a reason- 
able person the imminent appearance of bias and prejudice, or the 
reasonable liklihood thereof. 
Plaintiff and counterclaim defendant will be filing 14 days 
before the noticed date of hearing herei more complete written n 
brief in support hereof. DATED July 9, 2 
c ' 2  f ,  'J 'I " tJLuuLi3 
Pt,% NtcjMtns CQ Judge St. Clair, etc, - 2 - .- 
AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN N. BACH IN SUPPORT 
OF HIS PlOTIONS NOT1,CED AND INCORPORATED 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
s S 
COUNTY OF TETON) 
I, JOHN N. BACH, duly being placed under oath, give testimony 
herein of my own personal knowledge, involvement, participation, 
observations, perception and understanding. 
1. I am the plaintiff and counterclaim defendant herein, who 
from June 6, 1964 through approximately May 12, 1992 was a licensed 
practicing attorney in California, with my principal office being 
at all times during said practice in Chico, California. I was for 
the last 15 years or more a trial advocate who practiced3bS60~e many 
of:. the courts of original jurisdiction of California and the federal 
district courts throughout California, and did also appellate work 
before the California Appellate courts and the U.S. Ninth Circuit 
Court of Appeals. I have maintained my legal reserach and continued 
paralegal pursuits, although not licensed since May 1992, and am 
able, because of my training, education, experience and Sega3,:ewposure 
background, to identifyrand detect unconstitutional practices in 
various legal actions and proceedings, such, that from time to time, 
I assist California counsel and parties in doing briefing, drafting 
and analyzing of legal authorties applicable to such unconsitutional 
practices, especially of biased, interested and prejudiced judges, 
an area of legal and unconstitutional violations which most attorneys 
are fearful to raise or assert by motions for a judge's recusal or 
disqualifications, due to such judge's power, and vindictive retaliatory 
reactions, adverse rulings and punishment inflicted in cases before 
him involving such challenging attorney; the scenerio, is very similar 
to an attorney being required to be a "whistle blower" as to a judqesPs ' ) i ' i j * ~ p  
Ptss NtcIMtns re DQ Judge St, Clair, & Mf., etc, - 3 -  L f t U o l ~ i ,  
unconstitutional actions and. basis of .d j .scyqa~~i. f~ca,t ions, but. ~5i.cb 
"whilstle bflower-" i.s: in. (fact punished., hounded and. targetted' by 
other jurists for destrucfhon and devastation of his' c%ieht.s"ase$i, 
his own livelihood and removal from the Eega:l profession, . The fi.n,e 
taning and practice of a Judge's bias and prejudice against a. c&ie~.t 
and/or his attorney is more preuaPent.when.. such Gudge is seeking 
an appellate appointment, such as Judge Richard.TD St, elair is 
known to be cnrrentlyseeking an appoihtrnent to the Idaho State 
Supreme Court, a most high court dominated. hy the appointment of. 
L,D.S. lawyers and judges, who fol%ow, espouse and. practice the 
L.D.S. principles of administrating their chur.chEs postu1,at.es 
and principles, and not that of true consitutional adherence to 
the rights and principles enumerated and perfected by the U , S ,  
Constitution and gederal standards, statutes and case authorities, 
2. Affiant is aware that normally a judge's one or simple few 
adverse rulings against an attorney or his client, "alone" do; 
not give rise to the existence of bias or prejudice sufficient to 
disqualify or remove such judge, especially in an L.D.S judicially 
dominated state as Idaho and/or Utah. However, the;-Idaho Civil 
Rules of Procedure, Rule 40 (d) ( 2 )  , with its many subparts thereof, 
as currently existing, is on its face, let alone it's application 
and practice, customs, habits or usages, applied therefrom by Idaho 
jurists, unconstitutionally deficient and flawed to provide, and/or 
guarantee a litigant in Idaho, especially Eastern Idaho, a fair, 
impartial, unbiased, uninterested and objective jurist, free from 
said L.D.S controls, influences and intrusions into the Idaho judicial 
system and cases processed therein. 
Pt% Ntc/Mtns L Q  Judge St. Clair, & Aff,, etc. - 4 -  
P 1 /: ,j t-? 
CJL'LJtt i  i 
3. The actions, not just the rulings os orders or findings 
off fact and conc&usi.o~s of 8a.w of ,J\q$,ge St, Ckair, hep3:ei.p;, haye pow 
materialized and presented themselves, to establish.,that Judge St. 
Clair has become more than an interested party, acting numerous times 
as legal counsel or. attorney for the d.efendants, especially; defendant 
A1,va A. Harris and the defendants he repre$ents'whose-.defau$ts are 
have been entered herein, as. well as for d'efendants Galen Woel.k, his 
law firm, defendants Katherine Miller, and other defendants, whose 
defaults have also been entered herein', The recently, purportedly 
filed "June - 31, 2003" FINDINGS OF FACT AH1) COI\SCJCUSIONS OF &AW, siqned 
on July 1, 2003, but not maiLed to affiant untilTul,y 2, 2003, per the 
meter stamp of Judge St. Clair, which document is missing several 
pages as sent to affiant, especially the next to last two pages thereof, 
has revealled to affiant, the enormity of not just bias, prejudiced 
and interested advocacy by Judge St. Clair, but also, and most, 
sequentially and significantly, the prior bias, prejudiced and 
favorably rulings, orders and actions by Judge St. Clair to said 
defendants, which by way of examples, but not all inclusive are: 
a) Judge St, Clair's refusal and orders denying affiant 
full disocvery responses by a l l ,  defendants, after said'defendants'. 
and their counsel, waived all privileges and rights of priva6.y or 
possible claimed confidentiality matters/materials or documents. 
b) Judge St. Ciairis biased order protecting defendant 
KATBERINE MILLER and her counsel, Galen Woelk, Alva Harris and other 
defenaants,from producting full discovery but limiting affiant to 
receive "only those documents" which Miller and her counsel will 
use in their case in chief at trial. 
C) Delaying and denying rulings upon affiant's motions 
to continue or extend cutoffdates, and the trial date, allow him 
further opportunity at discovery, when defendants Alva A. Harris 
and defendants he represented not.only violated but openly contemp- 
tously denied affiant full discovery, after being ordered to do 
so by the court, and then, refusing to hearat the same trial as 
the forced time date of jury trial upon affiant, his motions for 
default judgement entries against all said defendants whose defaults 
had been entered, As part of this bias and prejudice, Judge St, 
Clair, then held a last minute pretrial conference from which a 
wholly biased order of trialable isspes against affi-ant, as to not cl()$b()" 
s' 
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allowing the issues of ,conspi.r&cy!, , $o.@~~..~ep.?tu~es, commsn 
planning, actions. andlor unlonijof . ac t&.si?s agong; at,& d.e,$?en@.3n,tsl 
even those in d;eEau&t. s+qt.us, be.i~,$ p~e,ss.nt.e$ t . ~  t.he >usy, and 
then further denying all affiant's ofgered., 9uiy inktructhons, both 
general as to the law and even special ~~u;r'y'instructions, and 
Judge St. Clair, then reyriting jury instruc6ians, which he had no 
jurisdiction or basis, not being either the legislature of one in 
IdBho nor a Supreme Court Idaho justice ofone, to app1.y principies 
of law which were not existant, nor correct and for which affiant 
was "flogged publically" before an unquaXified, infected and biased 
L.D.S. jury, who had been delibgrately and. systematicaXly poisoned 
and ifijected~$& @e untruths, disparagement statements and defamatory 
publications of defendants Miller, Woelk, Harrisand a15 other 
defendants rep~esented by said legal counsel, The trial was not only 
an "Al&ke in Wonderland" draconian unconstitutional exhibition., but 
a com@lete subversions and denial of affiant's said unconstitutionaJ 
rights, privileges and processes of justice, 
d) Even before said final pretkal order, denying also to 
affiant numerous of h6s counts, especially that of violation of fid- 
ciary duties by defendants Miller, Woelk, Dawson, McLean, etc., and of 
violationof express and implied covenants of good fairi- and fair 
dealings, Judge St, Clair, totally ignored the requirements of Rule 
56(e), in denying not only affiant's motions for summary judgment against 
defendants Miller, Woelk, Harris and all other defendants represented 
by said counsel, but in further, denying affiant's motions for summary 
adjudication on the required affirmative defenses of statuQe of limit- 
ations, a::complete settlement agreement of October 3, 1997, the doctrines 
of res judic6ka as to Miller's contrived fraud in the inducement claim, 
also collateral estoppel, issue and claim preclusions, the preclusive 
effect of Rule 13(a),(this Rule l3(a) especially appropriate since as 
of this date, the appeal in USDC, Idaho CV 99-014-E-BLW is .final, and 
the bond of some $7,500.00 posted c?;>.af-fi~k. pending appeal therein, has 
been.ardered released and to be paid to Miller add her codefendantslapp- 
ellaes therein); promissory estoppel, quasi estoppel, and judicial 
estopeiir, etc., whibh issues were controlling, dispositeve andelhinated 
cog@$eteLy any and all relief granted by the fractured jury special ver- 
dict, which special verddct was changed some 3 times unilaterally by 
Judge St, Clair, the last change being announced to affiant some 5 minute! 
or less before Judge St. Clair read the closing instrucfinns and affiant 
was to start his closing arguements. Even during the trial, Judge St. 
CLZir let in, over affiant's objections, evidence or the suggestions of 
Miller's counsel, Galen Woelk, that affiant was a %exatious litigant, 
a tax dodger, a constitutionalist as to the assertion of his and other 
clients or parties' tax rights and constitutional assertions of due 
process and equal protection, etc, Even the issue of whether affiant 
was or is a true Idaho permanent citizen, was allowed, despite such 
issue not being relevant nor contained within the final pretrial order, 
e) Judge St, Clair never consulted nor allowed affiant's input as to the 
length of trial, and when the trial was to begin, announced that he 
was limiting it to only eight days, and even then, limited affiant's 
opening statement, his closing arguments, and limited, restricted affiant' 
cross exeminations of Miller and Harris, and refused to dire@t them to 
answer affiant's questions responsively, rather than engage in a tirade 
of accusatbons and charges against affiant: further, allowed Miller and 
her counsel, to inject evidence not relevant to any issues of Miller8$ 
affirmative defensse or counterclaims against affiant, especially when 
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Miller had not pled extrinsic fraud, nor hhdtshe pled that the 
complete October 3, 1997 agreement was not the final intended 
settlement agreement between. her and af f $.ant, ' In this' later xega.:xd., 
Gbwley. y... Wh.i,t.ttl.G.se~~~, IL26 gda@b 636;:. 888 P,2d 804, 808-809, c l ~ a r l ~  
established that even if. such incomplete cl5im of a settlement agree- 
ment was properly pled by Miller, which itwasn't, the issue of her 
and affiant's intent was paramount, had to be proven by Miller, and 
jury instructions were required, if' such +ssuewas properly before 
the jury, which it was not, and thB,,.findings of fact/conclusions of 
law which Judge St. Clair, biasedly/prejudicially fashioned and con- 
structed against affiant are more than clearly erroneous and against 
the weight of the eirSdence, especially Miller's own hafidwritten letters 
to affiant, before October 3, 1997 when she discovered and gdmifited 
so,"N(i" claim of fraud in the inducement, but which fraud never existed 
VIAher - testimonies, both under cross and during her direct presentation, 
was only desci-ibed as affiant first ?pressureda her, thenTgersuadedl 
her and then lastly, that affiant "pitched" her, as. to her acquisition 
of the most westerly 40 acres, but even then she never testified st any 
time whatsoever, before or during trial, that. she would not have purchac 
sed said most westerly 40 acres had she known what price affiant had 
secured from the Harrops. In fact, MilZer's? further testimony admitted 
her estoppel, quasi estoppel and promissoXy.estoppel as a matter of law, 
when she admitted she had sought to take advantage of the HarrBp lawsuit, 
which she fully knew of the claims therein as early as ~ a y ,  1995 and 
for sure by 3uly 1, 1995, when she offered the Harmops, $80,000 to pur- 
chase the front 80 acres, before she dhrezted and instructed affiant 
to sektle with the Harrops as to the 110 foot by % mile joint ownered 
strip, which strip was confirmed by said October 3, 1997, not only 
settlement agreement, but documents, deeds recorded thereby, to be 
jointly owned by affiant and Miller. 
f) Even during the trial Judge St. Clair, precluded affiant 
introducing evidence as to the averred conspiracies, joint ventures, 
and/or commonality of plans, unity?..cif action and pursuits, etc. 
by all defendants, whose defaults'had been entered, in eonjunctian 
with Miller, and further, incor~ectly and deliberately misleadingly 
to the jury gave them statute of frauds, jury insttuctions, which 
issue if properly before the court, was for the court alonq ,Tzo decide, - - 
and then, m6st v~olat,ive of affiant:',~ rights. o$ due. pr.oces.s and alloca- 
tiinn did 'not allow . . nor. permit, in writtt+n.:dr.anj. fotni,' 'afg.2ant 'the 
right to argue and/or present. to the: bou2t:alon.e;. arquement. on those - 
court issues,' equitable or as a, 'matter: of ..lay.,. regardin9 all, 'of his 
quiet title counts/claims,. which quiet. .title. i.s.sUes., ina~curatel.~, 
incompletely and improperly. were. given $6. the jury who..wss by then 
sendina nbkes to the court, askina if thev could be sue.-bvaffiant 
for reAdering their verdict, and Ghich nn& despite affi<nt8s requests 
and motions that such jurgrs be identified and examined and despite 
affiant's further repeated motions and applications for a mistrddl. 
g) But far more revealing when considered as to the utter 
clearly erroneous findings of fact now issued by Judge St, Clair was 
his evasiveness and taking under submission, affiantss motion for 
a directed verdict and for determination of said affirmative defenses 
outside and before-the jury was to hear further evidencg, receive4 
any instructions therein or hear arguments let alone not to be given 
such issues which the court was required to determine and grant in 
affiant's favor, This evasiveness, was not mersly innocent by Judge 
St. Clair but a deliberate orchestrated procedure, unauthoriked and 
intkntioaally biased and prejudiced against affiant, because his required - 
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d u t i e s  and r e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s  t o  r u l e .  and grant .  a f f i a & , t t s .  Ci.i.rected 
v e r d i c t  motion and h i s  f u r t h e r  r e f u s a l  t o  t r y  f i r s t  w i thou t  t h e  
j u ry  t h e  q u i e t  t i t l e  i s s u e s  and r e l a t e d c o u f t / e q u i t a b l e  i s s u e s ,  
more than  .d.iato@te,d an9 v l p l a t e d .  a.f?gia%tRs c i u i . 1  and f'e4,era.L 
t o  due p roces s  and e q u a . l ~ p r o t e c t i . o n ,  but. wa,s in tended by ,Jud.ge S t ,  
C l a i r  t o  e f f e c t i v e l y , ,  de s t roy  a n d  el:$&inate a . f f i . a ,n tks .  fed.era.1. c1aip .s  
a g a i n s t  BI.1. defendants .  and e s p e c i a l l y  ,defendants,  Ryan Kaufiqan, Co l in  
Luke, a  ju8ge::with whom Judge S t ,  C l a i r  a s s o c i & t e s  w i t h  and .works  
i n  j u d i c i a l  m a t t e r s  i n  Bonnevi l l e  County, and wi th  defendant  Laura  
Lowry, and t h e  undisclosed t o r t i o u s  conduct or Roy:C, Mou l ton , .~hom.  
Judge S t .  C l a i r  had p e ~ s o n a l l y p r o t e c t e d  along. w i th  John J, ~tewr t  
i n  Teton CV 94-054 and 9 4 ,  wherein '  he 'aXso o r c h e s t r a t e d  new r u l e s  
of c i v i l  procedure  and even ev idence  when he  admit ted a  purpoP$edly 
s i g n e d / i n i t i a l l e d  purchase agreement, a t  hear ing  on a  motion f o r .  summary 
judgment by Moulton, which copy o f .  said '  agreement had never  b e f o r e  
e x i s t e d  nor  been Fevealed o r  admitbed, a19 such admi?ision be ing  aLbowed 
i n  d i r e c t  con t r aven t ion  t o  t h e  r equ i r enen t s  of Rule 5 6 ( a )  through ( e ) .  
Now Judge S t ,  C l a i r ,  i n  h i s  o f f e r e d  f i n d i n g s  of f a c t s .  and c o n c ~ , u s i o n s  
of law, does  t h e  s a m e  . c k . . a t i o n  of f i c t i o n ,  of improper and none 
e x i s t i n g  evidence a n d i g n o r i n g  o f a c t u a l  evidence,  'documentary and 
t e s t i m e n t a r y  t o  t h e  c o n t r a r y ,  which evidence c l e a r l y  c a l l s  for t h e  
judgemnt of q u i e t i n g  t i t l e  on a l l  of a f f i a n t ' s  f i r s t  f o u r  coun t s ,  
e s p e c i a l l y  a g a i n s t  Mi l l e r  on b2.s FIRST COUNT of h i s  FIRST AMENDED 
COMPLAINT. 
h)  For  Judge S t ,  C l a i r  t o  now f u r t h e r  c r e a t e  an  exec t ion  by 
defendant  Miller per  s a i d  f i n d i n g s  and conc lus ions ,  i s  ano the r  imper- 
m i s s i b l e  procedure ,  p r a c t i c e  and nonlegal  o r  equ ibable  r i g h t ,  a s  M i l l e r  
h a s  a l r eady  r e l i nqu i shed ,  sur rendered ,  s e t t l e d  and f o r e v e r  e l e c t e d  
t h a t  she h a s  no such r i g h t s  of e l e c t i o n ,  nor  of any purchase  money 
t r u s t  remedy and most c e r t a i n l y  no r e l i e f  f o r  any damage award of 
$127,000 o r  any o the r  amount of $5,000 o r  any c e n t ,  whatsoever,,What 
t h e  evidence c l e a r l y  e s t a b l i s h e d  without  any machinat ions  o r  b i a s e d  
ob fusca t ions  of Judge S t ,  C l a i r ,  M i l l e r  o r  h e r  o t h e r  counsel ,  was t h a t :  
(I) Mil ld r  nego t i a t ed  a t  arms l e n g t h  wi th  a f f i a n t  t o  purchase  f i r s t  
20 most w e s t e r l y  acres, t h e n  40 most wes te r ly  a c r e s ,  which (ii) 40 a c r e s  
were o f f e r e d  t o  her ,  wi thout  any f r aud  a s  t o  t h e  amount of ac reage ,  
s t a t u s  of use  o r  development t h e r e o f ,  and a t  a p r i c e  t o  h e r  which h a s  
more than  f a i r  a s  t o  t h e  p r i c e  s a i d  40 a c r e s  was o f f e r e d  by a f f i a n t  t o  
o t h e r s  a t  and be fo re  t h e  Deeember 12, 1994 w t i t t n e a g r e e m e n t ;  (iii) that .  
by Miller 's own testimoh*; she  d i d  n o t  begin t o  l i v e  w i t h  a f f i a n t  u n t i l  
May, 1995, a f t e r  she  had been. serve/had Eu2'l- knoQled.ge of t h e  Harrcips 
l a w s u i t ,  which l awsu i t  she d i scussed  with  h e r  s i s t e r  Lucinda and a f f i a n t  
when t h e  t h r e e  of them went on a  t r i p  t o  Dubois , ,  Wyoming i n  e a r l y  J u l y  
1995, d u r i n ~ j  tlfb-progress of s a i d  l awsu i t s ,  she  was per:snnri;l.L??.. r e i s resen ted  
by.  Chuck; Homer o f  Holden,- Kidwell ,  Halin & Crapo, n o t  a f f i a n t  and. which . . . . , . . ~ ' . " " " "  . .  . . . . . . . , . .  i "  ' '  .into 
i e c o r d  and evidence.  :for: a l l  : wGdoSks ;She :admitted t h a t  a f f i a n t  was n o t  
h e r '  a t fo r r iey , .  s h e :  d i d  n o t  .rel? 'uljOn h i m  a s  he:r :counsel  o r  a d v i s o r  and  
t h a t '  s h e .  e n t e r e d  i n t o  a :  cbmplete se:ttlernerit:  w i t h  a f f i a n t  on October  3 ,  . . 
1997 which set tJement ,was d r a f t e d  by hex coun:sel, Chuck Homer, who 
knew and was t o l d ,  t h a t  a f f i a n t  was t he  s o l e  onwer of t h e  f i r s t  40 a c r e s ,  
t h a t  a l l  t a x e s  had been pa id  and a l l  l i e n s  c l e a r e d  thereon,  
i )  The overwhelming evidence f u r t h e r  p re sen ted  e s t a b l i s h e d  
t h a t  i n  Teton CV 01-59,  M i l l e r ,  H a r r i s  and Woelk, n o t  on ly  pursued 
ma l i c ious  prosecu t ion  a g a i n s t  a f f i a n t ,  bu t  a l s o  a  t o t a l  abuse of l e g a l  
p roces s ,  and t h e  immediat$:appl icat ion of c o l l a t e r a l  es toppel . ,  judicial 
e s t o p p e l l ,  i s s u e  and c la im p r e c l u s i o n s  t o  ba r  any and a l l  c l a ims  by Gd33: j 
- -1 1. 
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Miller via her Tkte.5.f iled counterclaims against affiant . Affiant 
has already referred to his trial briefs and his post special verdict 
motions and attached initial prelimin%y,.ipjun@tion hearing brief, 
a.%1 OE whi.ch rbieal and sskablish the enorhity and pervasiveness of 
Judge St. Clair's bias and prejudice against affiant and said Judge's 
further deliberate misues of his powers and discretion to punish 
affiant unconstithtionally and otherwise for his assertion of his 
rights and ins5stence of judgement for the relief he seeks per the 
FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT. 
4. This affidavit will be further supplemented before the hearing 
of July 31, 2003, but, the unexpect6d July 9, 2003 hospitalization and 
unexpected major abdominal surgery of affiant's financee, Cindy L, 
Miller, who was released from the hospital, mid afternoon, July 8, 2003, 
and affiant's care and attention to her medical and convalescent needs, 
preclude the full completion of this affidavit. 
5. Affiant does request a full evidentiary and allocutory hearing 
on July 31, 2003, and objects to any request or suggestion by any 
defendants or their counsel, that Judge St. Clair further compounded or 
aggravate his biased and prejudiced rWings, orders, etc,. herein by 
deciding in secret and without affording affiant his said constitutional 
rights to due procsss, It is of not only affiant's great concern and 
objection to Judge St. Clair deciding any other issues lierein further, 
but it should be that of any diligently conscioncious counsel, 'who 
seeks to have justice not only constitutional served and applied herein, 
but the public's trust and confidence in ikjudiciary maintainfd and 
above all, preserved. DATED: July 9, 20 
owledge, verify and 
attest, that on this date, July 9, 2003, I did place JOHN N. BACH under 
oath, who is personall known to me, who did give the above testimony, 
on this date, in my presence and witness 
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C e r t i f i c a t i n n  of se rv ice  by Personal 
se rv ice ,  f a x  and mail 
I, t h e  under.s$gned, hereby c e x t i f p  t h a t  on t h i s  d a t e ,  I d i d  
s e r v e  a copy of the  foregoing. document, c o n s i s t i n g  of 10 pages, 
. . 
including k h i a  page, upon,. a%& couriseL, ' e i the r  by wgyir!of p e r s o n a l  
s e r v i c e ,  upon GaZ.%n Woe;Ck;. a t  h i s  Rsi.gg':!;$, o f f i c e ,  by , f a x  upa.n 
counse l ,  Jared Harris', Judge S t ,  Cl.air ,  and by nail.  
s e r v i c e  upon a l l  other  and David Shiprnan and 
upon Ann-toy Brouqhton, pro s e a  
DATER: Ju ly  9 ,  2003 
GGS;;3 
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"%$, &$-8 /I?( . 9 IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DI R F .&.d 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TETON 
JOHN N. BACH, 
Plaintiff, 
I/&" ' .dERINE D. KXLLER aka 
KATHERINE M. MILLER, ALVA 
HARRIS, Individually & dba 
SCONA, INC., JACK LEE McLEAN, 
BOB FITZGERALD, OLE OLSON, BOB 
RAGLEY & MAE BAGLEY, husband and 
wife, BLAKE LYLE, Individually 
and dba GRAND TOWING, GALEN 
WOELK and CODY RUNYAN, 
Individually & dba RUNYAN & 
WOELK, ANN-TOY BROUGHTON, WAYNE 
DAWSON, MARK LIPONIS, EARL 
HAMLIN, STAN NICKELL, BRET HILL 
& DEENA R. HILL, and DOES 1 
through 30, Inclusive, 
Case No. CV-02-208 
SIXTEENTH ORDER 
ON PENDING MOTIONS 
Defendants. 
Pending before the Court are motions for directed verdict 
presented by both defendant Katherine Miller and plaintiff John 
Bach during the jury trial before submission of the case to the 
jury. With the exception of granting Miller's motion for 
directed verdict on Bach's breach of fiduciary duty claim in 
Count VII, the Court reserved ruling on the parties' respective 
inotions 
SIXTEENTH ORDER ON PENDING MOTIONS 
The Court has considered the parties' respective motions 
and supporting oral arguments, and it has considered the 
testimony of witnesses and the facts in the admitted exhibits. 
The Court has concluded pursuant to Rule 50(a), I.R.C.P., that 
although the evidence was conflicting, the Court must give the 
party opposing each motion for directed verdict the benefit of 
the truth of his or her adverse evidence and legitimate 
favorable inferences from such adverse evidence. Thomas 
Helicopters, Inc. v. San Tan Ranches, 102 Idaho 567, 633 P.2d 
1145 (1981). Applying such standard to the admitted evidence 
present at the time of the respective motions for directed 
verdict, this Court concludes that there was substantial 
evidence to support the elements of the causes of action and 
affirmative defenses submitted to the jury. 
NOW THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that, with the 
exception of the oral motion for directed verdict of dismissal 
of Count VII of the first amended complaint alleging breach of 
fiduciary duty which was granted during trial after the close of 
the plaintiff's case in chief, all other motions for directed 
verdict by both defendant Miller and plaintiff Bach are DENIED. 
DATED this 8th day of July, 2003. 
, 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
SIXTEENTH ORDER ON PENDING MOTIONS 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 7" ---day of July, 2003, I 
certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing document 
was mailed, telefaxed or hand delivered to the following 
persons : 
John N. Bach 
I?. 0. Box 101 
Driggs, ID 83422 
Telefax Nos. 626-441-6673 
208-354-8303 
Alva Harris 
P. 0. Box 479 
Shelley, ID 83274 
Telefax No. 208-357-3448 
Galen Woelk 
Runyan & Woelk, P.C. 
P.O. 533 
Driggs, ID 83422 
Telefax No. 208-354-8886 
Jason Scott 
P. 0. Box 100 
Pocatello, ID 83204 
Telefax No. 208-233-1304 
Jared Harris 
P. 0. Box 577 
Blackfoot, ID 83221 
Telefax No. 208-785-6749 
Anne Broughton 
1054 Ramme11 Mountain Road 
Tetonia, ID 83452 
(TELEFAX & MAIL) 
(TELEFAX & MAIL) 
(TELEFAX & MAIL) 
(TELEFAX & MAIL) 
(TELEFAX & MAIL) 
(MAIL) 
RONALD LONGMORE 
Clerk of Court 
Deputy CO-urt Clerk 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TETON 
JORN N. BACH, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) MINUTE ENTRY 
vs . ) Case No. CV-2002-208 
) 
KATHERINE D. MILLER, aka ) 
KATHERINE M. MILLER, ALVA ) 
A. HARRIS, individualiy and ) 
dba SCONA, INC., a sham entity) 
JACK LEE McLEAN, BOB ) 
FITZGERALD, OLE OLESON, BIB ) 
BAGLEY and MAE BAGLEY, husband) 
and wife, BLAKE LYLE, ) 
Individually and dba GRANDE ) 
TOWING, and DOES 1 through 30, ) 
Inclusive, ) 
) 
Defendant is) . ) 
I 
On the 10th day of July, 2003, scheduled motions came before 
the Honorable Richard T. St. Clair, District Judge, in open court 
at Idaho Falls, Idaho. 
Mr. Ross Oviatt, Court Reporter, and Mrs. Marlene Southwick, 
Deputy Court Clerk, were present. 
Mr. John Bach appeared pro se on his own behalf as 
Plaintiff. 
Mr. Galen Woelk appeared by telephonic connection on behalf 
of Defendant Katherine Miller. 
Mr. Jared Harris appeared on behalf of Defendant Wayne 
Dawson 
Mr. Alva Harris appeared on behalf of Defendant(s) Harris, 
Fitzgerald, Lyle, Olson, Scona, Inc., and McLean. 
Mr. Bart Birch appeared on behalf of Defendant Earl Hamblin. 
Mr. Greg Moeller appeared by telephonic connection on behalf 
of the Estate of Stan Nicole. 
Mr. Bach has filed a motion to disqualify Judge St. Clair. 
The Court cannot hear the pending motions until the motion to 
disqualify has been decided. The motions scheduled for today 
will have to be rescheduled. 
The pretrial conference scheduled for July 18, 2003, in 
Teton County is vacated. 
Court was thus adjourned. -i 
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TETON CO. 
MAGISTRATE COUW 
SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, IDAHO, TETO,tJ COUNTY 
JOHN N. BACH, CASE NO. CV 02-208 
Plaintiff & Counter- SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF 
claim Defendant, JOHN N. BACH, IL SUPPORT OF IiIS MOTIONS. TO DISQUALIFY 
KATHERINE D. MILLER, aka 
KATHERINE M. MILLER, et a1 . , 
Defendants & Counter- 




THE HONORABLE RICHARD T. ST, 
CLAIR, and ALL OTHER MOTIONS 
FILED July 9, 2003 and JULY 
3, 2003. 
DATE DF HEARING: 
TIME OF HEARING: 
PLACE: Teton County Courthouse, 
89 N. Main, Driggs, ID. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
COUNTY OF TETON )SS 
I, JOHN N. BACH, duly being pPaced under oath, give testimony 
herein of my own personal knowledge, involvement, participation, 
observations, perception and understanding. 
6. I hereby supplement by Affidavit filed July 9, 2003, in 
support of my motions filed that date and also on July 3, 2003 
and number all paragraphs consecutively from and after paragraph 5, 
contained in said July 9, 2003 Affidavit. 
7 ,  The basis of said motion to disqualify Judqe St. Clair, 
are reinterated and further expanded from said previous affidavit, 
with the assertions that the herein cited case authorities and 
statutes, in addition to IRCP, Rule 40 (d) (2) , especially the pro- 
visions of 2 8  U,S.C. sections 144 and 455(a), 455(b)(1.)', Liteky v.  
GCsg: 7 
1 8  
S U P P ~ ~  Aff of JiN, Bach re Judae St. Clair- s8-- P. I. 
United. States. (1994) 510 U . S .  540, 551 (and Concurring , Opinion, . .  
557-5681! $.27 &,Ed: 2a 474! 488, 4921.499, 1$,4 S. c t ,  3.147, 94 
CODS 1,668, 94 Daily JournaL DAR 2985, 7 FLIT Fed S. 793; Zn:.!~e- 
' B e a d ;  .(.k987) 8Lk F ?  2d. 818, 830 (When judye has ;jaq other inter- 
est" that may ,be substantially affected by the lawsuit, he is 
. .  . .  . .  . .  . .  . .  . .  . .  , .  . ,  
disqualifies) ; I.n 're. 'V,i,rg,i,n~,a, 'EJeCt:;, & .  'Power, (4th Cir. 3976) 
539 F.2d 357, 366-69(Evaluates judge3s ownership interest and 
"any other interest" disqualification basis/showing, and that 
"In determinhg whether he [the judge1 should contiriue'to sit, 
the district judge should regard himself as bound by the fufda- 
mental fairness of the fourteenth amendment and also bound by 
the enactment of the Congress in . .Section 455."); Peacock Re- 
cords, Inc. v. Checker Records, Ine. (1970, C , A .  7, Ill.) 430 
F.2d 85, 88-89, cert den (1971) 401 U . S .  975, 28 L. Ed 2d 324, 
91 S. Ct. 1193; U.S. v. Townsend (1973, C.A. 3, Pa) 478 F.2d 
1072; U.S. v. Alabama (1984, N.D. Ala.) 582 F. Supp. 1197, affirm- 
ed without Opp. (1985; C.A. 11, Ala) 762 F.2d 1021(relationship 
with forerm senator, then nonmember of firm in suit, is suffi- 
cient to disqualify); U.S. v. Moore (1976, S.D. W. Va) 405 F. 
Supp 771,(JudgeRs close personal relationshp with U . S .  Senator 
whose politics1 interests were or miqht in future conflict, re- 
quires disqualification); and the treatises in 65ALR4th 73; 65 
ALR Red. 775, 787-789; and 72 AJ,R Fed 638. 
As stated in Peacock Reocolds, Inc. 430 F. 2d at 89: "Find- 
ing by a trial judge unsupported by the record are evidence that 
the judge has ruled on extra judicial sources in making such deter- 
minations indicating personal bias and prejudice." Such bias 
and prejudice is over%helmingly established herein as well be fur- 
ther delineated infra. ~~~~~$ 
Supp" l f  of J.N. Bach re Judqe St. Clair's D.Q. P. 2. 
The United. Sta.tes Supreme Court in 'Lit.ek_y,, supra, 510 U. S . 
at 55% esta.bRL.shed. m a t  extr~judicia.~ sources are not the o n l ~  
basis' of bias or .pr.ejuG,ice .. . , or reasonable. appearances thereof, to 
disqualify a jurist, by clearly stating: " . . It ["extrajudicial 
sourceS"] is the only common basis, but not the exclusive reason 
a predisposition can be wrongful or inappropriate. A favorable 
or unfavorable disposition can also deserve to be characterized 
as 'bias' or 'prejudice' because, even though it springs from 
the facts adduced or the evnts occurking at trial, it is so 
extreme as to display clear inability to render fair judgm-eht. 
(That explains what some courts have called the 'pervasive bias' 
exception to the 'extrajudical source' doctrine. See e. g., 
Davis v. Board of. ,S.chool Coxiini' xs o f  Mobile County, 517 F .2d 1044, 
1051 (CA 5 1975), cert denied 425 U.S. 944, 48 L Ed 2d 188, 96 
S. Ct 1985 (1976).) " 
In Justice Kennedy's conclurring opinion, joined by Justices 
Stevens and Souter, the following statements have application: 
"It is beyond dispute that challegned opinions or predis- 
positions ar%sing from outside the courtroom need not be dis- 
qualifying. See, e. g .  UnitedStates v. Conforte, 624 F2d 869, 
878-881 (CA 9), cert denied, 449 U.S. 1012, 66 L Ed 2d 470, 101 
S Ct 568 (1980) Likewise, prejudiced opinions based upon matters 
disclosed at trial may rise to the level where recusal is required. 
See, e. g. United 'States v .  'Holland, 655 F2 '44 (CA5 1981) ; Nicode- 
mus v. Chrysler Corp., 596 F2d 152, 155-157, and n 10 (CA6 1979). 
From this, the Court is correct to conclude that an allegation 
concerning some extrajudicial matter is neither a necessary nor a 
suffici-ent condition for disqualification under any of the recusal 
statutes. Antetat 554-555, 127 T;.,$d. 2dg at 489-490. . "(510 U.S. 561-2) 
f ( ) JQ :v  
Supp'l Mf.  of J.N. Bach re Judge St. Clalr's D.Q, . P. 3 ,  
"There is no justification, however, for a strict rule dismissing 
a%iega,tons of , intra.j.ud.i.cial pa,xti.afiity,, or the. appearance . . thereof, 
in emery ,case, A judge may fin3 it' difficukt to put aside views 
farmed during some earlier::~.piooceed.ing. 1.n that instance we would . 
expect the judge to heed the judicial oath and steip down, hut that 
does not always occur. Ifthroudh obduracy, honest mistake or simple 
inability to attain self-knowledge the judge fails to acknowledge 
a disqualifying predispostion or circumstance, an appellate court 
must order recusaP no matter what the source. " (510 B.S. 562-63) 
' . . . I would apply the statute as written to all charges of 
partiality, extrajudicial or otherwise. . " (510 U.S. 565) 
8. On the morriing of JuEy.15, 2003, affiant spent some 1 hour 
and over 45 minutes getting access to all the exhibits admitted 
and those refused or still marked for identiciation in this matter. 
The delays and obstacles were that precluded immediate access were 
that all such exhibits had been locked in the sheriff's evidence 
locker, within the prosecuting attorney's second story office, and 
that only by getting a deputy or the sheriff to open it wou&B affiant 
be allowed such review of the exhibits, At first by telephone mes- 
sage relayed by Gabby, assistant court clerk in Driggs, from her 
telephone call to Phyliss Hansen, court clerk off that day, affiant 
was initially told he would have to make a written application to 
see such exhibits and it would take 5 or more days to present them 
to him; that such exhibits had been locked up since the end of jury 
tr6al. Based not only upon such disclosures and statements by 
the clerks, but 3150 by the utterly erroneous findings of facts 
and conclusions of law, rendered by Judge St. Clair, herein, which 
still have not been filed in Teton County, and which were not, 
albeit incomplete in 3 pages missing, not served by mail upon 
r .> (> P.- <-: C\ p t! &*&/ 
Supp'l Aff. of J.N. Bach re Judge~St, C a l r  S -.,.* P. 4. 
upon affiant, until July 2 ,  : .2003,  as evidenced by the meter 
s~amp date of ,Ju.By 2 ,  2003, by ,J'ud'ye' St, Clair's clerk, such 
admitted exhibits and. other efthibits from :(.,which testimonies 
direct and during czoss-examination of Katherine MiEler, APva 
Narris and. Jahn. ~ a c h ,  were not reviewed, nor consideurred nor 
correctlpapp&i,ed. as evidence in fact admitted and controlLing 
the facts and court trial issues, I t  is further, abundantly 
established.,, that Judge St, Cl.air:'s findings of fact and conclus- 
ions oflaw ar6 more than just both extrjudicial and intrajudic&al 
bias, prejudice and passion illegally and egregiously contrived 
by Judge St. Cl2ii against affiant's claims and affirmative defenses 
against Miller's counterclaims, but were part of corruptness of 
Judge St. Clair in denying to affiant a court trial as required 
by Idaho authorities re his quiet title countsfcb3.ims set forth 
in his first through fourth counts of his FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT. 
9. At affiant testified herein during the 9llegal jury 
trial, he had in late-:Winter/early Spring 1998, from February 
through April, rendered paralegal, investigative and drafting 
services for Irene Beard of Idaho Falls, who was then charged 
in a criminal action for Pla3ating Idaho's Racketee~ing Statute, 
in which action Judge St. Clair presided. During said efforts 
for Irene Beard, affiant became aware of investigative actions, 
disclosures and evidence of Judge St. Clair's close political 
and personal ties, alliances and even arrangements of processing 
cases in a favorable manner, result and relief, involving attorney 
Blake'.G. Iiall, of Idaho Falls, and his law firm, that Hall was 
a very daily visitor, who had access to Judge St. Clair, not only 
as the Idaho State Republican Chairman, but also as personal 
confidente and political and judicial goal achievements by Judge 
,P :>, $4 c; c; 
St. Clair who wanted to be appoint to appellate court position 
either before the Idaha Coudt. of AppeaLs ox the Idaho Sta.te Supreme 
Court as he is pow seeking to be appointed, to the Idaho Supreme Court. 
Such information and evidence was presented to affiant by a reporter 
from an Oregon newspaper, its editor and other personnel, who 
had interviewed Judge St. Clair's law clerk and court clerk, and 
even had obtained personal taped recordings of such intervhews. 
During this period, affiant was involved with Judge St. Clair in 
appealing his judgment of summary judgment granting impirpperly 
to John J. Stewart, and Roy C. Moulton and Mounton's clients 
in that Teton Case CV 95-054, and related actions, which appeal, 
went up to the Idaho Supreme Court, upon a Petition for Review 
being granted, but at the hearing, before said Idatio Supreme 
Court, John J. Stewart, a high L.D.S. Priesthold and constituional 
revisionist writer of the L.D.S. policies of (damnation, denouncia- 
tions and discrimination against blacks and other nonwhite skin 
persons, as per the book of Mormon, Nephi, aruged that such review 
was improperly granted, and affiant for all purpos&s was precluded 
from full?-arguing and havinq his raised issues decided on the merits 
by the totally L.D,S. dominated Idaho Supreme Court. Mr. Moulton, 
never filed any oppokition briefs and his clients were given a 
not to be published opinion and order affirming Judge St. Clairgs 
improper grantinq of their mbtidi for summary judgment. In said 
appeal, affiant discovered in goinqithrouqh the Teton clerk's pur- 
ported official files that such files, contained a nonfiled copy 
therein, which had not been served nor brought to affiant's notice 
whatsoever, of his disbarment proceedings and findings of the 
California Supreme Court in 1992, Such disbarment copy was soiled 
and underPined on numerous pages, and was thus accessible and 
Suep'l Aff. of J.N. Bach re Judge St. Clair's D.Q, P. 6 .  
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present at all times for Judge St. Clair to read, familiarize 
and revierii at. a lB  times he had the file; Roy C I  Noulton, who 
represented the other d.efendants/appeklees in. said. appeal by 
affiant has been along with John 2.  Stewart, a defendant in 
that USDC, Idaho action filed. by laintiffi, CV 99-0.14-E-BZW, 
P ~ M ~  ,% 
which hpeeal is now more than Y i l q ,  s theappeai cash bond of 
$7,500.00 has been released as ofJuly 10, 2003 or thereafter 
to appellees therein, including Katherine Miller, Jack McLean, 
Roy Moulton andi,oth&rs, In the current USDC, action still pedding 
against Teton County, Laura Lowry, Teton prosecutor and county 
attorney, and Ryan Kaufman, Teton Sheriff, in Idaho CV 01-266-E- 
TGN, said remaining defendants are represented by Blake G. Hall, 
personally and kwb-other associated attorneys of his law firm, 
who also represented Roy C. Moulton, therein, and other Teton 
officials, commissioners, deputy shetiffs, etc. The fact of 
such present SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT in said federal action 
Idaho CV 01-266-E-TGN, was not official made a part of this 
record herein, until after September 27, 2002, when affiant 
filed his FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT Rerein. The initial complaint 
filed by affiant herein on July 23, 2002 was not complete in stating 
all his claims and all the defendants now named, becanse of his 
attention, plans and efforts to attend his only son's wedding in 
Hawaii on August 3, 2002. At the two days of hearing on August 13, 
and August 15, 2002, Judge St. Clair in granting said preliminary 
injunction in affiant's favor, stated clearly that based upon 
the evidence presented and the pleadings before him, affiant would 
probably prevail on his quiet title claims. There is a partial 
reporter's transcript which was prepared of Judge St. Clair's said 
ruling, and which was incorporated in his Preliminary Injunction 
3 P. fi Y' 2 
Supps l Aff of J .N;  Each re Judqe St. &kil$'% %.$, P. 7. 
of August 16, 2002. What if eny evidence or pleading changes 
would aBlow, or support Judg&,St. Clair's bias, prejudice and 
constitutional unfair treatment, orders and findings of fact 
and conclnsions of law herein from and after the filing of 
affiant's FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT? The Answer is none, except 
that he was intent, predisposed and involved in returning and 
nuturing favorable rulings, orders, restrictions on discovery 
which affiant should have received and even the granting of 
affiant's summary judgment and/or s m a r y  adjudication motions 
because t~ had to protect the defendants herein from affiantzs 
properly averred Idaho State Racketee~ing Soatate violations, 
their conspiracies, joint ventures, unity of efforst,.enterprEeses 
and other viacriously liability producing acts and plans against 
affiant, especial1 to protect Blake Hall's clients in said 
USDC, Idaho CV 01-266, and to depress affiant so financially, 
physically and disparage him in front of said illegal jury trial 
held on June 10-19, 2003. 
10. At the beginning and throughout said jury trial, affSant 
challenged the composition, predispositkon and conditioning of 
the prospective jury members against him by the defendants and 
their many counsel, affiant made motions to deny not only said 
jury panel as called, but also later throughout the trial moved 
for mistrials, baaed upon said juro~8' prediberation discussions 
among themseltes, and obvious prejudgments against,affiant, esp- 
ecially, when just bhfore going into deliberations, 3 of said 
jurors wrote an identical note, asking if they could be sued by 
affiant, presumably, for finding against affiant. As Judge St. 
Clair, was a declared candidate for the Idaho Supreme Court 
anticipated vacancy, Bkake G .  Hall, being also a declared candidate 
3 I - 1  '> ', ,r 
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for the anticipated vacancy to be created by Judge T. G. Nelson's 
retirement from active judge status of the Idaho USDC Court, 
Judg.e Neason, presiding oyer said: USDC, I.cla,ho action brought 
by affiant, CV 01-266-E-TGN, Judge St. Clair was more than 
personally biased.and, prejudicially and predispostionally motivated 
against affiant, he was very much aware and knowledgeable that 
no jury trial right existed in quiet title actions. Such facts 
are more than revealed by the following Idaho case authorities, 
mostly of the Idaho Supreme Court case decisions since 1897: 
a) McMasters v, Toreson, (1897) 5 Idaho 536, 51 P. 100 
b) Shields v. Johnson, (1907) 10 Idaho 476, 79 P. 391 
(Quiet title is wholly equitable in nature and only 
before the court) 
C) Fairview Inv., Co. v. Camberson, 25 Idaho 72, 136 P. 606 
(1913) (In a quiet title action there is not- right to a 
jury trial) 
d) Owsley Canal Co. v. Henninger, 66 Idaho 485, 162 P.2d 389 
(1945) (Quiet title action includes adiudication of water - 
rights) 
e) Loomis v. Unkon Pac R.R. Co. (1975) 544 P.2d 299, 304, 
97 Idaho 341 ("In suits to quiet title to real property 
no right to trial by jury exi-Sts.l6"[N.1 "16. Id. at 121, 
227 P 2d at 356, See also~hields v. Johnson, 10 Idaho 
476, 79 P, 391 (1904); Fairview Invesmtent Co. v. Lamber- 
son , 25 Idaho 72, 136 P. 606 (1913); Howard v. Bar Bell : 
Land & Cattle Co., 81 Idaho 189, 340 P.2d 103 (1959).) 
(MOTE: In Loomis, Plaintiff on appeal assigned as error 
the granting of a jury trial, see page 305, the appellate . .. 
court pointed out that defendants appealed to equity to 
defeat plaintiff's quiet title claims, and no jury should 
have been ordered for any reason. Miller's cofinterclaims 
against affiant were mostly, if not wholly equitable, 
but even then she did not seek rescission, nor reformation, 
nor tender back any consideration as required in eqhity, 
did not raise any extrinsic fraud as to the Settlement 
Agreement and deed exchanged anf record of Oct 3, 1997, 
nor allege any mistake or fraud as to said Settlement 
Wgreement and deeds which total Settlement Agreement and 
Deeds executed therewith, save and except for the oral 
partnership Miller had with affiant as to the most westerly 
40 acres and access strip of 110 feet by % mile, wer 
Binding, complete, all inclusive and barred all of Miller's 
damages claims or counts, which latter damage claims should 
have been severed for purpos,%s of court &rial. See also 
7 ft (7 G L I I ~ L ~  
Loomis, ,at\paqe.303, stating: "We believe the case of 
'And,er.S~5n. .V ,. Wh,i.pp.ke, %3 is' controEiing on this issue,: " 
[Anderson, (1951) 71 Idaho 112, 227 p,2d 35%, 355 held. 
that Idaho Const. Art. I, sec. 7., was "not intended to 
and did not extend the right of trial by $.ug to suits 
in equity." 
11, In matters befo~e the $ina1::.pketrial. conference and. at 
prctkial conference Judge St. Clair wanted the exhibits admitted' 
during the August 13 and 15, 2002 hearings and during the contempt 
application hearing, to be remarked separately,, despite the proui.- 
sions of IRPC, Rule 65"et seq, such exhibits and all the ev-i.d'.en.ce 
which affiant had presented was not to be repeated but. was required' 
to be considered completely by Judge St. Clair as to all ofaff&8ntrs. 
quiet title counts. More significantly, as to Judge St, CXaifKs, 
bias and prejudice during one of such discussions, he asked. affiant 
if in any possible discusssions re settlement he was going to be 
seeking not only the quieting of all title to the properties invo2vina 
1 
Miller, but also monetary damages as well; when affiant indicated 
he was not willing to answer such question, as he had received no 
indication from Miller that she was willing to settle and. would' not. 
be placed in a position to discuss or bid: against his sekk&,ement. 
prospects with Miller, Judge St. Clair displayed. dispkeasure and. 
irribation at affiant's answer and insistence that he first have 
an indication that Miller was reasonably willing in good faith to 
discuss settlement with him. By such time of this questioning by 
Judge St. Clair, he, by his discovery restriction on documents 
which Miller had not produced, had pre6luded affiant from getting, 
as he was required to have produced by Miller and her muLtiple counsel, 
herein, both Woelk, Runyan and Harris and other counsel such as 
chuck Homer of their statements of services and billings sent to 
Miller, of her personal record, files, computer materials, discs, 
Supp'l Aff. of J. N. Bach re Judqe St. Clair's D.Q. . P. 10. ,? ,., ,. .p , . , . ,  , ! /  . ' I . . \  
etc. which Miller had accumulated since her relationships with 
affiant to the date of trial. By pure circumstance, affiant recalls, 
that two documents were marked by Miller before trial, one being her 
Exhibit G which was admitited, a letter of December 1, 1994 from affiant 
to Mrs. Vicki MoEloch, re INVESTMENT PROPERTIES, a copy of which is 
attached hereto, and which letter more than disputes and invalidates 
any claim whatseover of any fraud by affiant involving. MiSler.'s 
Agreement of Defember 8 and 12, 1994 to purchase the most westerly 
40 acres, such agreement being P3it, 's .  EX: 22C. See aLso plaintiff's. 
Exhlliits marked for identification as 95 o f 3  pages, 98a, 98B, 103, 
104 and 105, which further negate and wholly dispuove any fraud by 
affiant, and Miller's superior business knowledge, awareness and 
and dealing with affiant, at arms length, at all times. In Eurkher? 
comparing such exhibits not admitted due to Judge St. CJair's limitations 
of cross examination of Miller and Harris and limiting affiant on his 
rebuttal time, ~ 5 t h  Plaintiff's admitted EXHIBITS 93, and 94, it more 
than is clear that no fraud was perpetrated upon Miller by affiant, 
espechallys since he was under no duty to disclose to Miller what 
he had secured initially for himself as the purchase price per acres 
of any of the Harrops 160 acres and that the law is clear that affiant's 
statement as to the vaiue per acre for tne most westerly to be sold 
to Miller does not constitute fraud. Affiant offered the same price 
per acre to Mr. and Mrs. Motloch as he had to Miller, and he was neither 
in a fiduciary relationship with Motlochs nor Miller at any time in 
December, 1994. This lack of fiduciary relationship will be dlialyzed 
infra.) The secondJdocument Pliller had marked, as affiant recalts as 
her EXHIBIT UU, was a 2 page sheet which affiant had prepared well 
be.fore he had met Miller, re his starting a sporting lodge or bed and 
breakfast at 195 N, Hwy 33, Driggs, or anywhere else as Targhee Powder 
Sus'l Aff. of J.N. Bach re Judqe St. Clair-'~ D.Q. pa 11, 
r- !) p\ ,-# r. ;,
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Emporium, but said Miller defendant's EXHIBIT UU, &B not among 
those exhibits affiant was begrudingly given torrek-kew yesterday, 
as described in paragraph 8, supra, ' Bot:h OF ,these exhibirk and' the. 
documents produced therein by MiI,l,er,. wexe not. ayallabXe to af-fiant, 
had clearly been taken from affiant's. recards at some tim'es ~?a$$,i.er 
by Miller, and were kept non disclosed, until: just at time xequired 
of the exhibits being marked, but now the. seoond. document, NiXlercs. 
EXHIBIT UU, is missing as were a number ofexhibits Bost or taken 
not by affiant but othelrs during the trial, As. stated supra, Pu8'g.e 
St. Clair clearly did not reirkew, nor considered. or appay the euid.e.~.ce, 
in said affiant's favor in quieting title to f i i m  in at.% 87 acres. 
and in denying all Millef's ,:Eounterclaims to be tried, by the court. 
solely. What other documents and materials did Hiller and all her 
counsel deliberately withhold from affiant's discovery request, knowing 
that Judge St. Clair was prejudiciall$ and biasedly protecting all of 
them from affiant gesting evidence of all of their illegal actions 
and even criminal conduct and pursuits against affiant. 
12. The clear fact and conclusion that ~udge St. Clair did 
not review any of the exhibits admitted before seeking to effect 
his biased and prejudiced findings of Sect and findings is revealled 
by the facts which he flagrantly miscites, distorts and even conjtizes 
up to support. said utterly erroneous and without any subtantial or 
materialrevidence to support said findings. By way of example is 
finding "4", which fails to consider or accept the clear uncontradicted 
evidence found in Plaintfff's EXHIBITS 5, 6, 6 A ,  7 ahd 12, which 
proved; an8..&Skab&lshed that the Vasa N. Bach Family Trust was executed, 
established on June 15, 1993 (her 9 months after the property at 
195 N. Hwy 33, was purchased by affiant in the dba name ofTarghee 
powder Emporium, Unltd), his mother was the initial trustee until 
Suop'l Aff. of J . N .  Bach re Judqe St.  Clair's D,Q, P. 1 2 -  Gi]CJc/<:.;S 
U b  
September 27, 1997, on that date she signed the Consent Agreement 
of SucceOding.T.L;ustee, that being affiant (Ex, 5, 2d page); and 
on October 1, 1997, 'aEg<ant As.siyned apd. Transferred A>,& Interests, 
etc,, per said trust in: Targhee Pow5.e~ Emporium., I.n~~,.Unktd an ktd, 
to himself, (EX 6) which assets, etc,, were clearly stated. to be his 
per Schedule A. Pargraph 5 of the. Yasa N. Bach FamiZy. Trust, EX. 5, 
and such being further reaffirmed. per the Confirmation ofAll Rights, 
etc., document b&kg axhibit 6A1 AEf.iafitks mother did' not die "in Decem- 
ber, 2000:' but on "December 11, 2002" as shown by the Connty of Los 
Angeles Death Certificate, with obituary article and memorial. service 
program, comprising EX. 12. Comparing the aforesaid proven facts 
and dates, further with said grossly misstated finding " d B  more 
than shows the deliberate machinations of Judge St. Clair; such 
without any evidentiary basis in fact finding, reveals the extent 
to which Judge St. Clair set out to distoct, manufacture and wholly 
contrive all. other findings and conclusions contrary to affiant's 
clear and ovex%rhe?imingly undisputed evidence, requirincj the granting 
of abinplete quiet title to all 87 acres and the total denial of 
Millet's affirmative defenses and all her counterclaims. 
13. The contrived misstatements by Judge St. Clair of the 
evidence, are replete throubhout findings " S F  through 26, page 1D 
thereof, and what is numbered "8." through "10" on page 13, as 
in both the copies of said FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, 
the first mailed to affiant on July 2, 2003 and the second given to 
him by Marlene, Clerk for Judge St. Clair on July 10, 2003 just before 
the hearing at 9:15 a.m., pages which seemed to be numbered 11 and/or 12 
are missing. The second copy given by Marlene had the date written 
over the stamp of PO3 June 31, 2003" to read "03 Ju1.y 01, 2003" but 
neither copy had any time of filing, and as of affiant's checking with 
~upp'l ME. of J.N. &ch re Judqe St, Clair's D.Q. Paqe 13. ci 2 8 ,.7-2 v 
Gabby, the assistant court clerk in Driggs, Teton Courthouse, 
1.ooking over her shoulders while she called up the fiX.ings of 
r?ocuments. an$, other materials in this. action sin,ce June &9, 2003, 
no such FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, nor any other 
EINDINS OR CONCLUSION$ have been fiL,ed:, in: Teton County i n  this 
action, 'as required. by the Idaho RuLes 05 .Civi$, Procedure, 
14. The enorm:ity ,OF , Jud.ge St.. 'Clai.rts. predis~osi.tion. and. 
preconceived bias, prej6dice and. utterlycontriwed statements 
in said findings, manyof.which contained. partial or whole conclu- 
sions, without validity and ewen the fsagmented, ifsuch are conclu- 
sions of paragraphs "8.", through "lD.", on page 13, is properly 
most significantly revealled by Plaintiff's EXHIBITS 22, 22C, 22F, 
22H, 221 and 96, the lateer, being the Affidavit of Katherine Miller, 
of 10 page, filed in USDC, Idaho 99-014-E-BLW, now a final not to 
be published appeals decision of the Ninth Circuit, khereby as a 
matter of law,,Miller is barred both by the FRCP, and the IRCP, Rule 
13(a) failure to raise mandatory couhterclaims against affiant 
therein, wh:ich evidence and unassailable facts wholly void Judge 
St. Clair's purported finding "17", page 10. Interestingly, Judge 
St. Clair's earlier bias and prejudice, used a nonfinal ruling by 
Judge T.G. Nelson, in USDC, Idaho CV 01-266-E-TGN, that has not 
even gone to any judgement, partial judgment nor finalized appeal, 
fn his dismissing affiant's EXGHIH'COUNT:&TENTH COUNT, which completely 
protected all counsel repersenting Miller, as well as Miller and her 
codefendants now in default as to joint violations of fiduciasy:: 
duties, covenants of fair dealings and good faith and constructive 
fraud perpetrated against affiant and most significantly, per count 
ten, their violations 6f the Idaho Rabketeering Act, by all Defendants 
I.C. Sections 18-7802 through 18-7805 bL).-  ' r ,? , . ~ .  
~ I U d i j  
Supp'l Mf. of-J.N. Bach re Judqe St. Cla- 
15. Plaintiff's EXHIBIT 96 was used by affiant during his 
initial cai,&ing of ,Mi$,Ler to t.&stifk,, but rater, a,ccordin.g to the 
record her sai8: &f;f+da.~it' was adhltted and' received in eyi8,ence, 
Had judge St, 'C1,a.i.r' read not on$,p ,said affida~it a,nd considered, the 
damming testinany .Milker gave during her initiak cross examination 
by affiant, he would have not even considered the utterly flagrant 
and wholly unsupported findings he contrived. However, affiant 
believes when a bias and prejudiced judge like Judge St. Clair is 
so bent upon ruling against affiant in the contrived and corrupt 
manner in which he did, he felt more than confident that no other 
jurist, let alone on an- Idaho Idaho Appeals Court or even the Idaho 
Supreme Court would overturn him, and more egregiously, he had pre- 
cluded any recovery by affiant per his summary judgment motions and 
even dur5ng the krial to have his stolen $15,000.00 returned to him 
which is now still being held as a prejudgment unconstitutional 
attachment, by Teton County, particularly Laura Lowry and Ryan Kaufman. 
Within a matter of a few days affiant recieved from Judge St. Clair's 
court reporter a letter, unsolicited or requested by affiant, telling 
affiant a complete trial transcript woul8 cost some $6,700.00 or more. 
16. The affirmative defenses asserted by affiant to Millervs 
counterclaims were all proven, without any contradiction of relevant 
admissible and in issue evidence by her. Since no final judgment has 
been entered by Judge St. Clair on said findings and conclusions and 
none should be entered at all by his bias and prejudice as stated 
herein and as further revealed by a full and complete review and judicial 
notice 6f all Judge St. Clair's orders, Euliggs herein, affiant, 
still. has his post verdict motions which he filed July 3, 2003, to 
be finalized and is within all requisite 14 days periods, but he 
has additional motions and objections to any partial judgement, if 
Supp'l ?Xf of J.N. Each re Judqe St, Clair's 5.0. P. 15. Ccix,-,% 1 
L) 6 
Judge St. Clair were to continue to preside over all remaining 
matters, whi.ch shou$,d, nbt be aLBowed. nor countenanced, 
17, 1.n just the statements ana' admissions asweXL as 
confessions of,Millerls said afeidauit: which is EXHIBIT 96, she 
undoes all her affirmative defenses $0 plaintiffl.s FIRST AMENDED 
COMPLAINT liand all her COUNTS of her counterckaim aga&nst affiant. 
Onapage 12, Yliller states: " . . it is true that I had a c&~sei:p&rsonal 
relationship with plaintiff [affiant].' . From approximately May '95 
to February 1997, we-resided in the same residence during which time 
plaintiff cefused hy offer to pay rent, We did not have any prenuptial 
agreements as I never accepted his proposals of marriage. . ." In Miller' 
direct testimony when called by her counsel, Galen Woelk, during her 
case in chief on her counterclaims, she identically testified, that 
she and affiant had not been living intimately together until May 1995 
through Feb~uary 1997, so Wkere did Judge St. Clair come up with the 
facts as stated in his finding 6, fhat they started such in "the summer 
of 1994", when no such evidence was produced nor do the above cited 
exhibits even speculatively suggest suchfact; nor did he have any 
facts or evidence that "Miller entered into a romantic relationship 
. . .with Miller moving into BachQs home in Driggs, Idaho, in January, 
1995. This relationship lasted until the fall of 1997." As both 
affiant and Miller testified, they cut off all contacts and relations 
on July 4, 1997, and it was only as affiant testified and is further 
supported by his EXHIBITS 21 (Complete copy of FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT, 
veeified) and SaPB 22, all parts and series thereof, which includes 
the complete Affidavit of John N, Bach in Support of His Motions for 
Summary Judgment, that only just before, during and after Oct, 3, 1997, 
Pliller made oral promises, representations, commitments and assurances, 
which affiant relied upon, rendered performance and services upon and ., f., '.' '. 'T) 
Supp'l Pff of Z?. Pach re Judqe St. Clair~:s__D,jii P" 16- k,.: \: :.J 3 S i- 
finally on Friday,. December 13,. 8997, af giant broke ogf any. contacts . .  , 
or relations personally with Miller, other than the business agreements 
and duties they had to each other. Miller, herself, testified during 
her presentation of her counterclaims,,that even on the October trip 
with affiant to New Mexico, Arizona, Bloab, Utah and other p;Lgces, 
they were not intimate nor did she have any personal relations with 
him nor did affiant represent or seek to represent her in any actions 
whatsoever, legal or otherwise. 
18, Ih EXHIBIT 96, Miller further admits, confesses and agrees: 
a) "He [affiant] offered me an opportunity to purchse land he 
skated was a very equitable price and that he was purchasing 
40 acres of that land also." (It cannot be emphazied enough 
that affiant had purchase the entire 160 acres and whatever 
portion he had not offered to Miller, he was purchaskng the 
entire remained) 
b) "14. In July of 1995, the Harrops filed a lawsuit in Teton 
County, Case No. CV 95-04, against plaintiff and myself for fail- 
ing to purchase the easterly 80 acres remaining on the 160 acre 
purchase agreement. I retained Chuck Homer of Holden, Kidwell, 
Hahn & Crapo to represent me in that action and I was released 
from this lawsuit in. [no date given] As a result of this 
lawsuit, I 'became aare of the original purchase agreement and 
discovered that the price for the entire westerly 80 acres 
was $105,000, " (Clearly ignored by Judge St. Clair was 
&tiller's testimony that she tried to buy through chuck Homer, 
for $80,000, the remaining 80 easterly acres fronting Hwy 33, 
that she had gone through plans with affiant to build a home 
on such easterly 80 acres, had gone to the Health department 
to get a septic tank permit, had gotten estimates of building 
a road and even of the househ.s constructin costs, but she 
did so in her own name; but as set forth in affiant's affidavj-t 
filed in CV 95-04, which is part of EXHIBIT 22, b@%ng included 
subechibit A, filed Sept. 4 1997, all of that was per agreement 
for their partnership and joint venture not to be disclosed to 
IRS and to keep from any banlcruptcy.filic_nq discl.osure by affiant. 
r ; ( ,  rj .*: 
b t ' ~ ~ o , > J  
c ,  1 n %  6 hi 1 . + cl -;.-r, n n n i o  
C) (Reference is made to MilLer's other admissions, top of 
page 6 of said Affidavit) But unquestionably her state- 
m n a t :  "On October 3, 1997, 1 entered into an Agreement 
h 
with plaintiff in which all issues were resolved, compromised 
and settled' concerning the access issues and any other related 
issues. A true and correct copy of this Agreement is attached 
as EXHIBIT "L". All breaches plaintiff alleges in his complaint 
happened prior to October 3, 1997. However, the October 3, 1997 
Agreement was a complete settlement agreement to all issues 
surrounding the purchase of the property from the Mr. and Mrs. 
Harrop. I have not breach the October 3, 1997 Agreement in 
any way ." 
This EXHIBIT 96 along proves without any doubt or refutation 
that a complete settlement agreement was reached between affiant and 
Miller, that she was aware of the facts that give or gave rise to 
any basis, but which none existed, re fraud, mistake or other grounds 
to undo the purchase agreement of December 8 and 12, 1994 which was 
specifically mentioned in the Settlement Agreement of Oct. 3, 1997 as 
being terminated and thkt there were no babis in fact or law for 
Miller's counterclaim counts as Judge St. Clair recreated by his ficti- 
tional and corruptly fashioned findings and conclusions, incomplete 
and non filed as they are. 
19. Affiant cites herein in support of said settlement agreement 
being absolutely compsete, final without amli5guityr confusion or 
attack as to uncertainty, to wit: ' l4ouhtai.h 'Stone Co.' v. 1I.W. Hammond Co. 
, . . .  . . .  . 
(1977) 564 P.2d 958,960-1;Johnson v 'City 'oflas". 'Crudes (1974) 521 P.2d 
. . 
1037, 1038, 86 N.M. 1.96; Estes v .  Maqee (1941) 109 P.2d 631, 634-36, 
62 Idaho 82; Cilibrasis v, Keiter, (1951) 229 P.2d 394, 396, 103 C.A. 
2d 397; Goff v. Boma Investment Co., (1947) 116 Colo 359, 181 P.2d 459; 
and Holve v. Draper (1973) 505 P.2d 1265, 95 Idaho 193; and Ranta v .  
Rake, 421 p.2d 747, 91 Idaho 376. Judge St. Clair's findings 20, 21 -
and 23, are wholly specious, without merit or evidence or leqal support, CJ(]533;$ 
- ~ ~ ~ . . . . 7  %?, -  - - .. - . - > -, , 3 , . : . . r -  - - - ? A  
20. Affiant Eurther cites in support of Judge St. Clair's clear 
bais, prejudice and unfavorable disposktion toward affiant, the 
following cases, which clearly establish that Miller's counterclaims 
are all barred by the statute of frauds, of 3 years, I.C. 5-218(4): 
a) Stewart. 'v .  Hood Corp.. (1973) 506 P.2d 95, 97-98, 95 Idaho 198 
(Summary judgment granted, affirmed on fraud notice and statute of 
fhimitationy ; 'Nancy L.e.e Min~eS;. .Iric..' ti... 'Ha.2sison (1973) 511 P. 2d 828, 95 
Idaho 546; Ra1ph.v.'. City ,of .Spirit Lake (1977) 560 P.2d 1315, 1317, 95 
Idaho 225 (for St/L to run do not need exact theory of recoaery to 
hit you in the face nor that all your damages are known); Cook v. 
.- ... 
Saltman, (1974) 525 P.2d 909, 96 Idaho 187;' Jonesv. State (1967) 432 
P.2d 420, 424-427, 91 Idaho 823; 'andBa2net.t~. Aetna Life Ins. Co. 
(1979) 580 P.2d 849, 850-51, 99 Idaho 46. 
21. The other findings of Judge St. Clair, as to the require- 
ments of affiant to have disclosed his interests and holdings in the 
Chapter 13 bankruptcy proceeding in Sacramento, are utterly contrary 
to all the Ninth Circuit case authorities cited to this court, and 
further are grossly erroneous without evidentiary, legal or jurisdiction- 
al basis or support whatsoever. Affiant conclud-es this supplemental 
affidaokk-::due to time limitation and 
DATED: July 16, 2003 
V 
I, the undersigned NOTARY for the State of Idaho, Teton County, aclcnow- 
ledge, attest and affirm, that on this date, July 16, 2003, John N, 
Bach, known to me, personally appeared, was sworn by me, gave the above 
testimony and signed his named, supra, in my presence and witness. 
DATED: July 16, 2003 
NOTARY: . .' i (SEAL) T&& ' 4' 
Address : - 
Corn n ~ x p  : 88/&~/&/ 
,-' -,pi?,-.- ~ J L ~ J ~ J ~  
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE BY 
MAIL, FAX OR PERSONAL SERVICE 
I, the undecsigned hereby certify that on this date, July 16, 2003, 
I did mail a copy of the foregoing document to Judge St. Clair, 
at the Bonneville Courthouse, Idaho Falls, Idaho, and mailed copies 
to all counsel of record, to wit: Galen Woelk, Alva Harris, Jared 
Harris, Dave Shipman, Jason Scott, Gregory Moeller and mailed a copy 
to Ann-toy B~onghton, pro se, in Tetonia, Idaho. 
DATED: July 16, 2003 
c, [? 5 :> " ;" 
,J d Q 
Suppsl Aff. of J. N. Bach re Judqe St. Clair" D.-0. Paqe 21. 

1, Four psge-9 4fmrnat.frials which depict the loc&*iiol: 
of the 1.3,20 acre parcel, ecs'cerly side of I3wy 313 
4. :niIe~i n o r t h  of 3r.Lgys, w h i c h  i s  L,078 ,45  fee5 
z:~r,q ;awk- 3 3 &TI-< 5 jz Y.?: ce .  - Earx~ntly, tc: r.?~% nor th  
L .  and E S E ~  of: SBLG i . ,  2 3  acre, psrrcel, ?rn!:.ts Tetor! . z & d - . .  Valley Razs.ch S'\bdivsr~n j.i; utlder sn, ,st i  gteyefi  of 
c3r,%tr.iotirrn, Fege or?e is ?La;; ahswing the Locii*',.;- :, 
,,. - -, ,.. of t h e  c 3 . i ~  sties i r  r e l a t i e n  to Troutg !yftorL Vzl,>,&,2: 
. ,. , Ranch., The secc;:S ;;:-ape. 2.3 E cc!ruila:in* of 3 i . n  ~ ,, . A , . view ohotcz; of and fro;? tba  L A ,  2G acres,  Tre L>.:*:- C 
page is a randsrln~ of aha conctr~ction area ?:aw 
bein(: done for t h e  en.tra.nce said suSdlsrisLan. 
T ~ G  fs!~r+cl; paye is trip 5-t peg6 c;E kh& Fi!:ZTccs of 
Past ar;6 C.onclusioni; before tk;e Plannj .5g snc !Z:,nir.q 
Board cf y(;tor: Cou~ty, I&i%c whereby sz.id ~ ) ~ b ~ j ~ ' t +  . ,,-L:L 6 .  , .  ,- ;, 
is given preLiminarily spproval,  
r;- , . . e  1 3 \ 2 3  i?.cre psrcel  i s  iseiag offered ir. t he  form a: 
2 50i;'.~t ve;?+.urf; w i t h  fi.kl.,er ?,!;rae or :'our joint venta-ers: 
*-.#. -. P r i c e  per acre  of $10,D00,Ci0 w k i c h  price is 
fdT2c ..-.. 4 - J  -7 E)riB*)*i De~ep;asr Z I  j.954 &:)a ";hen is 
S C L ~  ject. t.~: r e e v ~ X : j & t i ~ r :  ar.5 ~ r o b i b l y  offering at e i i !  5C;O.C;O 
an acr~, .  'pjlcv-cforc, 2 cne qusrter il!,kert.st would r:~!:? 
,. - "  +.2;,OCDoQ2 and a ofis t h i r e  interest would run $$4,Q()Q.30 
Page 2 nE Deoemher I ,  1 9 9 4  Fax Tr%p.smLaaicn ".@m~ranBm t!: 
Mrs. Vicki lqotloch 208  539-3995 
X am Esx,inq a  n o t  tc s c a l e  hand render ing plak showing 
s a i d  86 a c r e  p a r c e l  and t h e  20 sma l l e r  a c r e  parcels 
which Ere o f f e r e d  ak $ 4 , 0 0 0 . 0 0  per ac re ,  The f ror r t  
F;? a c r e  p h r c e l  i s  being f e t a i n e d  by &he owners f o r  
fUkurk l i g h t  r e t a i l  and/or r c e c r t - r e c r e a t i o n a l  devglop- 
rnent, A 60 f o o t  road and u t i l i t i e s  eaeerneat w i l l  b e  
psoviCh8 to  t h e  back 80 a c r e s  and through a l l  20  a c r e  
p a r c e l s ,  The f u t u r e  c o s t s  a f  suck rocj.6 inprovement and 
undarground u t i l i k i e s  w i l l  b e  shared  nn t h e  b a s i s  o f  
t h e  t o t a l  number o f  ec re s  owned by each j o i n t  v e n t u r e r .  
Pox example, t he  ownere of t h e  f r o n t  80 a c r e s  w i l l  pay 
and/or p rov ide  a t  t h e i r  expense t h e  road and underground 
u t i t i i t e s  t o  t h e  8ost e a s t e r l y  boundary o f  t h e  second 
60 a c r e  parse?. and from t h i s  p o i n t  t he  owners o f  s a i d  
second 8 9  acre p a r c e l  (d i? ide6  i n t o  20 o r  40 a c r e s )  
w i l l  s h a r e  p r o p o r t i o n a t e l y  e a i &  c o s t s  i n  accordance w i t h  
t h e  tsta:L nambars a f  a c r e s  owned, 
This  o f f e r e d  80  a c r e   arce el w i l l  be s u b j e c t  t o  a Deed 
and Agreement o f  C o v a n ~ n t s ,  Condi t ions  and Restrictions 
r e  t ype  of r e s i d e n t i a l  s t r u c t u r e s ,  landscaping,  o u t s i d e  
l i g h t i n g ,  p r o h i b i t i o n s  of  s t c r i n g  v e h i c l e s ,  equipment o r  
t r a i l e r s ,  e tc . ,  o u t s i d e  (ai l .  of which must be i n  s t o r a g e  
garages ,  barns  o r  b u i l d i n g s ,  e t c .  
The t ime fo r  a c c e p t i n g  o r  buy in  y i n t o  t h i s  j o i n t  v e n t u r e .  
i s  a l s o  December 2 ,  1994 b u t  w i t h  cIosZng of escrow 
by December 1 0 ,  1 9 9 4 .  The owners of  t h i s  80 a c r e s  
have s t a t e d  t h a t  a f t a r  December 1 0 ,  1995, t h e  p r i c e  p e r  
acre  w i l l  i n c r e a s e  t o  S 5 , 0 0 0 . 0 0  and every 9 0  days t k e r e -  
a f t e r  w i l l  b e  i nc reased  by an a d d i t i o n a 1  $ 1 , 0 0 0 . 0 0  p e r  
a c r e .  
7 ha6 hoped to get t h i s  ma-terial  and information t o  you 
an6 Ci on Novemk:sr 26 ,  1994, but niissei: ~ornehow both o f  you.  
I d i l  ,: thro?<gn Mike t o  a s c e r t a i n  whst your schedules  were 
only t o  2ir.d o u t  C!het was ge ing  t o  Sail Diego immediately ~lpilri 
return t o  work. I d i d  c a l S  Novsmhes 27 snd Loft  a message w i t h  
Jake for Chet t o  c a l l  me t h a t  n i g h t .  
I already have j o i n t  ven tu re r s  f o r  both s f  these  p r o p e r t i e s ,  
scne of which h a ~ i e  given preb in inary  cox~i~itme:it  t c  buying i~ and 
o t h e r s  who w i l l  l e t  ae know by this Fr iday ,  tomoarow. F l e a s e  
.E , e e l  f r e e  t o  f a x  ne any  i n q a i r i e s  t . h i s  day and 1 hope t o  be i n  
t o u c h  with you t h i s  evening.  ,'+--.. 
! \.. ,? 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TETON 
JOHN N. BACH, 
Plaintiff, 
V S .  
) 
) Jut, S 7 2003 
) MINUTE ENTRY IWON CO, 
) Case No. CV-2002-208 MA@ISRATE COURT 
1 
KATHERINE D. MILLER, aka 1 
KATHERINE M. MILLER, ALVA ) 
A. HARRIS, individually and ) 
dba SCONA, INC., a sham entity ) 
JACK LEE McLEAN, BOB ) 
FITZGERALD, OLE OLESON, BIB ) 
BAGLEY and PBE BAGLEY, husband) 
and wife, BLAKE LYLE, ) 
Individually and dba GRANDE ) 
TOWING, and DOES 1 through 30, ) 
Inclusive, ) 
I 
Defendant is). ) 
) 
On the loth day of July, 2003, scheduled motions came before 
the Honorable Richard T. St. Clair, District Judge, in open court 
at Idaho Falls, Idaho. 
Mr. Ross Oviatt, Court Reporter, and Mrs. Narlene Southwick, 
Deputy Court Clerk, were present. 
Mr. John Bach appeared pro se on his own behalf as 
Plaintiff. 
Mr. Galen Woelk appeared by telephonic connection on behalf 
of Defendant Katherine Miller. 
Mr. Jared Harris appeared on behalf of Defendant Wayne 
Dawson. 
Mr. Alva Harris appeared on behalf of Defendant(s) Harris, 
Fitzgerald, Lyle, Olson, Scona, Inc., and McLean. 
Mr. Bart Birch appeared on behalf of Defondant Earl tiamblin. 
Mr. Greg Moeller appeared by telephonic connection on behalf 
of the Estate of Stan Nicole. 
Mr. Each has filed a motion to disqualify Judge St. Clair. 
The Court cannot hear the pending motions until the motion to 
disqualify has been decided. The motions scheduled for today 
will have to be rescheduled. 
The pretrial conference scheduled for July 16, 2003, in 
Teton County is vacated. 
Court was thus adjourned. c 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TETON 
JOHN N. BACH, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KATHERINE D. MILLER aka 
KATHERINE M. MILLER, ALVA 
HARRIS, Individually & dba 
SCONA, INC., JACK LEE McLEAN, 
BOB FITZGERA:LD, OLE OLSON, BOB 
BAGLEY & MAE BAGLEY, husband and 
wife, BLAKE LYLE, Individually 
and dba GRAND TOWING, GALEN 
WOELK and CODY RUNYAN, 
Individually & dba RUNYAN & 
WOELK, ANN-TOY BROUGHTON, WAYNE 
DAWSON, MARK LIPONIS, EARL 
HAMLIN, STAN NICKELL, BRET HILL 
& DEENA R. HILL, and DOES 1 
through 30, Inclusive, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-32-208 
SEVENTEENTH ORDER 
ON PENDING MOTIONS 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Pending before the Court is pl-aintiff John Bach's motion 
to disqualify Judge St. Clair for cause under Rule 
4 2 A I ,  (3) & (41, I.R.C.P., fi-led on July 9, 2003. The 
motion was supported by an affidavit of John Bach also filed on 
July gth,  and a supplemental affidavit of John Bach filed on July 
Defendant Miller filed an objectj.on on August 1, 2003, and 
plaintiff Bach filed a reply on August 8, 2003. Oral argument 
was heard on Ailgilst 15, 2003 
The Court has considered the subject motion and supporting 
affidavits, oral and written arguments, and the applicable civil 
rules and law. For the reasons hereafter stated, the plaintiff's 
motion must be denied. 
11. STANDARD FOR DETERMINING MOTION FOR 
DISQUALIFICATION OF JUDGE 
Ru1.e 40 (dl (2), I.R.C.P., states: 
(A) Any party to an action may disqualify a judge or 
magistrate for cause from presiding in any action upon 
any of the following grounds: 
1. That the judge or magistrate is a party, or 
is interested, in the action or proceeding. 
2. That the judge or magistrate is related to 
either party by consanguinity or affinity within the 
third degree, computed according to the rules of law. 
3. That the judge or magistrate has been 
attorney or counsel for any party in the action or 
proceeding. 
4. That the judge or magistrate is biased or 
prejudiced for or against any party or the case in the 
actiol?. 
A party moving to disqualify the presiding judge under Rule 
40(d) (21, I.R.C.P., bears the burden of providing facts to 
support the stated grounds for disqualification. Suspicion, 
surmise, speculation, rationalization, conjecture, innuendo, and 
statements of mere conclusions may not be substituted for a 
statement of facts. DesFosses v. DesFosses, 120 Idaho 27, 29, 
813 P.2d 366, 368 (Ct.App.l991), aff'd 122 Idaho 634, 836 P.2d 
1095 (App. 1992). 
A judge is not disqualified from hearing the case on the 
ground that he has made adverse rulings in the case. Liebelt v. 
Liebelt, 125 Idaho 302, 306, 870 P.2d 9, 13 (Ct. App. 1994); 
Bell v. Bell, 122 Idaho 520, 835 P.2d 1331 (Ct. App. 1992). A 
judge's participation in prior 1-egal proceedings involving 
related parties or issues does not provide grounds for 
disqualification. Roselle v. Heirs & Devisees ex. rel. Grover, 
117 Idaho 184, 789 P.2d 526 (Ct. App. 1990). 
A motion to disqualify a presiding judge invokes the 
discretion of the judge. Pizzuto v. State, 127 Idaho 469, 470, 
903 P.2d 58, 59. 
111. ANALYSIS 
It is noted that Rule 40(d) (2) (B) , I.R.C. P., provides that 
"presiding judge or magistrate sought to be disqualified shall 
grant or deny the motion for disqualification." Initially Bach 
argues that constitutional due process requires that another 
district judge decide the motion, citing 28 U.S.C. §§ 144 & 455; 
Liteky v. United States, -- 510 U.S. 540, 11.4 S.Ct. 1147, 1.27 
L.Ed.2d 474 (1994); Peacock Records, Inc. v. Checker Records, 
inc., 430 F.2d 85 ( 7 t h  Cir. 1970), cert. denied 401 U.S. 975, 91 -
S.Ct. 1193, 28 L.Ed.2d 324 (1971), and other federal cases. 
Having reviewed the federal statutes, Liteky, and Peacock 
Records, it is clear that Rule 40(d) (2) (B) does not violate 
constitutional due process. Even under the federal statute the 
judge sought to be disqualified rules on the motion. While 
California and a few other states require by court rule or 
statute that another judge decide the motion for 
disqualification, it is not constitutionally mandated. This 
Court does not have the authority to ignore Rule 40(d) (2) (B) and 
assign another judge to hear Bach's motion. 
Next Bach argues that his two affidavits must be taken as 
true, since no party filed any opposing affidavits, and that his 
motion must be granted. While California v. Kleppe, 431 F.Supp. 
1344 (D.C.Ca1. 1977), supports this legal proposition in 
applying 28 U.S. 5144, Bach's affidavits do not contain any 
specific facts based on personal knowledge supporting a ground 
for disqualification under Rule 49(d) (2) (A). 
Bach's two affidavits filed in support of his motion to 
disqualify Judge St. Clair contain many al.legations. However, 
even read broadly the affidavits contain no admissible facts 
from which anyone could find that Judge St. Clair "is a party, 
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or is interested, in the action" within the meaning of Rule 
40(d) (2) (A) (1). Judge St. Clair is not named anywhere in the 
pleadings as a plaintiff, defendant, or third party defendant. 
None of the pleadings allege that Judge St. Clair has any legal 
or equitable interest in any of the real or personal property 
described in the pleadings. The pleadings do not allege, and 
Bach's affidavits do not state that Judge St. Clair has ever 
owned any property whatsoever, real or personal, located in 
Teton County, Idaho. Bach's affidavits do not establish any 
blood or marriage relationship between Judge St. Clair and any 
defendant or any attorney representing a defendant. 
Although Mr. Bach broadly alleges in his two affidavits 
"acted as counsel or attorney for the defendants," such 
allegation is a mere "conclusion" and not supported by any facts 
to support such conclusion. The affidavits do not state when, 
where, in what legal proceeding, or how Judge St. Clair ever 
represented any particular party defendant named in this action. 
Even read broadly, Mr. Bach's affidavits do not establish that 
Judge St. Clair "has been attorney or counsel for any party in 
the action" within the meaning of Rule 40 (d) (2) (A) ( 3 ) ,  I.R.C. P. 
Further reading Mr. Bach's two affidavits broadly, this 
Court finds no admissible facts showing "bias or prejudice for 
or against any party" to the action within the meaning of Rule 
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40 (d) ( 2 )  (A) (4). Mr. Bach's allegations are mere conclusions, and 
can be grouped into the following categories: 
1. Judge St. Clair denied some of Bach's motions and 
granted some of defendant Miller and defendant Woelk's motions 
before trial. 
2. Judge St. Clair allowed members of the L.D.S. or Mormon 
religion to sit as jurors during the trial. 
3. Judge St. Clair limited the trial to 8 days, and 
limited Bach's opening statement, examination of himself and 
Miller, and Bach's closing argument to the relevant issues. 
4. Judge St. Clair gave erroneous jury instructions. 
5. Judge St. Clair made erroneous evidentiary rulings. 
6. Judge St. Clair denied Bach's request to voir dire --
jurors during their deliberations. 
7. Judge St. Clair made erroneous findings of fact and 
conclusions of law on equitable issues not triable to a jury. 
8. Judge St. Clair allowed the jury to give advisory 
verdicts on equitable issues. 
9. Judge St. Clair impaired Bach's right to prosecute 
claims against non-parties Teton County Sheri-ff Ryan Kaufman, 
Teton County Magistrate Colin Luke, and Teton County Prosecutor 
Laura Lowery in federal case no. CIV-01-266-E-TGN pending in the 
U. S. District Court for Idaho. 
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10. Judge St. Clair has close personal and pol.itica1 ties 
with Blake Hall, an attorney in Idaho Falls who has held offices 
in the Idaho Republican Party and who applied to be a federal 
judge when Judge St. Clair applied for a vacancy on the Idaho 
Supreme Court in 2003. In order to help Blake Hall or his 
clients, Judge St. Clair ruled against Bach in this case. 
11. Judge St. Clair erroneously entered Findings and 
Conclusions after the June, 2003 jury trial quieting title to 
the 87 acres in favor of defendant Miller, which was contrary to 
Judge St. Clair's preliminary findings from Bach's evidence at 
the hearing on the Bach's motion for preliminary injunction on 
August 15, 2002 that "Bach would likely prevail on many of his 
quiet title claims." 
Categories 1 through 8 above are merely the woes of an 
unsuccessful litigant. Judge St. Clair's rulings and the facts, 
procedural rules and law considered are all a matter of record 
for appellate review. Judge St. Clair could have made an error 
in one or more of his rulings, and if it affected the 
substantial rights of Bach, or any other party when Judge St. 
Clair ruled in Bach's favor, the appellate courts can correct 
any error. 
I, the undersigned Judge Richard T. St. Clair, do 
unequivocably declare: 
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a. I have never held any bias or prejudice against Mr. 
Bach, nor any bias or prejudice in favor of any of the 
defendants in this action. I have never represented any of the 
defendants named in this action. Before being assigned to this 
case, I never met any of the defendants, except attorneys Alva 
Harris and Galen Woelk. I met and talked with Galen Woelk a few 
times at the Eagle Rock Inns of Court events in Idaho Falls in 
2000 and 2001, but I never talked with him in connection with 
any legal matter, except on the record discussions in this case. 
I have known Alva Harris for over 20 years. I have never had 
any dealings with or discussions with Alva Narris except when I 
represented clients in matters adverse to Mr. Harris' clients 
when I was in private legal practice before May, 1996, or on the 
record in court discussions since May, 1996 when sitting on a 
case where Mr. Harris appeared for a client. 
b. I have never been a member of the L.D.S. or Mormon 
church, and I have no desire to join it in the future. I do not 
know any of the trial jurors. I have no information as to any 
religious beliefs of any of the trial jurors. 
c. I have no idea how the trial, the jury verdict or any 
ruling I made in this case had any impact whatsoever on claims 
in the federal case CIV-01-266-E-TGN pending before Judge Thomas 
Nelson between Bach and any party defendant in this case, much 
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less any party in that case who is not a party in this case. As 
near as I can glean from reading the amended complaints in this 
action and the federal action, the only identical cause of 
action was Rach's Idaho RICO Act cause of action, which Judge 
Nelson had earlier dismissed with prejudice, and which I was 
required to dismiss under Rule 12 (b) (8) , I. R.C. P., as explained 
in my Tenth Order on Pending moti-ons. I have never represented 
Teton County, Sheriff Ryan Kaufman, Judge Colin Luke, or 
Prosecutor Laura Lowery, who I understand are defendants in 
Bach's federal action. I have no reason to be biased in their 
favor for any reason. I have never met or talked to Sheriff 
Kaufman. I met Laura Lowery about three years ago in the airport 
while waiting for a plane. She has never appeared in my court. 
I have known Judge Luke for about 10 years, and appeared once or 
twice in his court for divorce cases when I was in private law 
practice. I see him around the Bonneville County Courthouse 
quite frequently and we attend 3 or 4 meetings a year with 
Seventh District Judges, but we are not social friends. I made 
no rulings in this case to help out Sheriff Kaufman, Prosecutor 
Lowery, Judge Luke, or Teton County in any manner. 
d. I have no idea how attorney Blake Hall has anything to 
do wi.th this case or with Mr. Bach. 1 have known Blake Hall. for 
about 25 years, since we both started practicing law Idaho 
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Falls during the 1970s and both still live in Idaho Falls. I 
have never discussed with Blake Hall anything about this case, 
nor anything about any party to this case, nor anything about 
any party to the federal case involving Mr. Bach. Until reading 
Mr. Bach's affidavits filed in support of this motion, I did not 
even know that Blake Hall or his law firm was involved in Mr. 
Bach's federal case. While Blake Hall and members of his law 
firm have appeared frequently in my court since 1996, 
representing civil 1-itigants I have never discussed lawsuits 
with Mr. Hall or his firm members except on the record in court 
or in the presence of all parties or lawyers in the case if a 
side-bar or i.n chambers conference is requested by them. I did 
not rule against Mr. Bach, or in favor or against anybody in any 
lawsuit, for the purpose of getting Mr. Hall's support for 
appointment to an Idaho appellate court. 
e. It is true that I made an oral finding in court on 
August 15, 2002 that Mr. Bach would likely prevail on his quiet 
title cause of action as to owning an undivided one-half joint 
tenancy interest in the Miller Access Parcel of 6.63 acres and 
the Targhee/Miller Property of 3.3 acres, and as to owning the 
Targhee Parcel of 40 acres. My fi-nding was based solely on the 
evidence admitted during that hearing, incl.uding the October 3, 
1997 Deeds and Easement Agreement placed into evidence during 
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the hearing on Bach's motion for preliminary injunction. I heard 
no evidence at that hearing for me to find that either Mr. Bach 
or Ms. Miller could quiet title to the 87 acres in any manner 
different from the executed and recorded deeds and agreement of 
October 3, 1997. In fact Ms. Miller had not even filed a 
counterclaim at that time asserting any claim inconsistent with 
the October, 1997 deeds. Although Ms. Miller sat in the back of 
the courtroom during the August, 2002 hearing, she did not 
testify on the witness stand. However, during the subsequent 
June, 2003 jury trial, the jury and I heard Ms. Miller testify 
extensively. The jury and I heard Mr. Bach testify to a number 
of matters that I had not heard Mr. Bach testify on during the 
August, 2002 hearing. My assessment of Mr. Bach and Ms. 
Miller's credibili-ty was impacted by the jury verdict against 
Mr. Bach. My assessment of his credibility was impacted also by 
Mr. Bach's testimony that from 1994 through 2002 he was using 
corporate names of "Targhee Powder Emporium, Inc." and "Targhee 
Powder Emporium, Ltd.," knowing that he never had certificates 
of incorporation issued by any state secretary of state for such 
corporations, and also by Mr. Bach's testimony that he rifled 
through Ms. Miller's garbage can sitting on her curb, and took 
several documents from her garbage can to use an exhibits in 
lawsuits against her. There was no Legitimate reason for Mr. 
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Bach to engage in either of those activities. While testimony 
from Ms. Miller and Mr. Bach at trial was conflicting, Ms. 
Miller's testimony was more credible than Mr. Bach's as to what 
they stated to each other at the time of the October 3, 1997 
settlement, and the state of her knowledge at the time she 
signed such documents. After all the evidence was in, it was 
clear to me that Mr. Bach did not prove his affirmative defenses 
as to Ms. Miller's counterclaim to quiet title or impose a 
constructive trust on the 87 acres, and that Ms. Miller did 
establish fraudulent conduct by Mr. Bach in dealing with her 
interest in the 87 acres. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
In summary, Mr. Bach's affidavits contain no admissible 
facts to establish that Judge St. Clair made any ruling based on 
anything but facts presented in court hearing and affidavits 
filed in the court record after interpreting controlling civil 
rules or case law. No facts, as opposed to conjecture, were 
presented to show that Judge St. Clair was i-nfluenced by any out 
of court information, any religious belief, any acquaintance 
with Idaho lawyers, or any bias or prejudice against Mr. Bach or 
in any bias or prejudice in favor of anybody else. 
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V. ORDER 
NOW THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that plaintiff Bach's 
motion to disqualify Judge St. Clair is DENIED. 
DATED this 28th day of August, 2003. 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the Ag&day of August, 2003, I 
certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing document 
was mailed, telefaxed or hand delivered to the following 
persons : 
John N. Bach 
P. 0. Box 101 
Driggs, ID 83422 
Telefax Nos. 626-441-6673 
208-354-8303 
Alva Harris 
P. 0. Box 479 
Shelley, ID 83274 
Telefax No. 208-357-3448 
Galen Woelk 
Runyan & Woelk, P.C. 
P.C. 533 
Driggs, ID 83422 
Telefax No. 208-354-8886 
Jason Scott 
P. 0. Box 100 
Pocatello, ID 83204 
Telefax No. 208-233-1304 
(TELEFAX & MAIL) 
(TELEFAX & MAIL) 
(TELEFAX & MAIL) 
(TELEFAX & MAIL) 
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Jared Harris 
P. 0. Box 577 
Blackfoot, ID 83221 
Telefax No. 208-785-6749 
Anne Broughton 
1054 Rammell Mountain Road 
Tetonia, ID 83452 
David Shipman 
P. 0. Box 51219 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-1219 
Gregory Moeller 
P. 0. Box 250 
Rexburg, ID 83440-0250 
(TELEFAX & MAIL) 
(MAIL) 
(TELEFAX & MAIL) 
(TELEFAX & MAIL) 
RONALD LONGMORE 
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